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PART A – Proponent and Background 

A.1 Proponent – D. N Hughes   
The proponent for the Quarry is the landowner, Mr David Hughes. Under an 
agreement, Bis is the operator.  

The contacts for the project are shown in Table 1. 

TABLE 1: PROPONENT 

Name of proponent (entity and 
trading name) David N Hughes 

Registered address of proponent RSD 619 Evandale Road, Breadalbane TAS  
7258 
 Postal address of proponent As above 

ABN  79421242311 

Contact person’s details David Hughes 
Tel 0438918134 
Email : daviejane@hotmail.com 

Consultant engaged to prepare 
EER (as relevant) 

John Miedecke and Partners Pty Ltd 
Telephone number 0418130672  
Email : John@johnmiedecke.com 

The operator is Bis Industries. Contact details are: 
Bis Industries  Grantly Hamilton – Site Manager - Tasmania 
Western Junction Quarry, 1A Richard Street, Western Junction , TAS 7212 
T +61 3 6398 9004 M 0457 546935 
www.bisindustries.com 
Email: Grantly.Hamilton@bisindustries.com 
Bis Industries is a leading provider of specialised logistics and materials handling 
solutions to the world’s biggest mining and resources companies.  In Tasmania, 
operating under the wholly owned Bis Quarries Pty Ltd, they operate a number of 
major quarries and sand pits supplying the construction industry, State and Local 
Government. 

A.2 Background 
The existing Western Junction Quarry at near Breadalbane in Northern Tasmania 
produces a wide range of construction materials. (Figure 1). 
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FIGURE 1:   MINING LEASE  2045 P/M  LOCATION – Western Junction 
Tasmania 

The quarry has been in operation for almost 40 years and provides a wide selection of 
construction and building materials. It well located being situated in close proximity 
to a major road network, close to Launceston, in an isolated area of private land well 
screened from residences and local views. It is an important supplier to the civil 
construction industry in Northern Tasmania and has supplied to both the North-West 
and East Coasts.  The area currently has three operating quarries. 

Mr D Hughes is a local landowner who has owned a quarry on his land since 1980. 
Since 1982 the quarry has been operated by Brambles (now Bis Quarries Pty Ltd) 
under an agreement between Brambles (now Bis) and Mr Hughes. 

In March 2019, as basalt rock reserves were being depleted in the existing mining 
lease, Mr Hughes applied for planning approvals and additional mining lease (MLA 
2045P/M (Figure 2) and planning approval to allow the continuation of the quarry 
activities to the west of the existing operations. These were closer to the Launceston 
Airport on land owned by Mr Hughes.  

Planning approval (Planning Permit PLN-19-0071), including the EPA Permit Part B 
No. 9667 was granted on 20 November 2020. The Environmental Assessment Report 
(EAR) for that proposal prepared by the EPA is attached in Appendix A. The 
planning approval is for 500,000 tonnes per annum  

During the application process the landowner to the south of the quarry, indicated that 
they were interested in selling part of the property to the immediate south of the 
quarry operations and Mr Hughes is purchasing the land. As this land has better rock 
reserves and also provides a greater separation distance from the Launceston Airport 
and residences to the North, Mr Hughes is now making a new planning application for 
the revised quarry location and revised Mining Lease Application (2045P/M). 

Proposed Quarry 
extension site 
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FIGURE 2   MINING LEASE APPLICATION  ML 2045P/M – Source The List 

Mr Hughes is applying for a level 2 quarry at the same production levels of 312,500 
cubic metres of product per annum (500,000 tonnes per annum (at a SG of 1.6t/m3)) 
as the existing Permit, with the only change the movement of the quarry operations to 
include the different property title. The guidelines for this Environmental Effects 
Report are contained in Appendix B.  

The quarry plan provides for a limited advance to the west and towards the airport and 
expansion to the South. This will provide future long term production within the new 
area proposed and be at a greater distance from the Launceston Airport and 
residences, with better rock reserves and quarry lifespan.  

PART B – Proposal Description 

B.1 Project Overview 
A summary of the project is attached in Table 2 (next page). 

B.2 Site layout and development 
The existing quarry is near Western Junction, NE of the Launceston Airport (Figures 
1 and 2).  

A more detailed location map (Google earth image) is shown in Figure 3. Bis propose to 
complete the existing quarry operations north of Briarly Creek, with rock production 
transferred gradually to the new site (ML 2045 P/M), as shown in Figure 3.    

Proposed Quarry 
extension site 
 

Launceston Airport 
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Proposed activity 

New activity or 
intensification of existing 
activity 

 Replacement of an existing activity.  A planning application has been 
lodged over a different land title. 

Material to be extracted Crushed basalt over an approximate 20+ year period. 

Maximum extraction 
quantity 

312,500  cubic metres and 500,00 tonnes per year 
 The current extraction limit at the current approved quarry is the 
same. 

Material extraction and 
processing 

Typical quarry operations, rock is blasted carted to the existing 
processing plant and crushed and screened. 

Transport Product is carted from the site via weighbridge to the Midland 
Highway and markets.  

Traffic volumes will remain the same as the approved operations. The 
average daily loaded truck movements from the site will be 
approximately 182 truck trips (two-way movements). 

Stockpiling Crushed rock products.  
• Pavement materials
• Concrete Aggregates
• Road Sealing Aggregates
• Road Sheeting Materials
• General Construction and drainage materials

Area of disturbance The area of the site disturbed will vary from  4 to 33 ha. As the quarry 
floor is to be developed as commercial use the site will be hard 
surfaced and not be rehabilitated, except for the perimeter walls.  
Total area of land to be disturbed over the life of the proposal is 
estimated at  33 hectares. 
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Major equipment 
MOBILE PLANT 

Excavator 75t   
Excavator 30t  
Cat Rigid Dump Truck 
45t  
Rubber Tired Front End 
Loader  
Mobile Screening Plant  
Drill Rig  
Trucks   

FIXED CRUSHING 
PLANT 
Jaw crusher size 42x 30 
Screen 20 x 8 
Cone crusher J50 
Screen 20 x 8 
Tertiary crusher 
Auspactor VS200 
Screen 20 x8 
Screen 16 x 6 

PUG MILL  
QME Twin Shaft 350t/hr. 

PRECOAT PLANT  
Screen 10 x 5 
Additive Precoat Fluid 

     Bins Feed  

Number 

1 
1 

1 

2 
1 

Various as required 
Various as required 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 

1 

Infrastructure 
All infrastructure is existing and the only new infrastructure will be 
diversion drainage, settling ponds, overburden and topsoil stockpiles 
as required.  
The  existing infrastructure consists of : 

• Access roads and hardstand areas
• Stockpiles
• Settling ponds, diversion drains also used for water supply
• Office
• Cribroom
• Weighbridge
• Workshops
• Stores
• Fuel, lubricant and oxyacetylene
• Mains power supply
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Proposal timeline The new quarry area will be progressively developed as the existing 
reserves are exhausted over a period of 2 years 

Operating hours Operating hours will the same as currently permitted and are 
typically: 
• 6.00 am to 5.30 pm Monday to Friday, and
• 7.00 am to 3.00 pm on Saturday.
No works are conducted on Sundays or public holidays. Any works 
outside (ie to fulfill special contracts) will be subject to approval by 
the EPA/ Council. 
No operations or transportation of products are conducted on Sundays 
or public holidays (except maintenance). 
Public holidays are holidays that are observed State wide (Easter 
Tuesday excepted)

Rationale for proposal and alternatives 

Rationale The new quarry will replace the existing approved quarry extension 
and will be developed to the South, rather the to the NW as currently 
planned. This will move the quarry further from existing residences 

Alternatives There are no feasible alternatives as the quarry area is restricted 
because of the airport and railway line.  
This application is an improved alternative on the previously 
approved location and moved the quarry operations further away from 
the nearest residences and the Launceston Airport 

Location and planning context 

Location The	propose	quarry	is	located	on	Mining	Leases	ML	975P/M	and	
ML	2045P/M.		
'THE	SPRINGS'	-	81	EVANDALE	RD	WESTERN	JUNCTION	TAS	
7212	
Property ID 2551287 Title Refs 180211/1, 146280/1; and Property ID 
1776740, Title 121824/2 

129905/1 The land is zoned Rural Resource. The land tenure is private land 

Use Class and 
Permissibility 

A permit is required under the LUPA Act, under the Use Class of 
Extractive Industry. This use is discretionary under the Planning 
Scheme.  

Mining lease (ML) MLA 2045 P/M. Mining Lease Application and 
ML 975P/M Mining Lease  
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Description of existing site and surrounds 

Land Use The site is located in a rural area, with farmland to the south and 
north. Immediately to the north -west and west is the Launceston 
Airport. To the east is a rail line and corridor. All nearest residences 
are nearly  1 km away ( refer Figure 3). 

Topography The topography is rolling hills, with an escarpment to the east and 
south 

Climate Annual rainfall is approximately 675 mm per year and winds from the 
North-West and West. 

Geology  The quarry site is on a basalt flow overlying tertiary sediments 

Soils The soils are mapped as Breadalbane Soil Association( Brown Clayey 
soils on Tertiary Basalt. They have moderate erodibility and 
dispersibility. There is no potential to encounter acid sulphate soils 
and or contaminated soil as the proposed site is elevated and has only 
been used for sheep grazing. There is a remote chance of PFAS in the 
quarry groundwater in the future.

Hydrology There are no permanent waterbodies on the site and it drains to 
ephemeral streams. The nearest water body is a dam constructed on 
Briarly Creek to the north about 500m away. This will receive 
drainage from the quarry and also serves as the water supply 

Natural Values The site has no natural vegetation as it has been cleared and used as 
grazing land. It is classified as “Grazing	modified	pastures”	in	the	
list
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FIGURE 3:   LOCATION – Western Junction Tasmania Google Earth 
Nearest residences – red dot 

The pit will be developed in a southerly direction from the current old Main Pit floor (the 
site of the processing plant) in approximately 14 metre deep benches.   As the depth to the 
expected basement at RL 130 will be greater than 14m in height, the quarry face will 
advance in multiple benches as shown in Figure 4, a computer generated perspective of a 
typical  multi bench quarry pit. 

FIGURE 4:  TYPICAL QUARRY 3 D VIEW SHOWING MULTIPLE BENCH 
OPERATION 

Proposed Quarry 
extension site 
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Quarry plans have been designed using SURPAC resource modeling and mining planning 
software to allow for an expected 20 years of operation (based on reserves and annual 
production at the Permit limits of 312,500 m3/year). Therefore, it is expected that the 
quarry will continue for well over 20 years. These plans are shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7. 
Figures 8 shows progressive rehabilitation of the quarry benches. Figures 9 shows a final 
plan after all rock is quarried. These are all simplified plans based on the modeling but will 
vary depending on the rock characteristics and thickness. 

The plans have been designed for the maximum extraction of the basalt resource in 
accordance with the Mining Lease conditions, the Quarry Code of Practice and best 
practice environmental management. 

Quarrying will commence on the western face of the existing pit (processing plant 
location) with the relocation of existing topsoil and overburden stockpiles. These will 
be relocated to the northern side and also the proposed buffer /stockpile area between 
the quarry and the aerodrome. The pit will then be developed in nominal 14 m 
benches and progress to the South in stages, with topsoil and overburden removed in 
advance of the quarry activities of drilling and blasting, blasted rock removal by 
excavators and transport by truck (Cat rigid mine truck) to the existing processing 
plant.  

Photograph 1 shows an example of existing quarry benches. 

Photograph 1:  Typical quarry bench operation. Quarry advances to the left 

Rainfall falling on disturbed areas will be directed to a series of retention ponds prior to 
discharge to the water supply pond in Briarly Creek. 

Working benchBench being prepared 
for blasting Pit advance



All plans are subject to detail design,
survey and ground conditions Quarry bench face
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survey and ground conditions

Soil/overburden
stockpile area Quarry bench face
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All plans are subject to detail design,
survey and ground conditions

Quarry bench face
Soil/overburden
stockpile area
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protective bund

overburden 0.5m with topsoil 0.2m
- then revegetation

Quarry floor left as level as practical - grade 1% to the east

- then compacted base

7m

7m

4-5m

Diagramatic Only

4-5m

Quarry walls final profile, with
14m benches halfed

JOHN MIEDECKE AND PARTNERS PTY LTD

Bis Western Junction Quarry Extension

8F IG .

Typical Rehabilitation Profile - Quarry Walls



All plans are subject to detail design,
survey and ground conditions

JOHN MIEDECKE AND PARTNERS PTY LTD

Bis Western Junction Quarry S Extension

F IG .

FINAL Google Image

JOHN MIEDECKE AND PARTNERS PTY LTD F IG .
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The existing crushing plant will continue to be used and there are no plans for 
additional equipment. The proposal merely represents a new location for the rock 
source for ongoing quarry operations to the new ML.  

All product transport from the site will be as currently approved which is via Richard 
Street Western Junction (see Section C.11).. There will be no increase in traffic  

B.3 Definition of the land 
For the purposes of the planning permit and the EPA requirements, the land is defined as 
ML 2045P/M and ML 975P/M, which is located on three titles, are shown in Table 2. 
Figure 10 shows the Land, as defined in the mining leases. 

The propose quarry is located at  'THE SPRINGS' - 81 EVANDALE RD WESTERN 
JUNCTION TAS 7212 
Property ID 2551287 Title Refs 180211/1, 146280/1; and Property ID 1776740, Title 
121824/2 

FIGURE 10:   THE LAND (ML 2045 P/M and 975 P/M) 

B.4 Existing operations   
The existing Mining Lease (ML 975 P/M), mining lease application (2045 P/M), the 
original permit (Licence to Operate Scheduled Premises 3374) and the new Permit PLN-
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19-0071 and Permit Conditions - Environmental No. 9667 are all held by Mr D Hughes 
the landowner.  

The recently granted Permit PLN-19-0071, has approved a quarry operation in Mr Hughes 
property immediately to the south east of the existing plant site (Figure 10) on CT 
129905/1. 

This revised application proposes a modification to both the Mining Lease Application 
(MLA 2045 P/M) and the quarry footprint to include the new property title (CT 121824/2 
for the same quantities (500,000 tpa). 

This revised quarry extension will extend the quarry initially to the west then southwards 
(see Section B.2). 

FIGURE 11: EXISTING APPROVED QUARRY AREA. SOURCE ; Google Earth. 

B.5 Environmental Monitoring, Complaints and Breaches of Conditions 
B.5.1 Environmental Monitoring,  
Bis regularly monitors the following: 

• Air quality - dust (OH&S) and general area.
• Noise – as required, regular OH&S, occupational noise, change in operations
• Rock blasting -every blast at a number of locations around the existing quarry for

ground vibration and air vibration (airblast).
• Water quality- continual monitoring of sediment basins, drainage lines etc for

offsite sediment transport. Periodic water quality in receiving waters, surface water
will be sampled and monitored within 2 months in both wet and dry atmospheric
conditions of starting operation on the 2045P/M lease or any other major
operational change.

• Weeds and plant diseases with quarterly weed surveys and treatment.
 The results of this monitoring is discussed in Section C under the relevant Section. 
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B.5.2 Complaints and Breaches of Conditions 
Bis maintains a complaints register to record any complaints received 

Bis has only recorded one complaint (noise and vibration from blasting) in the last 10 
years 

A neighboring property to the site made an enquiry to the EPA about the sites monitoring 
of their property during blasting activities, the EPA made a request to Bis for information 
pertaining to any airblast and vibration monitoring since the 3rd of June 2021 conducted at 
the neighboring property. Site management has met with the concerned landowner and a 
monitoring program has been commenced with the results shared with the EPA and the 
landowner. 

There have been no breaches of conditions of current regulatory approvals or of 
environmental law.  
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PART C  POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 

C.1 Introduction 
The quarry has been in operation continuously since 1982 and has been one of the 
largest operating in Tasmania, with few significant impacts on the surrounding 
environment and community.  

It is well located for an operating quarry having few nearby residences and a transport 
route that provides close access to the major road networks and avoids residential 
areas. It has also been an important and reliable supplier to the market for 
construction materials needed by the community and this has been recognized as 
strategically important by the Tasmanian Planning Commission (TPC then RPDC) in 
hearings into local planning scheme amendments and permit application for a 
residential development in the area. Over the life of the existing quarry, the EPA and 
the Company have few records of complaints from local residents regarding blasting 
effects, the majority over 10 years ago. These have decreased significantly with 
improved blasting techniques and the last complaint was this year. This was from the 
resident closest to the quarry on the northern side. With the relocation of the quarry, 
any effects will be minimized. 

The potential impacts from ongoing operations are well understood and are expected 
to be similar in nature to those experienced in the past 39 years. They will result in 
direct physical impacts on the proposed new quarry location and limited off site 
effects. The approximately 20 year plan presented in Section B.2 will disturb a total of 
approximately 33 ha over this period. 

The following sections detail the likely environmental effects and their management. 
The most significant impacts will be those that are perceived to affect residential 
amenity in proximity of the quarry, in particular residences to the north-west of the 
quarry. 

In the last Permit Application, a draft and final Development Proposal and 
Environmental Management Plan was prepared and publicly advertised. The EPA had 
issued site specific guidelines for the preparation of the DPEMP, following a site visit 
by EPA officers and Northern Midlands Council. 

An Environmental Management Plan was prepared to accompany the Planning 
Application was also reviewed by the EPA and matters raised are addressed in this 
Environmental Effects Report.  Appendix C contains information as requested by Air 
Services Australia and CASA.   

C.2 Air Quality  
C.2.1 Issues 

The main issue with air quality is dust, as the area is remote from residences and the 
only other air emission is machinery exhausts (mainly diesel). Dust is more 
conventionally referred to as ‘particulates’ or ‘airborne particulates’. Airborne 
particulates are generated during quarrying mainly by mechanical disturbances (such 
as drilling, blasting, earthmoving and movement of road traffic on unsealed surfaces). 
In dry and windy conditions, particles can be lifted from open or disturbed areas, 
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resulting in visible dust emissions. Most airborne particles that originate from these 
sources are larger than 10 µm (PM10) and are associated more with nuisance than with 
public health problems. The larger particles tend to settle back to the ground within a 
short distance (<300 m) from the source. 

The Quarry Code recommends that generally, the emission of visible dust should be 
confined within the boundary of the premises, except in remote areas. Dust produced 
by the operation of the quarry or by transport, crushing and screening plant must be 
effectively controlled to the satisfaction of the EPA.  

The degree of dust generation is a factor of the rock type when crushed (fines 
generated), abrasion resistance and the degree of fines generated in handling, in 
stockpiles and when transported. Some materials (silica) are well known for their 
ability to generate dust.  

C.2.2 Quarry Emissions 
The quarry operations will be similar to what has been happening in the past. They consist 
of drilling and blasting of rock, loading and haulage to processing facilities, crushing and 
screening, stockpiling, and loading for offsite transport.  

All these phases of the operation will produce dust. 

The generation of dust from quarrying and processing operations will depend on: 
• the frequency at which dust generating activities take place,
• meteorological conditions, such as wind speed,
• composition of dust, including particle size distribution (particle density and

moisture content), and
• the condition of the source.

Wind directions for summer are mostly from the north / north-west quadrant (40%in the 
morning to 60% in the afternoon. 

Therefore, when winds are strongest and in dry periods when dust generation is most 
likely, wind directions are to the south -east and away from the closest residences and over 
agricultural land. 

Dust deposition from the current or future operations at nearby residences is regarded as 
unlikely given the distance between the operation and nearby residences and the rapid fall 
off in dust levels with distance. The access road is sealed from the boundary of the Lease 
and there are no residences adjoining the access road.. 

Dust emissions from the above mentioned sources would exhibit a marked seasonal trend 
as ground cover and soil moisture content change (i.e. low soil moisture and reduced 
vegetation cover [i.e grass cover] in the summer months would contribute to higher levels 
of dust being generated).  

The main land uses surrounding the quarry area are agriculture, and ground preparation 
and crop harvesting. These will also have the potential to contribute to airborne dust and 
affect ambient air quality. 

No house residents have ever raised dust emissions as an issue of concern in over 35 years 
of operations, although at the last permit application an adjoining property owner made 
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representations about dust deposition on grazing land. This property has been purchased 
and is planned for future quarry development  

C.2.3 Quarry Dust Management  

The existing Permit conditions have various requirements. These include covering or 
dampening dust producing loads, controlling fugitive emissions (roads, stockpiles 
etc), and controls on dust emissions from plant. The crushing and screening plant is 
fitted with water sprays and dust extraction equipment. All truck-loads which may 
generate dust will be covered or wetted down prior to transport. Roads and working 
areas will be watered with a water truck if required. 

The effectiveness of current dust suppression will continue to be monitored by a 
complaint mechanism and specific dust monitoring will be conducted if complaints 
are received and can be verified and review of the causes will be examined and 
changes made to reduce further events of this nature. 

A complaints register is maintained by Bis which will record any dust complaints and 
the action taken in response. These will be monitored by the EPA. 

Dust generated from the quarry in the past has not been a problem due to the 
separation distance and the prevailing wind directions and the property that did have 
concerns has been purchased and forms part of the ongoing operations. 

Future operations are not expected to generate significant nuisance dust. Other dust 
sources from agricultural activities are likely to be the major source. 

C.3 Water Quality (surface, discharge and groundwater) 
C.3.1 Issues 

The risk to water quality from activities at the site is predominantly associated with 
surface water runoff, entrained particulate matter and possibly spilt fuels and oils. The 
existing quarry operations have been operating for over 30 years with no known water 
quality issues or discharges from site. Bis periodically sample waters around the 
quarry. Water quality is generally good, although the drainage (Briarly Creek) is 
ephemeral and the creek receives discharges from the Taswater sewage lagoons and 
on occasions E Coli (gut bacteria) levels have been elevated. As Briarly Creek is 
ephemeral the Anzecc water quality criteria are not applicable ( ie. Aquatic life etc). 
The waters (as noted above) are not suitable for drinking or recreation. The waters 
meet the Quarry Code of Practice guidelines for total suspended solids and oil and 
grease. The main issue will continue to be suspended solids draining from disturbed 
areas after heavy rainfall. 

Based on the groundwater assessment (Appendix D), it is possible that groundwater 
may appear in the future quarry floor. This may just be as damp patches, or possibly 
as seepage and surface flows.  

EPA have raised the issue of potential contamination of fire fighting foams (PFAS 
chemicals). Airservices Australia has completed a Preliminary Site Investigation (PSI) for 
PFAS contamination across Launceston Airport to better understand potential impacts 
which may be directly related to the legacy use of aviation fire fighting operations. The 
PSI found historic PFAS contamination on airport in close proximity to where firefighting 
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activities were carried out at the airport.  This was expected given the previous use of fire 
fighting foams containing PFAS at Airservices sites at the airport. 

The PSI investigation detected PFAS on airport in soil, sediment and groundwater at 
the Former Fire Training Ground (FFTG). This site is directly to the south of the 
proposed quarry expansion (approximately 1km).  

C.3.2 Surface Water management 

The existing water management in the current quarry operations is to direct surface 
drainage from active work areas, after passage through settling ponds, to the Briarly 
Creek supply pond (except the plant area). This pond overflows via a culvert under 
the haul road and flows continue down Briarly Creek. This pond also acts as a water 
supply for quarry and the crushing plant operations. Photograph 2 shows the pond. 

In the active quarry areas, surface drainage is contained in the pit floors where it 
gradually infiltrates the basalt fractures and joints and reports to the groundwater 
table. On occasions water is pumped from the Centre Pit to the pond, as required.  

Settling ponds are in place for drainage from the Precoat Plant area, and a new settling 
pond has been constructed for the Processing plant area. This is located near the 
existing wash bay and has been sized to retain a 1 in 20 year, 12 hr duration rain event 
falling on the catchment. There are no known beneficial usage in receiving waters, 
which are ephemeral except for possibly stock. 

Photograph 2:  Water Supply pond in Briarly Creek 

The topography in the quarry extension areas is shown in Figure 12.  Existing 
drainage from the grassed paddocks is via a drainage depression to the North. (see 
Figure 5 and quarry plans). The new quarry operations will be on existing grazing 
pasture where the quarry will be progressively developed in areal extent and at depth. 
The quarry has been designed to avoid the drainage depression to the North (see 
quarry plans). 
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FIGURE 12:  TOPOGRAPHY  LIDAR  (Source-The List) 

The measures to be adopted to prevent any sediment or pollution leaving the quarry 
and flowing offsite can be summarized as follows. These are essentially those that 
have been effective for the past quarry operations. 

• The quarry perimeter will be graded such that all surface drainage is directed
into the pit itself and not off site, uncontrolled.

• Upslope water flows will be progressively diverted around the quarry
boundary by a bund with settling basins if required

• The pit floor will be graded to direct surface drainage to settling basins prior to
discharge under the haul road to the Briarly Creek pond (this will also provide
storm surge capacity and reduce flow rates).

• All maintenance and refueling areas in the quarry will be risk assessed for
potential environmental harm. Oil spill kits are maintained on site.

For sediment retention facilities a 1 in 20 year reoccurrence interval storm (12hr), will 
be used to determine pond sizes. Table 3 shows indicative sediment pond sizing.  

Table 3   Retention/Sediment Pond Sizes#  

Pond No Catchment area (ha) 
(this will vary) 

Required pond size 
m3 

W1 5 750 
W2 10 1500 
W3 7.5 2200 

# preliminary only. To be verified by site experience. 

There is no onsite storage of chemicals, other than a diesel/pre-coat fluid storage 
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tanks, lubricants etc and the latter are stored undercover. There is vehicle and 
machinery maintenance and refueling on site in contained areas 

C.3.3 Groundwater management 

The floor RL of the quarry extension is expected to be at RL 130, the existing quarry 
floor. As discussed above, the groundwater study by W.C Cromer has advised that as 
the quarry advances to the south there is a possibility that the quarry floor may 
intersect the groundwater table as it approaches Kellys Creek some time in the future . 
There is therefore the possibility that this groundwater may contain some groundwater 
contaminated groundwater sometime in the future. Figures 13 and 14 shows the 
possible groundwater flows 

This has been discussed with Airservices who are shortly to appoint consultants to 
conduct the monitoring..  It is proposed that 1 or 2 monitoring bores will be installed 
between the quarry and the possible contamination site and PFAS will be monitored 
periodically and the results made avaibale for Bis. Any groundwater inflows into the 
pit will also be monitored for PFAS. 

Depending on monitoring results, it may be appropriate to manage the depth to the 
water table ahead of quarrying. This may be done in a series of injection wells or 
trenches (“horizontal bores”) with the aim of maintaining the water table above the 
level of Kellys Creek. The volume of water required to do this would be determined 
by pump testing the monitoring bores. This will be investigated after the results of the 
monitoring bores are reviewed  

C.3.4 Water supplies 

Water for plant use will be sourced from the existing pond in Briarly Creek for quarry 
and plant use. Any external water sources can continue to be supplied from the 
Taswater supply.  

C.4 Noise Emissions 
C.4.1 Issues 
Noise Vibration Consultants (NVC) were engaged in 2017 to monitor noise from quarry 
operations under normal operating conditions and assess likely effects. Their final report 
was encluded in the DPEMP. NVC were engaged in July 2021 to reassess the revised 
quarry plans and their report is attached in Appendix E.  

A number of noise surveys were conducted around the quarry and modeling was 
undertaken to determine the effects of extending quarry operations. The nearest residences 
are to the north –west and west.  Figure 15 shows the site, surrounding area and the 
monitoring locations (at residences). 



FIGURE 13 GROUNDWATER FLOW - PLAN  (Source-W.C. CROMER) 



FIGURE 14  GROUNDWATER FLOW - SECTIONS  (Source-W.C. CROMER) 
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FIGURE 15: NOISE MONITORING LOCATIONS (A, B, C) 

C.4.2 Quarry Emissions 
Figure 16 shows the predicted noise contours (from NVC report)  

FIGURE 16: PROCESSING PLANT & DRILL RIG - NOISE CONTOURS 

The study concluded: 
“The current and predicted worst-case noise levels at the residences and the relevant 
criteria are summarised in Table 4. The assessment shows that the quarry noise emissions, 
both for normal operations only, and for normal operations and drilling simultaneously,   
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meet the QCoP (Quarry Code of Practice) and current permit criterion during all stages 
of the expansion. This is further demonstrated in the noise contour plots (figures 7 to 9), 
where all sensitive receivers in the area are seen to be well outside the 50dBA contour.It is 
noted that the predicted noise emissions are strongest at the beginning of the expansion, 
when the drill rig is operating on existing ground level at the northern end of the proposed 
expansion. It is further noted that these predictions assume no overburden bund between 
the drill rig and the residences at location B, C and D. 

The implementation of this bund, which is already part of the quarry plan, will further 
reduce the predicted noise levels at these locations. As the proposed quarry operations 
will be relocated to the south and further from the nearest residences, it is predicted that 
the noise impacts will be acceptable and in fact reduced.” 

C.4.3 Management 

The major noise sources in the quarry are the mobile earthmoving equipment and the 
screening and crushing plants. These will all be located on the pit floor and below the 
natural surface. This will provide adequate screening to the nearest residences. All 
equipment will be maintained according to the equipment specifications.  

The planning scheme gives protection to existing uses (such as the quarry) with its 
provisions for  “attenuation areas” under the planning scheme provisions. Bis will 
cooperate with Council in determining appropriate buffer zones. 

A complaints register will be maintained by Bis, which will record any noise 
complaints and the action taken in response. This will be monitored by the EPA. 

C.5 Noise and Vibration from Quarry Blasting 
C.5.1. Issues 

Blasting is required to fracture the rock to allow its removal, after recoverable 
materials are removed by an excavator. This will continue to be required 
approximately once every month. Blasting will result in noise (called “airblast” or “air 
vibration” which typically may result in rattling windows) and ground vibration 
effects. There are established limits for both of these parameters which are 
internationally and nationally accepted and the EPA has set similar limits. 

C.5.2 Emissions 

Blasting at the quarry has been extensively monitored both by Bis (and contractors) to 
ensure that quarry operations meet the appropriate airblast (noise) and ground 
vibration standards.  Table 4 shows the monitoring results from November 2019 to 
the last blast in August 2021. Earlier results were reported in the last DA application. 
All monitoring results are below the Permit levels. 

Terrock Consulting Engineers were engaged to advise on blast design and to ensure 
that quarry operations meet the appropriate airblast (noise) and ground vibration 
standards in the previous Permit Application and the DPEMP. They concluded that 
blasting can be carried out in the proposed quarry extension safely and in 
conformance with standards and limits. 

Terrock reviewed the new extension (Appendix F) and Figures 17 and 18 show the 
ground vibration and airblast contours.  



TABLE 4   BLAST MONITORING RESULTS 14 NOV 2019 TO 27/8/2011  

Blast	Number	 Date	 Monitor		#	 Location	

Peak	
Vector	
Velocity	
Result	
Max.	

5mm/sec	

Air	Peak	
Overpressure	
Result	Max.	

115	

BIS	110	 14/11/19	 1	 Neighbour	1	 1.13	 98.3	

2	 Neighbour	2	 0.61	 99.6	

3	 Neighbour	3	 0.37	 113.6	

BIS	111	 16/01/20	 1	 Neighbour	1	 Below	trigger	levels	

2	 Neighbour	2	 Below	trigger	levels	

3	 Neighbour	3	 Below	trigger	levels	

BIS	112	 04/02/20	 1	 Neighbour	1	 2.71	 110.4	

2	 Neighbour	2	 1.91	 113.1	

BIS	114	 18/05/20	 1	 Neighbour	1	 1.4	 108.3	

2	 Neighbour	2	 1.35	 106.9	

BIS	115	 04/08/20	 1	 Neighbour	1	 0.53	 107.3	

2	 Neighbour	2	 0.55	 104.5	

3	 Neighbour	3	 Below	trigger	levels	

BIS	116	 11/08/20	 1	 Neighbour	1	 1.28	 98.1	

2	 Neighbour	2	 1.73	 100.1	

3	 Neighbour	3	 0.59	 96.9	

BIS	117	 26/08/20	 1	 Neighbour	1	 1.32	 100.0	

2	 Neighbour	2	 1.51	 98.1	

3	 Neighbour	3	 0.59	 100.1	

BIS	118	 11/09/20	 1	 Neighbour	1	 0.89	 105.3	

2	 Neighbour	2	 0.15	 111	

3	 Neighbour	3	 Below	trigger	level	

BIS	119	 07/10/20	 1	 Neighbour	1	 2.22	 105.3	

2	 Neighbour	2	 1.82	 107	

BIS	120	 28/10/20	 1	 Neighbour	1	 1.09	 106.4	

2	 Neighbour	2	 0.78	 105.3	

3	 Neighbour	3	 Below	trigger	level	

BIS	113	 28/10/20	 1	 Neighbour	1	 1.09	 106.4	

2	 Neighbour	2	 0.78	 105.3	

3	 Neighbour	3	 Below	trigger	level	

BIS	121	 13/01/21	 1	 Neighbour	1	 2.05	 110.3	

2	 Neighbour	2	 1.64	 107.0	

3	 Neighbour	3	 Below	trigger	level	

BIS	122	 05/02/21	 1	 Neighbour	1	 1.24	 103.1	

2	 Neighbour	2	 0.81	 108.1	

3	 Neighbour	3	 Below	trigger	level	

BIS	123	 26/04/21	 1	 Neighbour	1	 Below	trigger	level	

2	 Neighbour	2	 Below	trigger	level	

BIS	124	 03/06/21	 1	 Neighbour	1	 1.64	 108.4	

2	 Neighbour	2	 1.55	 108.1	

3	 Airport	Boundary	 Below	trigger	level	

BIS	125	 27/08/21	 1	 Raeburn	Rd	House	 Below	trigger	level	

2	 Neighbour	2	 1.46	 110.8	

3	 Neighbour	3	 0.56	 108.9	

4	 Airport	Boundary	 Below	trigger	level	

Note;	blast	monitors	have	a	set		trigger	level	of	0.5mm/sec	for	peak	velocity	and		

100dBl	for	Air	Overpressure	

Results	below	this	show	as	"Below	trigger	level"	
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Terrock also calculated the maximum height and extent that flyrock may reach and 
these are shown in Table 5. These distances do not intrude into the Launceston 
Airport airspace. 

FIGURE 17: GROUND VIBRATION OVERPRESSURE CONTOUR OVERLAY 

FIGURE 18:AIRBLAST OVERPRESSURE CONTOUR OVERLAY* 
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TABLE 5:  FLY ROCK TRAJECTORIES 

Front of face Behind/Side of blast 

Max Horizontal Throw 
Distance m 

65 42 

Max Vertical Throw 
Distance  m 

21 28 

C.5.3 Impacts 

Blasting at the quarry has been extensively monitored both by Bis (and contractors). 

Terrock  concluded that for residences: 

“Blasting can be carried out in the proposed quarry extension safely and in 
conformance with the Explosives Regulations 2012 of Tasmania and planning permit 
vibration limits, subject to compliance with the specifications and recommendations 
given in this report”. Both ground and air vibration (airblast) are predicted to be less 
than the Permit limits.  

Blast vibration levels resulting at the Launceston Airport runway will be less than 10 
mm/s and at the exclusion distance of 400m, the levels are predicted to be 6.40 mm/s 
when blasting is at its closest to the runway.  

A maximum PPV level of 31mm/s is predicted as the worst case for the railway line 
on the eastern side of the quarry. This is below the recommended safe level of 
100mm/s  (Appendix F - Table 1 - Australian Standard 2187.2-2006 - Table J4.5(B)).  

C.5.4 Management 

Blasting will only be carried out in accordance with the approved Blast Management 
Plan (Appendix G) and the applicable Explosives Use Regulations.  

Compliance with vibration limits will be checked by the continuation of the 
monitoring regime conducted around the current working pit, modified as required to 
adequately monitor levels in the industrial area and airport terminal.   

All blasts will be monitored to ensure compliance with the blast vibration limits and it 
is noted that the future quarry operations will be further away from residences and 
sensitive uses. 

Blasting will be only conducted between the hours of 11am and 4spm and effected 
residents in the area are notified preceding each blast. 

Both State Rail and Launceston Airport will be notified 24 hours ahead of the planned 
blast time and the airport advising of avaibable suitable times on that day.  

In addition, Bis will notify Tasrail as follows : 

• A minimum of 10 business days’ preliminary notice is to be provided to
Tasrail  prior to a blasting event.
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• TasRail Train Control will be contacted by phone one (1) hour before the blast
for authorisation to proceed. If the time of the blast coincides with a train
movement, then the blasting will be deferred.

• TasRail Train Control will be contacted when the blast has concluded to
confirm the ‘all clear’

It is noted that Bis has operated a quarry for over 30 years which has been similar 
distances from the rail line with no reported effects. 

C.6 Visual Effects 
The visibility of existing and planned future quarry activities has been a major part of 
the environmental management planning for the ongoing quarry operations and have 
been a major factor in the design of the quarry extension.  

The visibility of the quarry extension will be very limited, as it will progress in a 
South  - Westerly direction as a “pit”. The only open views will be from the east, 
where the topography shields the workings, which in addition are located behind the 
crusher and screening plant.   

C.7  Waste Management 
C.7.1 Liquid 

There will be no additional liquid wastes associated with ongoing quarry activities. 

The existing septic tank is adequate and all used oils etc are stored and taken offsite 
for appropriate disposal. Oil spill kits are maintained on site.  

C.7.2 Solid Wastes 

The wastes generated at the site are those typically associated with machinery and 
processing plants. Wastes are managed in accordance with the following hierarchy of 
waste management: 

• waste avoidance;
• waste recycling;
• waste re-use;
• waste treatment; and
• waste disposal.

All wastes will be disposed of in animal proof containers (in the quarry area) and the 
contents disposed of to a licensed waste disposal facility on a weekly basis. 

C.8 Environmentally Hazardous Substances 
The quarry is licensed for a 20,000L and a 14,000L pre-coat fluid above ground 
bunded tank. There is no storage of explosives on site. The workshop, equipment etc 
are all provided with oil spill kits. 

Other materials are: 
• Lubricants - stored in a separate storage shed near the crib room in the Main

Pit on bunded pallets.
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• Oil -stored in four 200litre drums on top of bunded pallets.
• Grease is stored in one 200litre drum on top of a bunded pallet. Grease is

pumped through a direct line to site vehicles for maintenance.
• Waste oil is stored in disused 200litre drums and is pumped out by Collex who

then remove the waste oil from site.
• Oxy-acteylene is separately stored. Truck wash is stored in a 44 gallon drum

(bunded).
All these materials are stored and transported in accordance with the Australian Code 
for the Transport of Dangerous Goods by Road and Rail, the Dangerous Goods Act 
1998 and associated regulations. 

C.9 Natural Values 
The mining lease area is mapped as Agricultural Land by LIST and no endangered 
species were identified in the area. Therefore, no specific flora and fauna surveys 
were commissioned. Bis undertake regular weed surveys and these are regularly 
treated. 

C.10 Weeds, pests and pathogens  
A Weed and Disease Management Plan is a requirement under the conditions of the 
sites EPA Permit 9667  (Condition OP1).  

Bis has an approved Western Junction Weed and Disease Management Plan and this is 
attached as Appendix H.  

Bis has contracted Woodlands Corporation (Aust) Pty Ltd to control weeds on the 
Lease. Quarterly site inspections are made (including pathogens). Gorse, blackberries, 
thistles, flat-weeds and rice grass occur on the lease and are being treated.  

Vehicles and machinery are washed according to the weed and hygiene guidelines 
when transferring to and from susceptible or risky sites. 

C.11 Traffic impacts 
Access to the site is via Richard Street, Western Junction. Richard Street is an existing 
access street servicing Industrial / Commercial frontage business with major heavy 
vehicle freight service depots in proximity to the quarry access. Traffic from the 
quarry travels 175m to a round-about on Evandale Road and most turn right toward 
Launceston and the Midland Highway. 

There are no residences on the access road or on Richard Street, which is zoned 
industrial so there will be no impacts on sensitive uses (ie residential) . 

C.12 Monitoring 
The program has been designed to meet the following objectives; 

• Monitoring compliance with emission standards and other performance
requirements.

• Assessing the effectiveness of the performance requirements and
environmental safeguards in achieving environmental quality objectives.
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• Assessing the extent to which the predictions of environmental effects in the
EMP have eventuated.

• The EMP is usually reviewed every five years.

The monitoring plan is shown in Table 6. 

Table 6: Monitoring Program 

Item Objective Program Timetable 
General Complaints 

monitoring 
Maintain complaints 
records 

Continuous 

Blasting Comply with 
ANZEEC limits 
and Blast 
Management 
Plan 

Ground and airblast 
monitoring at site and 
other residences 
Advise residents , State 
Rail and airport prior to 
blasting 

Each blast event 

Noise Comply with 
Permit 
Conditions 

Monitor complaints. Continuous 

Dust Comply with 
Permit 
Conditions 

Visual monitoring and 
complaint response. 
OH&S monitoring 

Continuous 

 Water Comply with 
Permit 
Conditions 

Monitor settling ponds, 
outlets, any sediment 
movement. PFAS in 
GW bore (3yearly) 

Continuous 

Greenhouse 
gases. 

Minimise 
emissions 

Implement BIS’s 
commitments as part of 
the Greenhouse 
Challenge Program. 

Continuous 

Visual amenity Minimise visual 
impacts on the 
landscape 

Conduct quarry 
operations in 
accordance with EMP. 
Prompt revegetation of 
evident areas. 

Continuous 

Rehabilitation 
and closure 

Return land to 
light industrial 
land use. 

Progressively 
rehabilitate soil and 
overburden stockpiles. 
Implement EMP. 

Closure 

Weed Control Comply with 
Weed 
Management 
Plan  
Eliminate 
declared and non 
declared weeds 

Regular inspection and 
treatment. 

Quarterly 
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C.13 Decommissioning and rehabilitation 
C 12.1 Existing quarry operations 

There has been little rehabilitation to date, as the past quarry activities were not 
designed for progressive rehabilitation and the existing pits are still active. The formal 
agreement between the operator and landowner has a requirement on timeframes for 
rehabilitation of the 975 P/M Far Pit on commencement of operating on 2045 P/M.  

Large volumes of topsoils and overburden materials from quarry operations have been 
stockpiled in areas surrounding the pits and these are available for rehabilitation and 
revegetation. These are in excess to requirements.  

The quarry plan is intended to progressively complete basalt extraction and 
rehabilitate the currently operating and operated quarries. These are the western pit 
and the current operating (Eastern Pit). The pit which is the site of the crushing plant 
and stockpile area is currently not planned for closure as it will remain in operation.. 
The existing operations are conducted in accordance with the Environmental 
Management Plan – Operations 2010 (Miedecke, 2012). 

Bis have provided the EPA a Decommissioning and Rehabilitation Plan Western 
Junction and this is attached as Appendix I. 

The  approved closure and rehabilitation plan for the existing quarry is shown in Figure 
19. The rehabilitation plan is as follows (in accordance with the Quarry Code Of
Practice): 

• Salvage and recycling of redundant plant and equipment;
• Profile and contour ripping;
• Coverage with previously stockpiled materials from the stockpiles, and
• Planting of tree seedling, seed and fertilizer application.

C 12.2 Quarry extension   
C 12.2.1 Land form and use 

Because of the quarry design is a pit, with all quarry activities including material 
transport confined within the pit perimeters, there is little potential for alternative land 
use activities to be practiced until the quarry pit is completed. Areas ahead of the 
quarry operations will remain as grazing land until disturbed. 

The pit walls will be progressively rehabilitated and after pit completion, the floor 
will be available for light industrial use. 

The quarry extension area is in the form of a pit, with a relatively level base. The 
Quarry Plans discussed in Section B2 show an advancing face with final benches 
formed on both the north and south edges being established. These are approx 6m 
high by 4-5m wide to allow effective rehabilitation and these can be progressively 
revegetated  (Figure 8). These can be a mix of pasture and/or native vegetation. 
Guidelines are set out below.  

Rehabilitation will not be possible on the pit floor until closure. It is planned that the 



Possible
Future

Developm
ent Post 2015

Visual Bund or remnant surface
Revegetated with tress/ grass

Western pit
Level, graded and compacted surface

Area 28000m2.

Subject to detail assessment and design following
completion.

Existing Plant Area
Level, graded and compacted surface

Area 73,000m2.

Centre pit
Level, graded and compacted surface

Area 57000m2.

North East pit
Level, graded and compacted surface

Area 48000m2.

November 2015

JOHN MIEDECKE AND PARTNERS PTY LTD

BISIndustrialLogistics/D.N.Hughes

F I G . 19

Western Junction Quarry 
Existing Closure Plan

Water body

Rehabilitated area
trees/ shrubs/ grassess
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quarry floor would be left as a level compacted surface suitable for industrial and/or 
commercial use. Figure 20 shows a conceptual closure plan for the Pit   

In the event of cessation of the quarry, the quarry would be rehabilitated as described 
above, with the floor developed for industrial and/or commercial use. 

C 12.2.2 Pasture revegetation 
Parts of the site (level or gently sloping) will be revegetated to pasture. Once the 
topsoil has been re-spread it will need to be cultivated preferably with agricultural 
tines. Cultivation will occur in autumn, (two weeks following knock-down herbicide 
application) and immediately prior to sowing. Rocks will be present and seed 
application will be completed using an agricultural spinner (also used for fertilizer 
application).  

Basalt soils, particularly sub-soils are acidic and Ag-Lime application will be required 
at the rate of 10 tonne /ha. Ag-Lime is best applied by spreader trucks . Once the lime, 
seed and fertilizer have been applied, the surface will be harrowed and follow up 
weed control in the pasture will be required.  

The proposed pasture species to cope with freer draining basalt topsoil and subsoils 
mix is as follows:  

• Cover Crop of Cereal Rye (ryecorn) 40 kg/ha
• Ryegrass var Victorian 12 kg/ha
• Ryegrass var Tama 08 kg/ha
• Cocksfoot var Porto 05 kg/ha
• White Clover var Huia  03 kg/ha
• Sub-Clover var Trikkala 02 kg/ha

The recommended fertilizer is 14:16:11 at 500 kg/ha initially. The fertilizer should be 
applied by tractor and spinner.   

Follow-up maintenance lime and fertilizer requirements should be based on future soil 
analysis.  

C 12.2.3 Tree and Grass Species suitable for planting    
The following species are able to cope with the conditions created following quarry 
development and final landform creation and will establish a self-sustaining stable 
community that will encourage a succession towards pre-disturbance vegetation. The 
method of establishment will be by direct planting of native seedlings. 

The recommended seedling species is from the list below: 
• Acacia dealbata Seedling
• Acacia mearnsii Seedling
• Allocasuarina verticillata Seedling
• Bursaria spinosa Seedling
• Dodonea viscosa Seedling
• Eucalyptus amygdalina Seedling
• Eucalyptus globulus Seedling
• Eucalyptus viminalis Seedling



JOHN MIEDECKE AND PARTNERS PTY LTD

Bis Western Junction Quarry Extension

F I G  20

Quarry Conceptual Closure Plan

Quarry Floor - levelled and com-
pacted as hardstand ( industrial

use)

Quarry wall benches shallow
heights and depth.

Rehabilitated
Figure

Quarry wall benches shallow
heights and depth.

Rehabilitated
Figure 2.15

Pit drainage directed to settling
pond and the supply pond

W
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• Lomanadra longifolia Plugs
• Poa labillardierei Plugs

All seedlings will be guarded, staked and fertilised when planted. If browsing by 
animals is a problem, tree guards will be utilised with all seedlings while animal 
exclusion fencing can be utilised where it can be practically constructed.  

C 12.2.4 Fertiliser  
Fertiliser to be applied are a N:P:K fertiliser mix of 8:4:10 at 300 kg/ha. Based on 
annual monitoring inspections, maintenance fertilizer application may be required. 

All grass plugs will be accompanied with 5 grams of Osmocote and seedlings should 
be planted with a 20 g Agriform fertiliser tablet or equivalent. 

C 12.2.5 13.7. Weeds and Diseases  
Weeds and diseases will continue to be monitored and treated utilising the existing 
sites weed and disease management plan up till and including mine closure.  

At mine closure a final inspection and report will be commissioned to ensure adequate 
management has taken place and identify any ongoing management if required.  

C 12.2.6 Timeframes 
 Table 7  below shows the key dates for areas of the land that have been scheduled for 
decommissioning and rehabilitation.  

Table 7: Rehabilitation Timeframes 

2022-
2025 

2025-
2028 

2028- 
2032 

2032- 
2035 

2035-
2038 

2038- 
end of 
life 

Land area for 
decommissioning 
and rehabilitation 

North East Pit 
975P/M 

X 

Centre Pit 975P/M X 
Metal Bay 975P/M X 
Pre coat 975P/M X 
Pug mill 975P/M X 
Workshop 975P/M X 
Oil storage 
975P/M 

X 

Fuel tanks and 
bunding 975P/M 

X 

Amenities/ crib 
room area 975P/M 

X 

Crushing and 
screening plant 
975P/M 

X 

Stage 1 new 
development 2045 
P/M 

X 

End of mine 
975P/M and 2045 
P/M 

X 
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The timeframes are based on estimations of source rock availability and calculations 
of production rates and the current/predicted supply need of the civil construction 
industry over the next 20 years. 

As discussed earlier in the DRP timeframes will be subject to change based on 
operational requirements, un-planned events, business and market interruptions and 
emerging technologies eliminating current plant requirements.  

C 12.2.6 Monitoring and Maintenance  
Periodic inspection and maintenance will be required. The site will continue to 
monitor the rehabilitation requirements through the schedule established in this plan 
and the existing Environmental Management Plans and the current monitoring and 
improvement initiatives in place currently at the site.  

Ongoing monitoring will be required on the land after mine closure and rehabilitation 
controls will need to be undertaken like weed management, water monitoring, dust 
and erosion monitoring.  

 PART D  SUMMARY OF PROPOSED MANAGEMENT 
MEASURES   

The quarry will be operated in compliance with this EER, the Quarry Code of 
Practice, Tasmanian State Policies and legislative and regulatory requirements.  

It will also be operated in accordance with the planning and environmental conditions 
of the land use permit which will be issued by the Northern Midlands Council and the 
EPA. The Mining Lease will also have conditions determined by MRT.  

The specific management measures are summarised in Table 8. 
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Table 8:  SUMMARY OF MANAGEMENT MEASURES 

Potential 
Impacts 

Management measure commitments Timeframe 

 1 Residential 
amenity 

Maintain a complaints register to record all 
complaints from the public. 

As received. 

2 Blasting Noise 
and Vibration 

Advise  State Rail, Launceston Airport and 
residents within a 1km radius, (or as agreed) 
24 hours in advance 
Monitor blasting to ensure compliance with 
standards. 

Every blast 
(1mths 
approx). 

3 Noise Emissions 
– onsite

Maintain attenuation distances to neighbours. 
Monitor any complaints  

Ongoing. 
 Ongoing. 

4 Noise Emissions 
– offsite

Hours of operations to permit conditions 
No transportation on Sundays or gazetted 
public holidays.  
Transport road trucks maintained in good 
condition. 

Continuous. 

5 Water 
Management 

Monitor and maintain settling basins and 
improve as necessary. Direct all runoff to 
Briarly Creek storage pond. 
Monitor groundwater inflows and well for 
PFAS 

Continuous. 

 As they occur 

6 Air Emissions 
onsite 

Operate water sprays on crushing equipment 
Minimise surface disturbance. 
Progressive rehabilitation of disturbed areas 
Watering of internal roads. 
Maintain Quarry roads routinely. 

As needed 
Ongoing. 
Ongoing. 
As needed 
As needed. 

7 Air Emissions 
offsite 

Product transport trucks will be tarpaulin 
covered if required.  

As needed. 
Ongoing. 

8 Attenuation 
zone 

Cooperate with Council to monitor a suitable 
attenuation zone. 

As required. 

9 Visual 
Management 

Revegetate overburden and topsoil 
stockpiles. 

Ongoing. 

10 Weeds Yearly weed surveys and appropriate control. 
Washdown of equipment if from weed 
infected areas. 

Ongoing. 

11 Revegetation Strip and stockpile topsoil and overburden as 
per the guidelines. Revegetate quarry walls 
progressively.  

Ongoing. 

12 Rehabilitation Progressive rehabilitation as per Table 7. Ongoing. 
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Extractive Industry 
Environmental Effects Report 

Guidelines for 
D. N Hughes 

Western Junction Quarry – Southern 
Expansion, Western Junction 

April 2021 

 
 

Instructions 
 
Purpose of the Guidelines 

These guidelines are to assist in preparing an Environmental Effects Report (EER) 
for an application or proposal referred to the Board of the Environment Protection 
Authority (the Board). 
 
An EER provides information about the environmental impacts of the proposed 
activity and is used by the Board under the Environmental Management and Pollution 
Control Act 1994 (the EMPC Act). 
 
Although the current proposal is for a modification of an existing activity, this EER 
must provide a case for assessment of the entire activity as modified. 
 
If a proposal is subject to a permit under the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 
1993 (LUPA Act), information required solely for the purpose of assessment under 
the relevant Planning Scheme should be supplied to Council either: 

• as a separate response to an additional information request from Council under 
section 54 of the LUPA Act, where the planning application has commenced the 
environmental assessment process; or 

• where it forms part of a combined planning and environmental effects report, 
distinguished from information supplied for the purpose of the Board’s 
assessment. 

Preparing an EER 
The EER should be prepared using these guidelines. It should contain five parts as 
follows: 

• Part A – information about the proponent 

• Part B – information on the proposal, site and area 

• Part C – information on potential environmental impacts 

• Part D – description of proposed management measures 

• Part E – information about any public consultation undertaken 

Any other relevant information may be attached to the EER to support the 
application. The EER and attachments must be typed, A4 sized and submitted both 
electronically (in a searchable format) and in hard copy. 
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All images in the EER must be of high quality, with text readily readable. For ease of 
comparison all maps, plans, and aerial photographs must be oriented in the same 
direction as far as practicable, and a north direction arrow and scale included. In the 
electronic version, all images must be capable of being readily copied and pasted 
into other documents such as a permit (e.g. all objects in images should be 
‘grouped’). 

Finally, the level of detail provided in the EER on each issue should be appropriate to 
the level of significance of that environmental issue to the proposal. 

The issuing of the guidelines does not mean that other matters that may emerge as 
significant from environmental studies, public comments or otherwise during the 
preparation of the EER, should be excluded.  

After the public consultation phase, additional information may be required in 
response to public and government agency submissions. This generally takes the 
form of a supplement to the EER. 

 

Submission 
The EER may be mailed, faxed, emailed or file shared to: 

Chairperson 

Board of the Environment Protection Authority 

GPO Box 1550 

Hobart TAS 7001 

Email: assessments@epa.tas.gov.au 

 
Commonwealth legislation 
In addition to State Government requirements, the Australian Government may also 
have a role in the environmental assessment and approval of the proposed activity. 
Commonwealth approval is required for an action which is likely to have a significant 
impact on a matter of national environmental significance or on Commonwealth land. 

Information on the Commonwealth environmental legislation can be obtained on the 
internet at www.environment.gov.au/epbc/ or by calling 1800 803 772. 

The EER should include a statement on whether or not Commonwealth approval is 
likely to be required. 

 
  

mailto:assessments@environment.tas.gov.au
http://www.environment.gov.au/epbc/
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EPA Tasmania Contact 
For information about preparing an EER, the assessment and approvals process for 
level 2 activities and ‘called-in’ activities1, and for general advice about air, water and 
noise pollution and land contamination: 

EPA Tasmania 

Telephone: (03) 6165 4599 

Email: enquiries@epa.tas.gov.au 

Website: www.epa.tas.gov.au  

See Appendix A for other agency contacts which may be needed to address 
separate legislative requirements. 

 

 
1 ‘called-in’ activities means level 1 activities referred to the Board under Section 24 of EMPC 
Act or activities other than level 1 or level 2 referred to the Board under Section 27 of EMPC 
Act. 

mailto:enquiries@epa.tas.gov.au
http://www.epa.tas.gov.au/
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Content of EER 
 
 
Part A – Proponent information 
 

Complete the following table. 

Name of proponent (entity and 
trading name)  

 

The entity name must be consistent with any 
intended or current permit application for the activity 
under the LUPA Act. 

Registered address of proponent  

Postal address of proponent  

ABN  

ACN (as relevant)  

Contact person’s details  Name 

Telephone number 

Email address 

Consultant engaged to prepare 
EER (as relevant) 

Name 

Telephone number 

Email address 

If a different entity will operate the quarry or extractive pit, provide similar details for 
that entity also.  

If a consultant has been engaged to prepare the EER, provide the name and contact 
details of the consultant. 

 

Part B – Proposal description 
If the proposal is subject to a permit application under the LUPA Act, the proposal 
description and specification of the site must be consistent with the intended or 
current permit application. Any works or activity that are for the purpose of the 
proposal (e.g. access works) must be included. 

1. Overview of activity and site 
Complete the following table. Provide text below the table if there is insufficient space. 

 

Proposed activity 

New activity or 
intensification of 
existing activity 

State if it is an intensification of an existing activity or new activity, and 
provide written advice from Council as to whether a Planning Permit is 
required under the LUPA Act, if a planning application has not already 
been lodged. 
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Material to be 
extracted 

Describe the product and forecast life of the activity. 

Maximum 
extraction 
quantity 

Provide in cubic metres and tonnes per year (briefly describe any 
seasonal variation). If it is an intensification, also provide the current 
extraction limit (cubic metres and tonnes per year). 

Maximum 
processing 
quantity  

Provide in cubic metres and tonnes per year (i.e. crushing, grinding, 
screening). If it is an intensification, provide the current processing 
(crushing/screening) limits (cubic metres and tonnes per year). Provide 
the loose bulk density. 

Material 
extraction and 
processing 

State the method(s) of material extraction and processing. 

 

Transport Describe the proposed transport route (can refer to Location Map, see 
below), vehicle types, number of vehicle movements (per day), and time 
of day of vehicle movements. 

Stockpiling State the materials that will be stockpiled on site. 

Area of 
disturbance 

State: 

• Maximum area of the site proposed to be disturbed (un-rehabilitated) 
at any given time (hectares). 

• Total area of land to be cleared over the life of the proposal 
(hectares). 

Major equipment List all existing and proposed plant and machinery (distinguish between 
existing and proposed). 

Infrastructure List the existing and proposed buildings, structures, access roads, 
internal haul roads etc (can refer to the Site Plan, see below) (distinguish 
between existing and proposed). 

Proposal 
timeline 

State the key proposal timeline(s). 

Operating hours State the operating hours.  

Rationale for proposal and alternatives 

Rationale Describe the rationale for the proposal 

Alternatives Describe the alternative options that were considered, including benefits 
and disadvantages (as relevant) 

Location and planning context 

Location  State the address of the site, and CTs and PIDs (as applicable) for all titles 
on which the activity will take place.  

Land zoning 
and tenure 

Describe the land zoning and tenure of the site and surrounds. If rezoning 
of the site is required, provide details. 
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Use Class 
and 
Permissibility 

If a permit is required under the LUPA Act, provide the Use Class of the 
proposed activity and Permissibility of the activity with reference to the 
relevant Planning Scheme. 

Mining lease 
(ML) 

Provide the ML reference number(s) and status (granted/applied for).  

Lease area State the size of the lease area(s). 

Description of existing site and surrounds 

Land Use Describe the land use of the site and surrounds, distance to the nearest 
residences in other ownership, and any nearby conservation reserves or 
recreation areas. 

Topography Describe the topography of the site and surrounds. 

Climate State the annual rainfall and predominant wind direction. 

Geology Describe the geology of the site, including the likelihood that potentially acid 
forming (PAF) material will be found on site. 

Describe any geoconservation values on or near the site, e.g. karst. 

Soils Describe the soils on site, including erodibility and dispersibility, and the 
potential to encounter acid sulphate soils and or contaminated soil (from 
past activities, as relevant). 

Hydrology Describe the waterbodies and aquatic values on site and in the surrounding 
area. State the distance from the activity to the nearest waterbody. 

Natural 
Values 

List the threatened fauna, flora and vegetation communities, including 
potential habitat for any such species, that are known to occur on or near 
the site (use the Natural Values Atlas, TASVEG 4.02 or results of any 
relevant survey).  

State the vegetation types on and near the site. 

 
2. Site layout and development 

Describe the site layout and planned development (staging) of the quarry or 
extractive pit, including description of proposed benching and development of 
infrastructure (internal road, drainage, sediment ponds etc) (refer to the figures below 
as necessary). 

The following figures are required: 

• Location Map (1:25,000 or other suitable scale), showing the Mining Lease, the 
nearest residences in other ownership and residential zones within 1.5 km of the 
proposed activity and within the applicable attenuation distance3, and the 
transport route(s) to and from the activity.  

• Map of The Land on which the activity will take place and its boundary; by means 
of mining lease, land title information, map coordinates or other. Note, the Land as 
defined by this figure must be consistent with the permit application submitted 
under the LUPA Act (as relevant), i.e. the Land cannot extend beyond the land 

 
2 Both can be accessed on the internet at: https://www.naturalvaluesatlas.tas.gov.au/ 
3 Refer to relevant planning scheme or State Planning Provisions 

https://www.naturalvaluesatlas.tas.gov.au/
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titles referenced in the permit application. This figure may be combined with the 
Site Plan. 

• Site Plan(s) showing: 

o boundary of site; 

o location of existing and proposed buildings/structures and plant and machinery; 

o location of product, overburden, soil, and waste stockpiles; 

o location and orientation of benches at key stages of development; 

o vegetation types, clearly marking areas to be cleared, and records of any 
threatened species/vegetation communities; 

o watercourses on and near the site;  

o site water management (drains, settling ponds, bunding etc. (see also Part C 
Issue 2)); and 

o monitoring points (as relevant).  

3. Definition of the Land 

A definition of the land on which the activity will take place must be provided. 

The land can be defined by: 

• Cadastral boundaries (Title Reference, Property ID) 

• Lease boundaries (Mining Lease, Crown Lease, Marine Farming Lease, etc.) 

• Topographic features (roads, waterways, etc.) 

• Surveyed grid coordinates 

• Other boundary types 

If the land is defined as the whole of an existing defined boundary, such as a title 
reference or lease, the definition of the land is simply the title reference or lease 
name (e.g. Title Reference 136529/1 or Mining Lease 9011P/M). If not, it may be 
necessary to define the boundary by reference to specific topographic features and 
or surveyed grid coordinates. The boundary must be consistent with any intended or 
current permit application under the LUPA Act.  

A plan is required clearly showing the boundary of the land in relation to cadastral 
boundaries and topographic features. The boundary of the land should also be 
provided to the Board in a geospatial vector format (shapefile or DXF). If a boundary 
survey is required to adequately identify the land boundary, this may be requested 
during the assessment process. 

 
4. Description of existing activity 

• Provide details of any current regulatory approvals (permit4, environment 
protection notice) relating to the existing activity. 

• Provide the following in relation to the existing activity: 

o a summary of environmental monitoring results (if any); 

o a summary of public complaints regarding the activity (received by the activity 
operator and by regulatory authorities); 

o details of breaches of conditions of current regulatory approvals (if any); and  

 
4 Permit may also mean a former Licence to Operate a Schedules Premises.  
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o details of contraventions of environmental law (if any). 
 
 
Part C – Potential environmental impacts 
 

General note 
Information from documentation relating to the existing activity (such as previous 
Environmental Management Plans or survey reports) may be used or referenced in 
this EER, provided the information is current. 

The following is required in the assessment of potential environmental impacts: 

1. Air quality  

• Description of the likely sources of dust and other air emissions and the potential 
to create environmental nuisance or harm, taking into consideration: 

o Distance to nearest residences (refer to the Location Map), prevailing winds 
and other climatic factors;  

o Nature of the material excavated, method of excavation and 
processing/handling on site; and 

o Site layout (refer to the Site Plan). 

• Description of measures that will be employed to reduce the potential for 
environmental nuisance or harm. 

2. Water quality (surface, discharge and groundwater) 

• Description of management measures to control surface water and the potential 
for erosion and sediment loss.  Control measures include: minimisation of areas 
of disturbance; minimisation of stormwater ingress and sediment mobilisation 
through the use of perimeter drains, cut-off drains and bunding; sediment basins 
or stilling areas to capture entrained sediment; and swales, rock filters, wetlands 
or vegetated discharge zones to remove fine suspended sediment. 

• Identify the dimensions, capacity and other relevant design features of key 
stormwater infrastructure such as drains and sediment basins, with reference to 
design rainfall frequency (average recurrence interval) and intensity. For 
sediment basins provide the sediment capture particle size, settling volume and 
surface area calculations and design rationale5. 

• Description of the potential impacts to receiving environment (surface water, 
groundwater, drinking water, stock water, and irrigation as relevant). 

3. Noise emissions and blasting 

• Description of all noise sources, including the size and power rating for each main 
piece of equipment (e.g. crusher/screen, loader, excavator, haul truck, rock drill 
etc). 

• Description of the potential for the activity to create a noise nuisance, taking into 
consideration: 

o Site layout (refer to the Site Plan); 

 
5 Suitable design approaches for sediment basins include those detailed in Best Practice 
Erosion and Sediment Control – Appendix B (June 2018 revision), International Erosion 
Control Association (Australasia) and Managing Urban Stormwater: Soils and Construction - 
Volume 2e: Mines And Quarries, Department of Environment and Climate Change, NSW 
Government (2008). 
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o Distance to the nearest residences and other noise sensitive premises6 (refer 
to the Location Map); and 

o Topography. 

• Description of noise attenuation measures that will be implemented (as relevant). 

• Statement as to whether blasting will be undertaken, and if so, the likely blast 
charge, frequency of blast events (per year) and discussion of potential for blast 
effects (ground vibration and air-blast overpressure) to impact nearby residences 
and other sensitive receptors (i.e. the Launceston Airport and the TasRail rail 
line). 

• Description of the potential impacts on the Launceston Airport and TasRail rail 
line located adjacent to the site and mitigation measures proposed to minimise 
the risks to these activities. 

4. Waste 

• Description of the solid and liquid waste that will be produced (e.g. overburden, 
Potentially Acid Forming material, metal and machinery service wastes, used oils,  
general refuse etc), and the proposed methods for reuse, recycling, treatment 
and disposal. 

5. Environmentally hazardous substances 

• Details of the nature and quantity of environmentally hazardous substances (e.g. 
fuel, oil, diesel) that will be stored (permanently or temporarily, e.g. mobile 
refuelling) and or handled on site. 

• Description of their storage method and location, and management measures to 
prevent their release and respond to accidental spills, e.g. provision of spill kits. 

• Description of all dangerous goods7 and controlled wastes8 that will be present 
on the site, and how these will be managed. 

6. Natural values 
• Description and results of any natural values survey undertaken for the EER. The 

survey report must be appended to the EER. 

o If there are records (from the Natural Values Atlas and or TASVEG 4.0) of 
listed threatened flora/fauna species or threatened vegetation communities on 
or near the site, or if the site has potential habitat for any such species, a 
natural values survey is likely to be required. Surveys must comply with the 
requirements of the Guidelines for Natural Values Surveys9. 

• Description of potential impacts to threatened fauna, flora and vegetation 
communities, taking into account: 

o Clearing or disturbing native vegetation and potential habitat for threatened 
species. Provide details of the vegetation and habitat values to be cleared or 
disturbed, and the area of vegetation to be affected, in hectares; 

 
6 ‘noise sensitive premise’ is defined as: residences and residential zones (whether occupied 
or not), schools, hospitals, caravan parks and similar land uses involving the presence of 
individual people for extended periods, except in the course of their employment or for 
recreation. 
7 Information on controlled waste identification and classification is available on the internet 
at: https://epa.tas.gov.au/regulation/waste-management/controlled-waste  
8 As defined in the Australian Code for the Transport of Dangerous Goods by Road and Rail. 
9 Available on the internet at: https://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/conservation/development-planning-
conservation-assessment/survey-guidelines-for-development-assessments. 

https://epa.tas.gov.au/regulation/waste-management/controlled-waste
http://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/conservation/publications-forms-and-permits/forms-and-permits/development-planning-conservation-assessment-guidelines
http://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/conservation/publications-forms-and-permits/forms-and-permits/development-planning-conservation-assessment-guidelines
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o Movement, noise, or lights during sensitive avifauna breeding seasons; 

o Roadkill from vehicles10. 

• Description of management measures to mitigate adverse impacts to threatened 
fauna, flora and vegetation communities where they cannot be avoided. The 
Survey Guidelines And Management Advice For Development Proposals That 
May Impact On The Tasmanian Devil (Sarcophilus harrisii)11 should be consulted 
to determine the need for roadkill management measures. 

• Description of potential impacts to geoconservation sites (e.g. karst systems), 
aquatic or riparian environments and other natural values, and a description of 
management measures to mitigate such impacts, as relevant. 

7. Weeds, pests and pathogens 

• List the weeds and diseases known to occur, or likely to occur, on or near the 
site. Describe the potential for migration of weeds and diseases to and from the 
site, and within the site, and the proposed management measures, as relevant. 

8. Environmental Impacts of Traffic 

• Description of the potential for transport to and from the site to cause a noise 
nuisance to residences and other noise sensitive premises in proximity to the 
Land, taking into account the type, volume and time of transport. 

• Description of the potential to cause a dust nuisance as a result of transport 
along gravel roads in proximity to the Land. 

9. Monitoring 

• Description of proposed environmental monitoring and reporting. Show all 
proposed monitoring points on the Site Plan (see Part B). 

10. Decommissioning and rehabilitation 

• Description of decommissioning and rehabilitation in the event of cessation of the 
activity, including final land use. 

• Description of progressive rehabilitation on site, with reference to the staged 
development of the quarry/excavation pit (refer to the Site Plans as relevant). 

 

  

 
10 Information in relation to roadkill risk for Tasmanian Devils can be found at:  
http://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/Documents/Devil%20Survey%20Guidelines%20and%20Advice.pdf 
11 Available on the internet at: 
https://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/Documents/Devil%20Survey%20Guidelines%20and%20Advice.pdf  

https://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/Documents/Devil%20Survey%20Guidelines%20and%20Advice.pdf
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Part D – Summary of proposed management measures 
• All management measures must be numbered and summarised in a Table in this 

section (example provided below). They must be written as specific, 
unambiguous measures for avoiding, minimising and managing the potential 
environmental impacts identified in Part C above. 

Management measures 

No. Proposed measure Timeframe 

1 A sediment settling pond capable of 
containing runoff from a 1-in-20 year storm 
event as described in Part C, paragraph 2.6 
[of the EER]. 

At least 30 days prior to 
commencement of operations. 

2 Develop a solid waste management plan as 
described in Part C, paragraph 8.4 [of the 
EER]. 

Within three months of approval 
and prior to treatment or 
removal of any waste.  

3 Construct a noise attenuation barrier as 
described in Part C, paragraph 9.2 [of the 
EER]. 

At least 30 days prior to 
commencement of operations. 

 

Part E – Public and stakeholder consultation 
• Description of consultation with other government agencies, community groups or 

neighbours that has taken place, or details of any intended consultation that will 
take place. 

• A Guide to Community Engagement is available on the EPA’s website at 
https://epa.tas.gov.au/assessment/assessment-process/guidance-documents   

https://epa.tas.gov.au/assessment/assessment-process/guidance-documents
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Appendix A: Other issues and agency contacts 
 

In addition to a permit under the LUPA Act and the EMPC Act, there may be other 
legal requirements to allow your proposal to proceed. These may include other 
permits, licences or landowner consent. You may also need to contact other 
Government agencies to obtain information for the purpose of assessment under the 
LUPA Act or the EMPC Act. The following list identifies some of the key agencies you 
may need to contact. 

 

Note: your proposal may be referred to other agencies in the process of preparing 
guidelines. Should assessments or approval outside of the Board’s responsibilities be 
required, the respective agency will engage with you to progress them.. 

 

Natural values including flora, fauna, and geoconservation values, or permits to deal 
with threatened species: 

Policy and Conservation Advice Branch 

Telephone: (03) 6165 4416 

Email: conservationassessments@dpipwe.tas.gov.au 

Website: www.dpipwe.tas.gov.au 

 

Historic cultural heritage, including State-level site listings, impacts and permits as 
required under the Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995: 

Heritage Tasmania 

Telephone: (03) 6165 3700 

Email: enquiries@heritage.tas.gov.au 

Website: www.heritage.tas.gov.au  

Note: Where works are proposed in or in close proximity to a heritage place entered 
on the Tasmanian Heritage Register or likely to be of heritage significance to the 
whole of Tasmania, and a permit is required under the Land Use Planning and 
Approvals Act 1993, the proposal will be referred to Heritage Tasmania by the 
planning authority. There may also be additional sites listed under local planning 
schemes, impacts on which are assessed by the relevant planning authority. 

 

Aboriginal heritage, including desktop assessment, artefact survey requirements, 
permits: 

Aboriginal Heritage Tasmania 

Telephone: (03) 6165 3152 

Email: aboriginal@heritage.tas.gov.au 

Website: www.aboriginalheritage.tas.gov.au 

Note: the proposal will be referred to Aboriginal Heritage Tasmania (AHT) on referral 
to the Board. If assessments or approvals outside of the Board’s responsibilities are 
required, it is your responsibility as the proponent to engage with AHT to progress 
them. 

 

mailto:conservationassessments@dpipwe.tas.gov.au
http://www.dpipwe.tas.gov.au/
mailto:enquiries@heritage.tas.gov.au
http://www.heritage.tas.gov.au/
mailto:aboriginal@heritage.tas.gov.au
https://www.aboriginalheritage.tas.gov.au/
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Parks and reserves, including where any proposal may impact on land managed by 
the Tasmanian Parks & Wildlife Service: 

Parks and Wildlife Service 

Telephone: 1300 827 727 

Website: www.parks.tas.gov.au and www.thelist.tas.gov.au 

 

Crown land, including where any proposal may impact on land owned by the Crown: 

Crown Land Services 

Telephone: (03) 6233 6413 

Email: cls.enquiries@dpipwe.tas.gov.au  

Website: www.parks.tas.gov.au 

 

State roads, including where any proposal requires works on or access from a State-
managed road asset: 

State Roads 

Telephone: (03) 6166 3369 

Email: permits@stategrowth.tas.gov.au  

Website: www.transport.tas.gov.au  

 

Mining leases: 

Mineral Resources Tasmania 

Telephone: (03) 6165 4800 

Email: info@mrt.tas.gov.au 

Website: www.mrt.tas.gov.au  

 

Works impacting natural waterway flow, e.g. dams or fords: 

Water Management and Assessment Branch 

Telephone: (03) 6165 3222 

Email: Water.Enquiries@dpipwe.tas.gov.au  

Website: www.dpipwe.tas.gov.au/water  

 

http://www.parks.tas.gov.au/
http://www.thelist.tas.gov.au/
mailto:cls.enquiries@dpipwe.tas.gov.au
http://www.parks.tas.gov.au/
mailto:permits@stategrowth.tas.gov.au
http://www.transport.tas.gov.au/
mailto:info@mrt.tas.gov.au
http://www.mrt.tas.gov.au/
mailto:Water.Enquiries@dpipwe.tas.gov.au
http://www.dpipwe.tas.gov.au/water
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Environmental Assessment Report 

Proponent D.N. Hughes 

Operator Bis Quarries Pty Ltd 

Proposal Western Junction Quarry Expansion 

Location 81 Evandale Road, Western Junction 

NELMS no. PCE No. 9667 

Permit Application No. PLN 19-0071 (Northern Midland Council) 

Electronic Folder No. EN-EM-EV-DE-252179 

Document No. M707588 

Class of Assessment 2B 

Assessment Process Milestones 

7 March 2017 Notice of Intent lodged 

24 April 2017 Guidelines Issued 

2 April 2019 Permit Application submitted to Council 

9 April 2019 Referral received by the Board 

11 May 2019 Start of public consultation period 

11 June 2019 End of public consultation period 

27 July 2020 Additional information (Supplement) submitted to the Board 

25 September 2020 Date draft conditions issued to proponent 

9 October 2020 Statutory period for assessment ends 
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Acronyms 

Board Board of the Environment Protection Authority 

DITCRD Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Cities and Regional 

Development 

DPEMP Development Proposal and Environmental Management Plan 

DPIPWE Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and Environment 

EIA Environmental Impact Assessment 

EL Environmental Licence 

EMPC Act Environmental Management and Pollution Control Act 1994 

EMPCS Environmental Management and Pollution Control System 

EPBC Act Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cth) 

NASF National Airport Safety Framework 

PARS Policy, Advice and Regulatory Services Branch of Natural and Cultural 

Heritage 

PFAS Per- and poly-fluoroalkyl substances 

RMPS Resource Management and Planning System 

RPDC Resource Planning and Development Commission 

SD Sustainable Development 

TPC Tasmanian Planning Commission 
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Report Summary 

This report provides an environmental assessment of D. N. Hughes’ proposed quarry expansion.  

The Landowner and holder of Mining Leases 975P/M and 2045P/M is Mr Hughes, however, the 

quarry is operated by Bis Quarries Pty Ltd. 

 

The proposal involves the intensification of an existing level 2 hard rock quarry located at 

Western Junction. The activity is currently permitted to extract 315,000 tonnes and process 

350,000 tonnes per annum within mining lease 975P/M.  It is proposed to increase extraction and 

processing to 500,000 tonnes (312,500 cubic meters) per annum. The proposal also includes 

extraction of a new area (mining lease application 2045P/M) not previously assessed. Material will 

be won by drilling and blasting and then transported to the existing crushing and screening plant 

for processing and stockpiling. 

 

This report has been prepared based on information provided in the permit application, 

Development Proposal and Environmental Management Plan (DPEMP) and Supplement to the 

DPEMP. Relevant government agencies and the public were consulted, and their relevant 

submissions, representations and comments considered as part of the assessment. 
 

On 16 August 2019, the Board requested that the proponent submit additional information to 

address issues raised during the public inspection period and to meet other information 

requirements. The proponent submitted satisfactory additional information on 27 July 2020, in the 

form of a Supplement to the DPEMP. 

 

Further details of the assessment process are presented in section 1 of this report.  Section 2 

describes the statutory objectives and principles underpinning the assessment.  Details of the 

proposal are provided in section 3.  Section 4 reviews the need for the proposal and considers the 

proposal, site and design alternatives.  Section 5 summarises the public and agency consultation 

process.  The detailed evaluation of key issues is in section 6, and other issues are evaluated in 

sections 7 and 8 and Appendix 1. The report conclusions are contained in section 9. 

 

Appendix 2 contains details of matters raised by the public and referral agencies during the 

consultation process.  Appendix 3 contains the environmental permit conditions for the proposal.  

 

The environmental conditions in Appendix 3 are a new set of operating conditions for the entire, 

intensified activity that will supersede the existing permit conditions. 
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1 Approval Process 

The Board of the Environment Protection Authority (the Board) received a Notice of Intent in 

relation to the proposal on 6 March 2017. 

 

An application for a permit under the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 (LUPA Act) was 

submitted to Northern Midlands Council on 2 April 2019. 

 

The proposal is defined as a ‘level 2 activity’ under clauses 5(a)(i) and 6(a)(ii), Schedule 2 of the 

Environmental Management and Pollution Control Act 1994 (EMPC Act), being a quarry with materials 

handling. 

 

Section 25(1) of the EMPC Act required Council to refer the application to the Board of the 

Environment Protection Authority (the Board) for assessment under the Act. The application was 

received by the Board on 9 April 2019. 

 

The Board required that information to support the proposal be provided in the form of a 

Development Proposal and Environmental Management Plan (DPEMP) prepared in accordance 
with guidelines issued by the Board on 24 April 2017. Several drafts of the DPEMP were submitted 

to EPA Tasmania for review against the guidelines prior to finalisation and acceptance on behalf of 

the Board on 25 March 2019. 

   

The final DPEMP was submitted to Council with the permit application. The DPEMP was released 

for public inspection for a 28-day period commencing on 11 May 2019. Advertisements were 

placed in The Examiner and on the EPA website. The DPEMP was also referred to relevant 

government agencies for comment. Three representations were received. 

 

On 25 May 2020, the Board requested that the proponent submit additional information to 

address matters raised during the public consultation period. Satisfactory additional information 

was submitted by the proponent on 27 July 2020.  
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2 SD Objectives and EIA Principles 

The proposal must be considered by the Board in the context of the objectives of the Resource 

Management and Planning System of Tasmania (RMPS), and in the context of the objectives of the 

Environmental Management and Pollution Control System (EMPCS) (both sets of objectives are 

specified in Schedule 1 the EMPC Act).  The functions of the Board are to administer and enforce 

the provisions of the Act, and to use its best endeavours to further the RMPS and EMPCS 

objectives. 

 

The Board must assess the proposal in accordance with the Environmental Impact Assessment 

Principles defined in Section 74 of the EMPC Act.  
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3 The Proposal 

The main characteristics of the proposal are summarised in Table 1.  A detailed description of the 

proposal is provided in Section 2 of the DPEMP. 

 

Table 1: Summary of the proposal’s main characteristics 

Activity 

Extraction, crushing and screening of a maximum of 312,500 cubic metres of basalt rock per year. 

Location and planning context 

Location ‘The Springs’ 81 Evandale road, Western Junction 

Land zoning Rural resource 

Land tenure Private freehold 

Mining lease 2045P/M and 975P/M 

Lease area 21 hectares and 53 hectares respectively  

Bond MRT hold the following bond: 

Mining Lease: 975P/M - $200,000 (Pending renewal) 

Mining Lease 2045P/M – This Mining Lease is still an application and MRT will 

calculate the bond when they approve it. 

Existing site 

Land Use Agricultural grazing land. 

Topography The proposed quarry is located on the eastern side of a moderately high escarpment, 

rising above the valley formed by the Rose Rivulet.  

Geology Late Eocene Basalt overlies older Eocene and Palaeocene mudstone, siltstone and 

sandstone with minor lignite and conglomerate deposited in a graben or half-graben 

structure. 

Soils Breadalbane Soil Association – Brown clayey soils on Tertiary Basalt. 

Hydrology The site drains towards Briarly Creek, which flows east to drain into Kelley’s Creek, 

Rose Rivulet and eventually the North Esk River. 

Natural Values None identified. 

Local region 

Climate Rainfall approximately 675mm per annum.  Wind direction predominantly from the 

north and northwest with sub dominant winds from the south and southeast. 
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Surrounding 

land zoning, 

tenure and uses 

Three other quarries operate adjacent to and north of the site. Launceston Airport 

(Commonwealth land) is located adjacent to the east and south. Agricultural land 

exists to the south, east and north east. A vineyard is adjacent to the northern part 

of the existing quarry. A railway line runs adjacent to the existing quarry’s eastern 

boundary. There are two sewage treatment ponds (TasWater) located adjacent to 

mining lease 2045P/M.  The ponds and airport are both zoned utilities, with the rest 

of the surrounding land being predominantly rural resource and an area of general 

industrial zoning to the west of the airport. 

Species of 

conservation 

significance 

None identified. 

Proposed infrastructure 

Major 

equipment 
• Crushing plant with jaw crusher, secondary cone crusher and tertiary crushing 

and screens 

• Pre-coat plant with liquid tank, collection pond and conveyor 

• PUG Mill QME Twin Shaft (350t/hr) 

• Mobile screening plant 

• Conveyors 

• Drill rig 

• Trucks - various 

• Rubber tired front-end loader 

• Excavators (75t and 30t) 

• Cat rigid dump truck (45t) 

Other 

infrastructure 
• Stockpiles 

• Settling ponds, also used for water supply 

• Offices 

• Weighbridge 

• Workshops 

• Stores 

Inputs 

Water Reticulated water supplied by TasWater connection.  Water for crushing and 

screening plant supplied from Briarly Creek settlement pond. 

Energy Mains power, plus diesel fuel to power vehicles. 

Other raw 

materials 

Lubricants, oil, grease and oxyacetylene are stored onsite. 

Wastes and emissions 

Liquid Stormwater runoff from extraction and stockpile areas. Sewage from the staff 

amenities will be collected by a septic tank. 
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Atmospheric Dust from internal and external traffic, blow-off from stockpiles, dust generated from 

the crushing plant. 

Solid General refuse including food scraps, paper and packaging. 

Solid wastes associated with machinery and processing plant maintenance. 

Controlled 

wastes 

Waste oil 

Noise • Primary jaw crusher – Teres Jaques 42x30 

• Secondary cone crusher – Jaques J 50 

• Tertiary cone crusher – CME Auspactor 300 

• Tracked excavator – CAT 375 

• Wheeled loader at crushing plant – CAT 980H 

• 2 Wheeled loaders for sales / per-coat – CAT 966 

• Haul truck – CAT 769D 

• Drill rig – BP 1100 

• Rock breaker – on 30t excavator 

• Screening 

• Blasting 

• Pre-coat plant 

• PUG Mill 

Greenhouse 

gases 

Greenhouse gases will be generated by combustion of fuels by mobile plant, 

equipment and onsite vehicles.  The processing plant requires electrical power to 

operate.  Explosives will be used for blasting. 

Construction, commissioning and operations 

Proposal 

timetable 

Gradually transition to the new quarrying area once resources are exhausted in the 

current quarry pit. 

Operating hours 

(ongoing) 

0600 to 1730 hours Monday to Friday 

0700 to 1500 hours Saturday 

No works conducted on Sundays or public holidays 
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Figure 1:  Proposed location (Figure 1.1 of the DPEMP)
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            Figure 2: Current quarry layout (Figure 2.6 of the DPEMP) 
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    Figure 3: Proposed quarry extension (Figure 2.12 of the DPEMP)
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Figure 4: Process overview for aggregate (Figure 2.17 of the DPEMP) 
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Figure 5: Process overview for road base (Figure 2.18 of the DPEMP) 
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4 Need for the Proposal and Alternatives 

The DPEMP states that the quarry has been in operation continuously since 1982 and is well 

located for an operating quarry, having few nearby residences and a transport route that provides 

close access to the major road networks and avoids residential areas. 

 

The Proponent also states in the DPEMP that the quarry has been an important and reliable 

supplier to the market for construction materials needed by the community which has been 

recognised as strategically important by the then Resource Planning and Development 

Commission (TPC then RPDC) in hearings into local planning scheme amendments and permit 

application for a residential development in the area. 

 

The DPEMP notes that a reduction in resource reserves caused by the clay intrusion in the 

existing quarry area now means that the quarry is heading towards closure within the existing 

lease area in the next five-year plan.  Planning for closure has also been considered and plans have 

been agreed with the landowner.  Long-term land use will be level areas suitable for industrial and 

commercial use or grazing.  
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5 Public and Agency Consultation 

A summary of the public representations and government agency/body submissions is contained in 

Appendix 1 of this report. 

Three public representations were received. The main issues raised in the representations 

included: 

• Dust emissions on adjacent agricultural land, impacting on grazing capacity for animals and crop 

production. 

• No reference to, or consideration of, the Airports Act 1996, Airports (Protection of Airspace) 

Regulations 1996 or to the National Airports Safeguarding Framework guidelines around 

aviation safety. 

• Potential impacts on prescribed airspace, including: 

o Dust emissions; 

o Fly-rock emissions; 

o Air blast over pressure causing air turbulence and amenity issues; 

o Light emissions interfering with airport safety lighting;  

o Soil / overburden stockpiles causing air turbulence; and 

o Creation of additional sediment ponds and the potential for wildlife strikes. 

• Dust emissions, fly-rock emissions and wildlife strikes are controlled actions under the Airports 

Act and Regulations and require assessment and approval under that Act. 

• Aviation Safety Impact Assessment and Wildlife Hazard Management Assessment are required. 

The DPEMP was referred to several government agencies/bodies with an interest in the proposal, 

including: 

• Department of State Growth 

• Mineral Resources Tasmania 

The following Divisions/areas of the Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and 

Environment were also consulted and/or provided advice on the DPEMP: 

• Aboriginal Heritage Tasmania 

• Policy, Advice and Regulatory Services Branch (previously the Policy and Conservation Advice 

Branch) 

• Regulatory Officer, EPA Tasmania 

• Air Specialist, EPA Tasmania 

• Noise Specialist, EPA Tasmania 

• Water Specialist, EPA Tasmania 

The Supplement to the DPEMP prepared by the proponent provides a response to relevant 

environmental issues raised during public consultation.  
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6 Evaluation of Key Issues 

The key environmental issues relevant to the proposal that were identified for detailed evaluation 

in this report were: 

• Noise emissions 

• Blasting impacts 

• Air emissions 

 

Each of these issues are discussed in the following subsections. 

General conditions 

The following general conditions will be imposed on the activity: 

• G1 – Access to and awareness of conditions and associated documents 

• G2 – Incident response 

• G3 – No changes without approval 

• G4 – Change of responsibility 

• G5 – Change of ownership 

• G6 – Complaints register 

• G7 – Annual Environmental Review 

• G8 – Environmental Management Plan and review thereof 

• G9 – Quarry Code of Practice  
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6.1 Noise emissions 

6.1.1 Description 

Western Junction Quarry is comprised of four separate pits, two of which are currently active, 

see Figure 2.5 of the DPEMP.  The DPEMP estimates that the resource in the two currently 

operating pits will be depleted in 2-3 years.  The crushing and screening plant are located in the 

main pit, which has ceased extraction.  Section 2.1.4 of the DPEMP outlines the current operation 

of the activity. 

This proposal includes increasing the maximum allowable extraction and processing limit from 

197,000 cubic meters per annum to 312,500 cubic meters per annum and expanding into a new pit 

to the west and south west of the main pit. 

Noise emissions will be generated from mobile earthmoving equipment (excavators, front wheel 

loaders, dump trucks, drill rig, haul trucks), blasting and the crushing and screening plant.  If not 

managed appropriately the activity has the potential to cause environmental nuisance to nearby 

sensitive receptors. 

The DPEMP notes that noise emissions from the current operation were monitored and future 

estimates of noise levels were determined to be in compliance with the noise criteria adopted 

from the Quarry Code of Practice 2017, with the exception of the drill rig in the early stages of the 

new pit development (i.e. 0-5 years).  The DPEMP also notes that, if required, additional 

management measures will be implemented in the initial years of the extension. 

This section does not consider the impacts from blasting, except for noise generated by the drill 

rig, blasting impacts are further discussed and evaluated in Section 6.2. 

 

6.1.2 Management measures 

Commitment 1 

• Maintain a complaint register to record any complaints from the public and the actions taken 

to address the complaint. 

Commitment 2  

• Advise the Launceston Airport and residents within a 1km radius (or as agreed) 24 hours in 

advance of any blasting activity; and 

• Monitor blasting to ensure compliance with the appropriate standards. 

Commitment 3 

• Maintain attenuation distances to neighbours; 

• Monitor noise emissions after operations commence (for the extension); and 

• Fit noise attenuation on the drill rig if required. 

Commitment 4 

• Hours of operation will comply with Permit requirements; 

• No transportation will occur on Sundays or gazetted public holidays; and 

• Transport trucks will be maintained in condition. 

Commitment 16 

• The Proponent will liaise with TasWater regarding their requirements and establish a 

management plan. 
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The DPEMP states that when operations commence in the new pit, a noise survey will be 

conducted within 3 months to confirm the noise predictions and further assess the potential 

impacts on sensitive receptors. 

The DPEMP also states that drilling only occurs for 1-2 days per month and that the residence 

most impacted by noise, Location B as shown in Figure 4.1 of the DPEMP (page 37), is also 

subjected to elevated noise levels from aircraft. 

 

6.1.3 Public and agency comment and responses 

The representations from the Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Cities and Regional 

Development (DITCRD) and Launceston Airport did not raise noise as an issue. 

TasWater provided comments on the DPEMP and indicated that management of potential impacts 

on its staff should be considered in relation to blasting noise emissions (amongst other things).  

The Supplement provides an email from TasWater stating that TasWater do not expect the 

Proponent to submit anything, nor do they want to review any proposed management measures 

until planning approval is provided. 

The Supplement states that Terrock have investigated the potential impact from blasting on 

TasWater’s staff and determined that there is no risk to the staff.  The Supplement also notes that 

as TasWater will need to use the access road within the Mining Lease, its staff will be required to 

adhere to the quarry OH&S requirements, including signing in and out, which will help ensure staff 

safety. 

No other concerns were raised in relation to noise emissions from the public or other 

government agencies. 

 

6.1.4 Evaluation 

A Noise Assessment (Appendix D of the DPEMP) was undertaken for the site based on 

measurements from the current operation to predict future noise impacts with the intensification 

and extension of the quarry. 

The Noise Assessment indicates that for normal operations, including haulage, crushing, screening 

and offsite transport of product, noise levels at the nearest sensitive receptors (as detailed in 

Figure 1 of the Noise Assessment) are below the criteria for the entire life of the quarry.  The 

Noise Assessment goes on to state that when drilling occurs, noise limits are predicted to be 

exceeded at Location B (Raeburn House) over the first 5 years of operation in Mining Lease 

2045P/M. 

The Noise Assessment recommends that a noise survey be conducted once operation in Mining 

Lease 2045P/M has commenced to confirm the predictions of the assessment, in particular the 

actual drill rig noise levels at Location B.  This recommendation is supported and Condition N2 

requires a noise survey to be undertaken within 6 months of operations commencing in Mining 
Lease 2045P/M.  This is supported by Condition N3 which specifies the requirements for the 

noise survey method and reporting. 

The Noise Assessment also recommends that if drill rig noise exceeds the criteria, a noise mitigated 

drill rig should be used in the first 5 years of operation within Mining Lease 2045P/M.  This 

recommendation is supported and will be guided by the results of the Noise Survey required by 

Condition N2. 

Furthermore, Condition N1 sets the noise limits that must be met by the activity.  The EPA Noise 

Specialist considers a daytime noise limit of 50dB(A) to be appropriate given the industrial, 

commercial and aviation related activities also undertaken in the area surrounding the quarry. 
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Condition N5 requires that in the event a noise complaint is received, the Director must be notified 

within 24 hours.  The Complaints register required under Condition G6 must also record all 

complaints received. 

Condition N4 stipulates operating hours to reduce the risk of noise emissions causing an 

environmental nuisance to sensitive receptors.  The activity’s current Licence to Operate 

Scheduled Premises No. 3374 does not specify operating hours for the activity.  The DPEMP 

states that the activity currently operates from 0600 hours to 1730 hours Monday to Friday and 
0700 hours to 1500 hours on Saturday.  While outside the operating hours recommended by the 

Quarry Code of Practice, the hours are considered appropriate given the setting of the activity, 

the imposition of Condition N1 also requires that any activity undertaken on The Land prior to 

0700 hours must be able to meet a noise limit of 35dB(A). 

The conclusions and recommendations of the Noise Assessment are supported.  The 

Commitments made and the conditions imposed are considered appropriate to mitigate the 

potential for causing environmental nuisance at sensitive receptors.  In the event that the noise 

limits are exceeded, the Director could require further mitigation measures to ensure compliance 

e.g. drill rig shielding. 

 

6.1.5 Conclusions 

The proponent will be required to comply with the following conditions: 

N1 Noise emission limits 

N2 Noise survey requirements 

N3 Noise survey method and reporting 

N4 Operating hours 

N5 Noise complaints 

N6 Control of noise emissions 
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6.2 Blasting impacts 

6.2.1 Description 

Blasting is required to fracture the rock so it can be removed for processing at the crushing and 

screening plant.  The DPEMP states that blasting will occur approximately once a month but may 

on occasion be required more frequently. 

Blasting will result in noise emissions (air blast), ground vibration and fly-rock.  These emissions 

have the potential to cause environmental nuisance, property damage and aviation safety impacts if 
not managed appropriately.  The potential impacts of dust during blasting are further discussed and 

evaluated in Section 6.3 and the noise impacts from drilling are further discussed and evaluated in 

Section 6.1. 

Another issue of concern is in relation to fly-rock potentially penetrating prescribed airspace. 

Terrock Pty Ltd were engaged to provide specialist advice in relation to blast design to ensure the 

quarry operation meets the relevant air blast and ground vibration limits.  The DPEMP notes that 

Terrock have completed several studies in the area and are familiar with the resource. 

The Supplement indicates that the revised vertical blast throw of rock would not exceed 28 

meters in height, which is below the prescribed obstacle limitation surface (OLS) and therefore 

does not require a controlled activity application for the purposes of the Airports (Protection of 

Airspace) Regulations 1996. 

 

6.2.2 Management measures 

Commitment 1 

• Maintain a complaint register to record any complaints from the public and the actions taken 

to address the complaint. 

Commitment 2  

• Advise the Launceston Airport and residents within a 1km radius (or as agreed) 24 hours in 

advance of any blasting activity; and 

• Monitor blasting to ensure compliance with the appropriate standards. 

Commitment 16 

• The Proponent will liaise with TasWater regarding their requirements and establish a 

management plan. 

The Supplement also states that as TasWater use the access road in the Mining Lease, its staff will 

be required to adhere to site OH&S requirements, including signing in and out, which will improve 

worker safety. 

In addition, the DPEMP states that Terrock Consulting Engineers were engaged to advise on blast 

design to ensure that quarry operations meet the relevant ground vibration limits.  The DPEMP 

notes that Terrock have completed several studies at the quarries located nearby and have a good 

understanding of the area.    

The DPEMP commits to continue monitoring each blast undertaken on The Land. 

 

6.2.3 Public and agency comment and responses 

TasWater provided comments on the DPEMP and indicated that management of potential impacts 

on its staff and infrastructure should be considered in relation to blasting and fly-rock (amongst 

other things).  The Supplement provides an email from TasWater stating that they do not expect 
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the Proponent to submit anything nor do they want to review any proposed management 

measures until planning approval is provided. 

The Supplement states that Terrock have investigated the potential impact from blasting on the 

TasWater infrastructure and safety issues related to fly-rock and determined that there is no risk. 

Two of the representations were in relation to the potential for impact on aviation safety at the 

Launceston Airport from the proposal, including from blasting. 

The Proponent engaged a specialist to undertake an aviation safety review for the proposal, as 
requested by the Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Cities and Regional Development 

(DITCRD) and Launceston Airport. 

The document entitled Safety Review Report for Proposed Quarry Extension – Launceston Airport, dated 

2 March 2020 and prepared by Mott MacDonald (the Safety Review Report) assesses the potential 

impacts on aviation safety from the quarry operation, the Safety Review Report includes 

consideration of the potential impacts that may be caused by blasting. 

 

6.2.4 Evaluation 

The DPEMP adopts an air blast limit of 115dB(A) for 95% of blasts with an absolute limit of 

120dB(A).  Similarly, the adopted ground vibration limit is 5mm/s for 95% of blasts with an 

absolute limit of 10mm/s.  This is consistent with the standard noise and vibration limits imposed 

by EPA.  Condition B2 imposes these limits on the activity.  To ensure that these limits are met, 

Condition B4 requires that each blast on The Land be monitored at locations agreed to by the 

Director.  The Condition also requires that any exceedance of the limits be reported to the 

Director within 24 hours. 

The Safety Review Report recommends that blasts be undertaken in the Launceston Airport’s off-

peak hours.  The average busy hours were identified as being between 0900 hours and 1100 hours 

and between 1600 hours and 1800 hours.  The standard blasting condition allows for blasting 

between 1000 hours and 1600 hours.  In line with the Safety Review Report’s recommendations, 

condition B1 is imposed to restrict blasting times to between 1100 hours and 1600 hours Monday 

to Friday.  The condition does allow for the Director to consider allowing one off blasting 

approvals outside of these hours should the Proponent provide sufficient justification. 

The Safety Review Report also considers the potential for fly rock to impact on aviation safety and 

states that the estimated height available at the location of the quarry extension is 56 meters.  The 

original draft DPEMP stated that fly rock could reach a height of 95 meters, which would have 

penetrated the OLS and may have presented a risk to flight safety.  The Safety Review Report also 

notes that Terrock have reviewed the blast plans and confirmed that the vertical blast throw will 

not exceed 28 meters.  The Safety Review Report states that the original estimate was a 

conservative worst-case scenario, which can be avoided with industry standard measures and 

design of blasts.  To ensure that blasts are managed appropriately, Condition B5 is imposed to 
require a Blast Management Plan to be submitted to the Director for approval, this ensures that 

the Director has oversight of the blasting design which can be amended if issues arise from blasting 

activities.  Condition B4 requires the first 5 blasts within Mining Lease 2045P/M to include 

monitoring of the vertical and horizontal distance fly-rock travels.  Furthermore, Condition B6 

requires notification to the Director, EPA, Launceston Airport and the DITCRD in the unlikely 

event that fly-rock penetrates prescribed airspace.  The condition also requires a report to be 

provided to the Director containing an assessment as to why fly-rock exceeded the predicted 

maximum extent and outlining any proposed management measures to ensure fly-rock does not 

penetrate the prescribed airspace again. 

The DITCRD provided a letter to the Northern Midlands Council on 11 May 2020 in relation to 

the issues it had raised and the provision of the Safety Review Report.  The Letter states that the 
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Safety Review Report assesses and considers all the risks to aircraft safety and operations in 

accordance with the National Airports Safeguarding Framework guidelines and the Airports 

(Protection of Airspace) Regulations1996.  Furthermore, the letter notes the conclusion of the Safety 

Review Report that none of the issues raised require a controlled activity application as they have 

been modified to remain below prescribed airspace and that the recommendations made in the 

Safety Review Report appear sensible to mitigate any residual risk and should be encouraged. 

The letter also states that approval should be conditional on the Proponent contacting the 
Launceston Air Traffic Control (ATC) Line Manager prior to any blasting operations commencing.  

Condition B3 stipulates that the ATC Line Manager must be contacted at least 24 hours prior to 

any blasting operations being undertaken, including drilling activities. 

The DPEMP also considers the potential for damage to structures from blasting.  The DPEMP 

refers to Australian Standard 2187.2 (2006) which suggests a ground vibration limit of 100mm/s 

for the protection of reinforced concrete and steel structures. 

The report entitled Western Junction Quarry – Quarry Extension – Effects of Blasting, dated 14 May 

2018 and prepared by Terrock Pty Ltd (The Blast Report) estimates, based on data from previous 

blast monitoring on The Land, that at its closest point to the airport runway, ground vibration 

levels are predicted to be 6.4 mm/s.  The Blast Report considers that ground vibration is unlikely 

to have a negative impact on property or infrastructure at the Launceston Airport, TasWater’s 

sewerage lagoons or the industrial area. 

The activity must meet the 5mm/s ground vibration limit, as specified in condition B2, to prevent 

nuisance at sensitive receptors.  The ground vibration limits imposed are considered to be 

protective of any infrastructure associated with the Launceston Airport, TasWater’s sewerage 

lagoons or the industrial area. 

Based on the information provided this conclusion is supported and no specific conditions in 

relation to property or infrastructure damage are required.  The blasting limits imposed are 

considered to be protective of property and infrastructure. 

 

The Proponent’s commitments and the conditions imposed are considered to provide a 

conservative approach to management of the potential impacts from blasting and provides the 

Director with the flexibility to manage any issues that may arise due to blasting. 

 

6.2.5 Conclusions  

The proponent will be required to comply with the following conditions: 

B1 Blasting times 

B2 Blasting – noise and vibration limits 

B3 Notification of blasting 

B4 Blast monitoring 

B5 Blast Management Plan 

B6 Fly-rock  
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6.3 Air emissions 

6.3.1 Description 

The Western Junction Quarry is comprised of four separate pits, two of which are currently 

active, see Figure 2.5 of the DPEMP.  The DPEMP estimates that the resource in the two currently 

operating pits will be depleted in 2-3 years.  The crushing and screening plant are located in the 

main pit which has ceased extraction.  Section 2.1.4 of the DPEMP outlines the current operation 

of the activity. 

This proposal includes increasing the maximum allowable extraction and processing limit from 

197,000 cubic meters per annum to 312,500 cubic meters per annum and expanding into a new pit 

to the west and south west of the main pit. 

The DPEMP states that dust emissions are generated during quarrying from drilling and blasting, 

loading and haulage of materials on unsealed roads, crushing and screening, stockpiling and loading 

for offsite transport. 

The increase in production will result in an increase to the traffic moving on and off site, to 

transport product to external customers.  The DPEMP indicates that heavy vehicle movements 

will increase (averaged over a year) from the current 44 movements per day, up to 182 

movements per day (2 way).   

The DPEMP states that drilling typically occurs for 2 days of each month but may be more 

frequent at times depending on the stage of pit development. 

The new pit will be located closer to the airport and general industrial zone than previous pits, but 

a similar distance from residences to the north, and further away from residences to the east. 

The DPEMP noted that there may be a requirement to relocate or upgrade the crushing and 

screening plant in the future. 

According to the DPEMP the generation of dust from the quarrying activities will depend on the 

frequency of dust generating activities, meteorological conditions, composition of dust (particle 

size and moisture content) and the condition of the source. 

The DPEMP states that based on the climate data available, the prevailing winds for summer tend 

to be predominantly from the north and northwest, with subdominant light winds from the south 

and southeast, meaning that when conditions are more likely to be dry and windy, the prevailing 

wind direction would move any dust emissions towards agricultural land and not towards any 

residences.   

The DPEMP also states that given the distance to residences and that the road is sealed from the 

edge of the mining lease boundary, there are unlikely to be any nuisance dust emissions to 

sensitive receptors.  The DPEMP notes that no dust complaints have been received from residents 

over the life of the quarry. 

The DPEMP claims that future operations are not expected to generate significant nuisance dust 

and that agricultural activities are likely to be a major dust source in the area.   
 

6.3.2 Management measures 

Commitment 1 (from Table 6.1 of the Supplement) 

• Maintain a complaint register to record all complaints from the public. 

Commitment 6 

• Operate water sprays on crushing and screening equipment; 

• Minimise surface disturbance; 
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• Progressively rehabilitate disturbed areas that are no longer required; 

• Water internal haul roads; and 

• Maintain quarry roads routinely. 

Commitment 7 

• Transport trucks will be covered with a tarpaulin if required.     

Commitment 12 

• Audit plant dust control equipment and take remedial action when required. 

Commitment 13 

• Install a dust monitor at the property boundary with a live feedback to plant crew. 

The DPEMP states that topsoil and subsoil will be stripped and stored separately or placed on top 

of the overburden piles and will then be revegetated with grass species.  See Photograph 2 of the 

DPEMP for an example of existing vegetated overburden and topsoil stockpiles. 

The crushers, screens and material stockpiles will remain within the original pit floor, which 

provides some shelter from the wind. 

As noted in Commitment 6, the crushing plant is fitted with water sprays to wet the crusher feed 

and conveyor transfer points to minimise dust emissions and the secondary screens are also fitted 

with water sprays.  In addition, water cannons will be used to minimise dust from product 

stockpiles if required. 

The DPEMP states that over the life of the existing quarry there have been limited complaints 

from residents mostly regarding blasting impacts, with the majority being over 10 years ago.  The 

DPEMP claims that complaints have decreased significantly in recent years due to improved 

blasting techniques, with the last complaint received in 2014.  The DPEMP also states that the 

proposed extension is further away from this complainant and therefore the potential for nuisance 

from blasting should be reduced for this resident. 

The Proponent has entered a contract with a neighbouring landowner (who made a 

representation) adjacent to the southeast to purchase part of his property, thus addressing his 

concerns regarding dust emissions.  However, the Supplement states that should this sale not be 

completed, a dust monitor will be installed close to the boundary with a live feed back to the plant 
operator to alert them if there is potentially dust leaving The Land. 

 

6.3.3 Public and agency comment and responses 

Three representations raised concerns regarding dust emissions. 

One representor owns the land to the southeast of the quarry and raised concerns that the 

current activity deposits dust on his property, preventing successful growing of cereal and 

specialised crops and grazing of stud sheep.  As noted above, the Supplement states that the 

Proponent has entered into a contract with that landowner to purchase part of the land to 

mitigate his concerns. 

The other two representations were in relation to dust plumes and the potential for impact on 

aviation safety at Launceston Airport. 

The Proponent engaged a specialist to undertake an aviation safety review for the proposal, as 

requested by the Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Cities and Regional Development 

(DITCRD) and Launceston Airport.   
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The document entitled Safety Review Report for Proposed Quarry Extension – Launceston Airport, dated 

2 March 2020 and prepared by Mott MacDonald (the Safety Review Report) assesses the potential 

impacts on aviation safety from the quarry operation, the Safety Review Report includes 

consideration of dust impacts from crushing, screening and drilling / blasting. 

 

6.3.4 Evaluation 

The Safety Review Report considered dust emissions from the crushing and screening plant as the 
primary source with drilling and blasting being a secondary source of dust emissions.  The Safety 

Review Report indicates that the crushing and screening plant are located 1km from the runway 

and that the Proponent has confirmed the crushing and screening plant will remain in its current 

location.  The Safety Review Report concludes that there is unlikely to be an increase in dust 

emissions that may impact aviation safety from the crushing and screening plant. 

The Safety Review Report notes that blasting will start approximately 600m from the runway and 

advance towards the runway over time.  The Safety Review Report indicates that dust modelling 

would be quite complex to consider, but states that should dust become an issue over time, 

mitigation measures can be implemented at that time to address the issues. 

The Safety Review Report recommends that blasts be undertaken during the Launceston Airport’s 

off-peak hours.  The average busy hours were identified as between 0900 hours and 1100 hours 

and between 1600 hours and 1800 hours.  The standard blasting condition allows for blasting 

between 1000 hours and 1600 hours.  In line with the Safety Review Report’s recommendations, 

condition B1 is imposed to restrict blasting times to between 1100 hours and 1600 hours Monday 

to Friday.  The condition provides discretion for the Director to consider allowing one off blasting 

outside of these hours should the Proponent provide a sufficient justification. 

The Safety Review Report also recommends that dust generation from blasts should be observed 

on a regular basis for the next few years to understand the impact on visibility in the approach 

path after each blast and that if any adverse observations are recorded a review of the mitigation 

measures should be considered as the pit progresses towards the airport.  The Safety Review 

Report notes that verbal reports indicate there is unlikely to be an issue with dust from blasting or 

access roads as significant dust emissions would be needed to create visibility issues, but that 

observations will provide certainty that no impacts are created.  Condition B4 is imposed to 

require blast monitoring and includes a requirement to contact Launceston Airport after each 

blast to determine if any issues were experienced, including from dust plumes.  The Director must 

be notified if Launceston Airport raises any concerns. 

The DITCRD provided a letter to the Northern Midlands Council on 11 May 2020 in relation to 

the issues it had raised and the provision of the Safety Review Report.  The Letter states that the 

Safety Review Report assesses and considers all the risks to aircraft safety and operations in 

accordance with the National Airports Safeguarding Framework guidelines and the Airports 

(Protection of Airspace) Regulations.  Furthermore the letter notes the conclusion of the Safety 

Review Report that none of the issues raised require a controlled activity application as they have 

been modified to remain below prescribed airspace and that the recommendations made in the 

Safety Review Report appear sensible to mitigate any residual risk and should be encouraged. 

The measures proposed in the DPEMP to mitigate the potential impacts from air emissions are 

supported.   

Condition A1 requires that vehicles carrying loads of material which may blow or spill must be 

equipped with effective control measures to prevent the escape of the materials from the vehicles 

when they leave The Land or travel on public roads, this is in line with the Proponent’s 

Commitment 7.     
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Condition A2 is imposed to require dust emissions from The Land by vehicles to be limited or 

controlled by dampening or other effective measures.  This is consistent with the Proponent’s 

Commitment 6 to routinely maintain and dampen internal haul roads. 

Condition A3 requires that dust emissions from The Land must be controlled to the extent 

necessary to prevent environmental nuisance beyond the boundary of The Land.  As noted above, 

the Proponent has entered into a contract to purchase part of the land adjacent to the southeast 

of the new pit, which will assist in providing an additional buffer for dust emissions in the direction 
of prevailing winds.  Commitments 6, 12 and 13 are supported to help reduce the potential for 

dust emissions to leave The Land and cause nuisance or aviation safety impacts. 

Furthermore, Condition A4 is also imposed to require certain measures to control dust emissions 

produced by the operation of the crushing and screening plant. 

The commitments made by the proponent and proposed management of the operation appear 

reasonable to mitigate potential impacts from dust emissions.  The conditions imposed require 

implementation of the key mitigation measures. 

 

6.3.5 Conclusions  

The proponent will be required to comply with the following conditions: 

A1 Covering of vehicles 

A2 Dust emissions from traffic areas 

A3 Control of dust emissions 

A4 Control of dust emission from plant 

B1 Blasting times 

B4 Blast monitoring  
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7 Other Issues assessed by the Board 

In addition to the key issues, the following environmental issues are considered relevant to the 

proposal and have been evaluated in Appendix 1, Section A.  

 

1. Surface water quality 

2. Waste management, dangerous goods and environmentally hazardous substances 

3. Natural values 

4. Site contamination 

5. Decommissioning and rehabilitation 

8 Other Issues 

The following issues that have been raised during the assessment process are discussed in 

Appendix 1, Section B. These are issues which are more appropriately addressed by another 

regulatory agency. 

 

1. Aviation safety 

2. Traffic impacts  
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9 Report Conclusions 

This assessment has been based on the information provided by the proponent, D. N. Hughes, in 

the permit application, the case for assessment (the DPEMP) and additional Information provided 

in the form of a Supplement to the DPEMP. 

 

This report incorporates specialist advice provided by EPA Tasmania scientific specialists and 

regulatory staff, other Divisions of DPIPWE and other government agencies, and has considered 

issues raised in public submissions. 

 

It is concluded that: 

1. the RMPS and EMPCS objectives have been duly and properly pursued in the assessment of 

the proposal; 

2. the assessment of the proposal has been undertaken in accordance with the Environmental 

Impact Assessment Principles; and 

3. the proposal is capable of being managed in an environmentally acceptable manner such 

that it is unlikely that the RMPS and EMPCS objectives would be compromised, provided 

that the Permit Conditions - Environmental No. 9667 appended to this report are imposed 
and duly complied with. 

 

The environmental conditions appended to this report are a new set of operating conditions for 

the entire, intensified activity that will supersede the existing permit conditions (former Licence to 

Operate Scheduled Premises No. 3374).  
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Appendix 1 – Section A – Assessment of other issues assessed by the 

Board 

Evaluation 

The management measures proposed are supported.  There has been no history of poor performance 

regarding surface water management at the activity.  The additional area of extraction does not appear 

to present any new issues from a surface water management point of view that would significantly change 

the potential impacts, apart from potential groundwater contamination, as discussed in Issue 4. 

Nevertheless, given the size of the operation and the activities undertaken it is considered appropriate to 

impose a suite of conditions to ensure that surface water is managed appropriately and can be enforced 

by the Director. 

Standard conditions E1, E2 and E3 are imposed to require perimeter cut off drains / bunds to be 

constructed on The Land to prevent surface run-off from entering the area used or disturbed in carrying 

out the activity (E1), settling ponds to be designed and maintained such that sediment will not be 

transported off The Land by surface run-off (E2), and that polluted stormwater must be collected and 

treated prior to discharge from The Land to the extent necessary to prevent environmental harm or 

nuisance (E3). 

Condition WQ1 is imposed to further the above conditions by requiring that any water discharged from 

The Land must not exceed 30 mg/L of total suspended solids and that during a storm event any plume 

leaving The Land must not be visibly more turbid than the receiving waters.  In addition, the condition 

Issue 1: Surface water quality 

Description of potential impacts 

Inappropriate management of stormwater has potential to cause the movement of sediment and other 

contaminants, thereby impacting waterways and potentially causing environmental harm or nuisance. 

Management measures proposed in DPEMP 

The DPEMP states that the current surface water management strategy is to direct surface drainage to 

the various settling ponds and then to the Briarly Creek supply pond which overflows into Briarly Creek. 

The DPEMP also states that any surface water from rainfall in the quarry pit floors gradually infiltrates 

the basalt fractures and joints and reports to the groundwater.  Occasional pumping of water from the 

pit floor to the supply pond is required. 

The DPEMP states that the following management measures have historically been adequate for managing 

surface water and preventing sediment and/or pollution leaving The Land: 

• The quarry perimeter will be graded such that all surface drainage is directed into the pit itself and not 

offsite, uncontrolled. 

• Upslope water flows will be directed to a settling basin (1 or more to provide storm surge capacity and 

reduce flow rates). 

• The pit floor will be graded to direct surface drainage to the settling basins prior to discharge under 

the haul road to the Briarly Creek pond (this will also provide storm surge capacity and reduce flow 

rates). 

• All maintenance and refuelling areas in the quarry will be bunded and any spillage will be cleaned up. An 

oil spill kit will be maintained onsite. 
 

Public and agency comment 

The DITCRD and Launceston Airport raised concerns about the potential for attracting wildlife with the 

construction of additional waterbodies (i.e. sediment retention ponds) within Mining Lease 2045P/M.  
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also requires that waters leaving The Land must be visibly free of any hydrocarbon sheen that could arise 

from a spill or the pre-coat plant.  Condition M1 is imposed to set requirements around who and how 

measurements may be made, if required. 

Condition DC4 supports maintaining surface water quality by requiring progressive rehabilitation of 

worked out areas to minimise the area of disturbed land that may be subject to erosion during storm 

events. 

Subsequent to the Safety Review Report being provided, there appears to be a conflict in the 

management of surface water within Mining Lease 2045P/M.  The Safety Review Report suggests that 

creation of waterbodies within Mining Lease 2045P/M should be avoided to reduce the risk of attracting 

wildlife that may present a risk to aviation safety, however, the Board must also ensure that surface 

water is managed appropriately to reduce the risk of environmental harm occurring. 

It is understood that the quarry operator has verbally indicated that surface water within Mining Lease 

2045P/M can be appropriately managed without the need for additional sediment ponds. 

The Supplement has not adequately addressed this matter, therefore, it is considered appropriate that 

Condition E4 be imposed to require the Proponent to provide a Surface Water Management Plan for 

Mining Lease 2045P/M for the Director’s approval to ensure the Launceston Airport’s needs and the 

environment are appropriately protected.  This issue is discussed further in Issue 1 of Appendix 1 – Part 

B – Other issues. 

The conditions imposed and the Proponent’s commitments are considered appropriate to manage the 

potential impacts from the activity on surface water quality.  The conditions imposed provide the 

Director with measurable conditions to confirm compliance, without needing to impose unnecessary 

monitoring requirements on the activity. 

As noted in the DPEMP, it is known that there is soil and groundwater contamination from 

polyfluorinated firefighting foam surfactants located on the adjacent airport land associated with historic 

airport fire response training area.  This issue is considered further under Issue 4 – Site Contamination. 
 

Conclusion 

The proponent will be required to comply with the following conditions: 

E1 Perimeter drains or bunds 

E2 Design and maintenance of settling ponds 

E3 Stormwater 

E4 Stormwater Management Plan for Mining Lease 2045P/M 

M1 Samples and measurements for monitoring purposes 

WQ1 Water quality 
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Issue 2: Waste management, dangerous goods and environmentally hazardous substances 

Description of potential impacts 

Inappropriate use and storage of hazardous substances has the potential to cause environmental nuisance 

or harm if discharged to the Land or nearby waterways. 

Wastes produced from the activity also have potential to cause environmental harm or nuisance through 

pollution of the environment. 

Management measures proposed in DPEMP 

The DPEMP states that diesel, lubricant, oil, grease, waste oil, oxyacetylene, precoat liquids and truck 

wash are stored on the Land.  The DPEMP also states that all the above-mentioned materials will be 

stored and transported in accordance with the Australian Code for the Transport of Dangerous Goods by 

Road and Rail, the Dangerous Goods Act 1998 (now Dangerous Goods (Road and Rail Transport) Act 2010) 

and associated regulations. 

The DPEMP states that the workshop and equipment are all provided with spill kits. 

The DPEMP states that the existing septic tank is adequate to manage sewage produced onsite.  It also 

notes that typical solid wastes are generated in relation to machinery and processing plant and that they 

have adopted a waste management hierarchy to avoid, recycle, reuse, treat and dispose of wastes. 
 

Public and agency comment 

No public or agency comments were received in relation to waste management, dangerous goods and 

environmentally hazardous substances. 

Evaluation 

The mitigation measures outlined above are supported.  To ensure that hazardous materials are 

appropriately managed the Proponent will be required to comply with conditions H1, H2 and H3 and 

spill kits will be required under condition H4.  These conditions reflect the commitments made in the 

DPEMP. 

In the event of an incident, the Proponent will be required to respond appropriately under condition G2. 

The proposed management measures and standard conditions are considered sufficient for the 

appropriate management of wastes, dangerous goods and environmentally hazardous materials on The 

Land to prevent environmental harm or nuisance occurring. 

Conclusion 

The proponent will be required to comply with the following conditions: 

H1 Storage and handling of hazardous materials 

H2 Hazardous materials (<250 litres) 

H3 Spill kits 

H4 Handling of hazardous materials – mobile 

The following legal and other information is included in the conditions for the Proponent’s information: 

LO2 Storage and handling of dangerous goods, explosives and dangerous substances 

OI1 Waste management hierarchy 
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Issue 3: Natural values and weed and disease management 

Description of potential impacts 

Inappropriate clearing or disturbance of vegetation has potential to impact on threatened flora, fauna or 

vegetation communities and result in the introduction and spread of weeds and diseases. 

Clearing vegetation also has potential to impact on surface water quality through increased erosion. 

Management measures proposed in DPEMP 

The DPEMP states that quarterly inspection and treatment of weeds and pathogens is undertaken for the 

activity.  Commitment 10 is contradictory and states a yearly inspection program will be implemented. 

The DPEMP also states that gorse, blackberries, thistles, flat weeds and rice grass exists on The Land and 

is being treated. 

In addition, the DPEMP notes that vehicles and machinery are washed in accordance with the Weed and 

Hygiene Guidelines when transferring to and from susceptible or risky sites. 

No other management measures were proposed in the DPEMP regarding natural values. 

Public and agency comment 

The Policy, Advice and Regulatory Services Branch (PARS) stated during consultation for development of 

the Board’s Guidelines that there are no records of flora or fauna on the property listed under the 

Threatened Species Protection Act 1995. PARS further stated, given the additional area to be cleared is 

highly disturbed agricultural land next to the existing quarry site, it is anticipated that the activity is 

unlikely to impact on listed flora and fauna and as such no further action is required. 

Evaluation 

Based on the information provided and PARS’ advice, it is not anticipated that the proposed 

intensification and extension of the quarry will impact on any listed flora or fauna.  Therefore, no 

conditions regarding flora and fauna will be imposed. 

Given the weed infestations identified on The Land, it is considered appropriate to impose conditions 

FF1 and OP1 to ensure that weeds and diseases are managed appropriately and are not transported on 

or off the site. 

Condition FF1 requires that before entering The Land, machinery must be washed in accordance with 

the Weed and Disease Guidelines.  Furthermore, condition OP1 requires the development of a Weed 

and Disease Management Plan to be submitted to the Director for approval. This will formalise the 

inspection and treatment regime that the Proponent must implement to manage weeds and diseases. 
 

Conclusion 

The proponent will be required to comply with the following conditions: 

FF1 Machinery washdown 

OP1 Weed & Disease Management Plan 
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Issue 4: Site contamination 

Description of potential impacts 

It is known that there is soil and groundwater contamination from polyfluorinated firefighting foam 

surfactants (per- and poly-fluoroalkyl substances (PFAS)) located on the adjacent airport land associated 

with historic airport fire response training.   Should contaminated groundwater enter the quarry pit 

there is potential for environmental harm and health impacts to workers. 

Management measures proposed in DPEMP 

Information provided by the Proponent indicates that the main source of contamination is understood to 

be east and southeast of Launceston Airport runway, more than 1km from the proposed quarry 

expansion area. 

The Proponent met with Airservices Australia in January 2019 to discuss the current findings of the 

ongoing investigation to determine the extent and magnitude of contamination. 

The Proponent indicates that PFAS will be monitored in GW17 on a three yearly basis and that any 

groundwater ingress into the pit will also be monitored for PFAS. 

Public and agency comment 

No public or agency comments were received in relation to site contamination. 

Evaluation 

Due to the contamination source being located on Commonwealth Land, it is managed by the 

Commonwealth and investigations by Airservices Australia are ongoing to delineate the extent and 

magnitude of impact from the historic firefighting practices. 

The information provided by the Proponent indicates that the closest airport monitoring bore (GW17 – 

approx. 115m southwest of mining lease 2045P/M’s boundary) has a standing water level of RL160.7.   

The quarry pits final reduced level is proposed to be RL130, meaning that the pit base will be 

approximately 30m below the standing water level identified in GW17, however, the Proponent has 

indicated that the interpreted groundwater flow (based on standing water levels recorded by Airservices 

Australia during groundwater monitoring) is to the southeast, away from The Land and towards Kellys 

Creek, which flows between the mining lease and the areas known to have the greatest levels of 

contamination. 

While existing quarry operations have not encountered groundwater ingress to the pits, there is 

potential for ingress to occur in the new extension of the quarry.  The Proponent’s commitment to 

monitor groundwater bore GW17 and have any groundwater analysed is supported to ensure the quarry 

does not provide a conduit for contaminated groundwater to enter Briarly Creek or impact on worker 

health and safety. 

It is understood that Airservices Australia’s investigation of PFAS contamination at the Launceston 

Airport is ongoing and monitoring will continue to be undertaken by Airservices Australia.  It is 

recommended that the Proponent maintains regular contact with Airservices Australia to ensure that 

any groundwater contamination identified does not affect the quarry operations. 

Condition GW1 is imposed to require any groundwater ingress into the pit to be sampled and analysed 

for an appropriate suite of PFAS.  The condition also requires that any groundwater encountered must 

be detained within Mining Lease 2045P/M until proven that it is not contaminated and that in the event 

contamination is detected the groundwater must be treated or disposed of to the satisfaction of the 

Director.  A report must also be provided to the Director detailing any groundwater sampling results 

within 14 days of results being received.  In addition, Condition M1 sets out requirements on the 

collection and analysis of any samples taken. 
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While it appears unlikely that groundwater will infiltrate into the new pit, the above conditions are in 

place as a precautionary measure given the uncertainty of what effects the new pit will have on 

groundwater flows.  It is considered that the conditions are adequate to manage the potential risks. 
 

Conclusion 

The proponent will be required to comply with the following condition: 

GW1  Sampling of groundwater in Mining Lease 2045P/M 

M1       Samples and measurements for monitoring purposes 
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Issue 5: Decommissioning and rehabilitation 

Description of potential impacts 

Temporary or permanent cessation of the activity has the potential to cause on-going impacts to the 

environment if rehabilitation is not managed appropriately. 

Potential impacts include, increased erosion and transport of sediment offsite to waterways, impacts to 

biodiversity and uncontrolled dust emissions. 

Management measures proposed in DPEMP 

The DPEMP states that the recommended rehabilitation plan is as follows (in accordance with the 

QCoP): 

• Salvage and recycling of redundant plant and equipment; 

• Profile and contour ripping; 

• Covering with previously stockpiled materials from the stockpiles; and 

• Planting tree seedlings, seed and fertiliser application. 

The DPEMP states that follow up weed control will be required. 

Commitment 11 of the DEPMP states ‘Strip and stockpile topsoil and overburden as per the [QCoP] 

guidelines. Revegetate quarry walls progressively’. 

The proposed end use of the pits is a level compacted surface suitable for industrial and commercial use 

or grazing. 

Public and agency comment 

Mineral Resources Tasmania raised concerns about what distance from the western boundary of the 

Mining Lease extraction will cease and that the DPEMP suggests soil/overburden will be stored between 

the extracted area and Mining Lease boundary. 

Evaluation 

The commitments made in section 6 of the DPEMP regarding decommissioning and rehabilitation post 

closure of the activity are supported.  Nevertheless, to ensure that appropriate rehabilitation works are 

undertaken permit conditions will be imposed. 

Rehabilitation on cessation will be supported by condition DC3 which requires surface soil to be 

retained for future rehabilitation and is consistent with details in the DPEMP. 

Progressive rehabilitation is encouraged to reduce the risk of large areas of the site being left 

unrehabilitated should the activity cease, therefore condition DC4 is imposed to ensure that the 

Director can enforce progressive rehabilitation in accordance with the Quarry Code of Practice. 

Management of temporary cessation will be stipulated under condition DC2.  The Proponent will be 

required to notify of permanent cessation under condition DC1 and undertake decommissioning and 

rehabilitation in accordance with conditions DC5 and DC6 which includes the preparation and 

implementation of a Decommissioning and Rehabilitation Plan (DRP).  Condition DC5 requires that a 

draft DRP be submitted to the Director for approval within 12 months of these conditions taking effect. 

The concern raised by MRT is relevant to final decommissioning and rehabilitation and the proximity of 

the activity to Launceston Airport runway.  The Supplement states that final extraction will not occur for 

approximately 18 years and that the Environmental Management Plan for the activity will undergo 

numerous revisions during this time and that final extraction will be confirmed later.  Nevertheless, 

Figure 3 of Appendix B in the Supplement provides an indicative distance of 344m as being the closest 

point at which extraction will occur to the runway.  Condition OP2 is imposed to require that 

extraction does not occur any closer than 344m from the western boundary of the Mining Lease, unless 
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otherwise approved by the Director.  This provides certainty on the final extraction point from the 

runway, but also allows this to be amended later in the activity’s life with written approval from the 

Director. 

The standard decommissioning and rehabilitation conditions are considered appropriate to ensure the 

potential for environmental impacts are minimised through appropriate decommissioning and 

rehabilitation of the site during temporary closure or permanent cessation. 

Conclusion 

The proponent will be required to comply with the following conditions: 

DC1 Notification of cessation 

DC2 Temporary suspension of activity 

DC3 Stockpiling of surface soil 

DC4 Progressive rehabilitation 

DC5 Decommissioning and Rehabilitation Plan 

DC6 Implementation of the DRP 

OP2 Proximity to Launceston Airport runway 
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Appendix 1 – Section B – Other Issues 

Issue 1: Aviation safety 

Description of potential impacts 

The proposal has the potential to impact on aviation safety at the adjacent Launceston Airport, through 

dust emissions, blasting activities, attraction of wildlife, light pollution and causing air turbulence. 

Management measures proposed in DPEMP 

Commitment 14 

• The Proponent will contact the Launceston Air Traffic Control (ATC) Line Manager, Chris Wallace 

on 0419 289 041 before any blasting operation commencing. 

• The Proponent will provide a detailed annual schedule of blasting operations to Launceston Airport 

and the Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA). 

Commitment 15 

• Minimise surface water ponding in the quarry. 

Public and agency comment 

The Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Cities and Regional Development (DITCRD) and  

Launceston Airport made representations stating that the proposed use and development of land in 

Launceston Airport’s prescribed airspace is a significant safety issue for aviation operations and objected 

to the proposal until the issues below were appropriately addressed and approved: 

• Refer to the Airports Act 1996 (the Act) and Airports (Protection of Airspace) Regulations 1996 (the 

Regulations) in relation to intrusions into prescribed airspace around the Airport. 

• Refer to the National Airports Safeguarding Framework (NASF) which provides guidelines to ensure 

the safety of aviation operations. 

• The following have been identified as potentially having an impact on the prescribed airspace: 

o Dust emissions; 

o Fly-rock emissions; 

o Air blast overpressure causing air turbulence; 

o Soil / overburden stockpiles causing air turbulence; 

o Light emissions; and 

o Creation of additional sediment ponds attracting wildlife. 

• Dust management is not adequately addressed in relation to the risk to aviation activities. Dust 

generation is a ‘controlled activity’ under the Act and requires approval under the Act and 

Regulations. 

• Blast fly-rock may penetrate the prescribed airspace by a significant margin and is a ‘controlled 

activity’ under the Act. Approval must be sought under the Act and Regulations. 

• Air blast overpressure and soil / overburden stockpiles may result in air turbulence, which is a 

‘controlled activity’ under the Act. Further information is required to assess the potential impact and 

may require approval under the Act and Regulations. 

• NASF Guidelines must be taken into account pursuant to the Standing Council on Transport and 

Infrastructure agreement of 18 May 2012, in particular Guidelines B, C and F are relevant to the 

proposal. 
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• An Aviation Safety Impact Assessment and a Wildlife Hazard Management Assessment is required to 

be developed by a suitably qualified and experienced aviation consultant in relation to the proposal’s 

potential impact on Launceston Airport’s prescribed airspace and aircraft safety. 

• The above assessments must demonstrate that there will be no impact on Launceston Airport’s 

prescribed airspace or the safety of aviation operations. 

• Recommended to engage with Airservices Australia, the CASA and the DITCRD regarding the 

proposal. 
 

Evaluation 

The Supplement indicates that a meeting was held with Launceston Airport and DITCRD 

representatives in August 2019.  It was requested that additional information be provided and that an 

independent consultant be engaged to complete an Aviation Safety Impact Assessment. 

Furthermore, the Supplement states that the Northern Midlands Council organised a meeting with 

Launceston Airport, DITCRD and the adjacent landowner in October 2019. 

The Supplement notes that a suitable consultant was engaged in January 2020 to prepare an Aviation 

Safety Impact Assessment, which was completed in March 2020 (the confidential report is entitled Safety 

Review Report for Proposed Quarry Extension – Launceston Airport, dated 2 March 2020 and prepared by 

Mott McDonald). 

The DITCRD provided a letter to Northern Midlands Council on 11 May 2020 in relation to the issues 

it had raised and the provision of the Safety Review Report.  The Letter states that the Safety Review 

Report assesses and considers all the risks to aircraft safety and operations in accordance with the 

National Airports Safeguarding Framework guidelines and the Airports (Protection of Airspace) 

Regulations1996.  Furthermore, the letter notes the conclusion of the Safety Review Report that none of 

the issues raised require a controlled activity application as they have been modified to remain below 

prescribed airspace and that the recommendations made in the Safety Review Report appear sensible to 

mitigate any residual risk and should be encouraged. 

While aviation safety is not within the Board’s scope to assess, it is considered reasonable that certain 

conditions be imposed regarding environmental issues that may impact on aviation safety.  Sections 6.1, 

6.2 and 6.3 consider and evaluate the potential impacts from noise, blasting and air emissions and 

conditions are imposed to require appropriate management of the operation to reduce the risk of 

causing environmental harm or nuisance or safety risks to aviation operations.  

There remain three issues not addressed within this report that were raised, being potential turbulence 

created from stockpiles, light pollution and attraction of wildlife, specifically birds.   

The Safety Review Report notes that at its closest point the Mining Lease is 90 metres from the 

boundary of the airport.  The Safety Review Report refers to Guideline B of the NASF which provides a 

detailed methodology to determine if any development within the critical area will generate wind shear 

that may impact on aircraft safety.  The Safety Review Report concluded that the soil / overburden 

stockpiles do not penetrate the prescribes 1:35 surface defined in Guideline B and that no further 

assessment was required.   

The Safety Review Report notes the objection relating to wildlife strike was due to the potential for 

increased size of waterbodies on The Land.  Figure 2.12 of the DPEMP indicates that there were three 

sediment retention ponds proposed for the new extraction area.  The Supplement makes a commitment 

to minimise surface water ponding in the quarry development.   

The Safety Review Report notes that additional water ponding near the airport site is a hazard to a 

certain extent, and the airport has observed increased bird strike incidents after rainfall, suggesting that 

there need to be some measures in place to not aggravate the situation further.   
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The Safety Review Report notes that the quarry operator has verbally indicated that the quarry can 

operate without additional sediment retention ponds in the new extraction area.  However, the 

Supplement does not discuss this. 

The Safety Review Report goes on to state that there is a significant waterbody adjacent to the airport 

relating to wastewater treatment that appears larger than any waterbody that could exist in the quarry 

and is also far more ‘friendly’ to wildlife. The Report concludes that the quarry should continue the 

current practice of designing the quarry to avoid standing water. 

As the Supplement has not satisfactorily addressed the issues raised in relation to surface water 

management from an aviation safety or environmental management point of view, it is considered 

appropriate to impose Condition E4 to require that before extraction occurs within Mining Lease 

2045P/M, a Surface Water Management Plan be submitted to the Director for approval.  This allows the 

Proponent to provide additional information on how surface water will be managed in Mining Lease 

2045P/M to eliminate or reduce the potential for ponding of surface water within the quarry pit while 

still meeting its responsibilities to not cause environmental harm. 

The Supplement has not addressed the potential for light pollution and the letter from DITCRD has not 

raised further concerns around this issue.  It is not anticipated that the operation will produce significant 

light pollution, which is likely to be limited to some vehicle movements and light from plant or buildings 

during winter. 

With the commitments made by the Proponent and the conditions imposed, it is anticipated that the 

issues raised can be mitigated to ensure that the risk to aviation safety is acceptable, as indicated by the 

DITCRD. 

Conclusion 

No additional conditions are proposed in relation to aviation matters. 
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Issue 2: Traffic impacts 

Description of potential impacts 

Vehicle movements offsite have the potential to cause nuisance through noise and dust emissions if not 

managed appropriately.  Impacts from onsite vehicle movement are considered under Sections 6.1 

(noise emissions) and 6.3 (air emissions).  

Management measures proposed in DPEMP 

The DPEMP does not include any management measures, other than those made in relation to noise and 

air emissions onsite. 

Public and agency comment 

During the guideline consultation phase of the assessment the State Roads Division of the Department 

of State Growth indicted that they had no concerns in relation to the proposal as access to Evandale 

Road is via an existing roundabout which adequately caters for heavy vehicle use. 
 

Evaluation 

Condition A1 requires vehicles carrying loads containing material which may blow or spill to be 

equipped with effective control measures to prevent the escape of materials from the vehicles when 

they leave The Land. 

A Traffic Assessment (Appendix B of the DPEMP) was conducted for the proposed increase in 

production and expansion of the quarry. 

The Traffic Assessment indicates that the average daily traffic along Richard Street is up to 1,300 

vehicles per day with approximately 50% comprising heavy vehicles. 

The Traffic Assessment indicates that light vehicle movements associated with the quarry are not likely 

to change at around 80 movements per day.  However, it also notes that heavy vehicle movements are 

likely to increase from 45 truckloads per day up to 70 truckloads per day (from 90 to 140 movements 

to and from the Land per day).  The Traffic Assessment indicates that the increase in heavy vehicles 

from the quarry represents a 5.4% increase of traffic on Richard Street and that a capacity analysis 

suggests the practical capacity of Richard Street is 3,500 vehicles per day. 

The Traffic Assessment concludes that an acceptable level of safety can be maintained in the vicinity of 

the quarry access. 

The Traffic Assessment highlights the significant volume of heavy vehicles travelling along Richard Street 

and Evandale Road.  This means that any nearby sensitive receptors are already exposed to significant 

heavy vehicle movements and a 5.4% increase in traffic movements from the quarry is unlikely to 

significantly impact sensitive receptors. 
 

Conclusion 

No specific conditions are proposed in relation to offsite traffic impacts. 
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Appendix 2 – Summary of public representations and agency submissions 

 
Representation 

No./ Agency 

DPEMP  

section 

no. 

DPEMP 

Page 

no. 

Comments and issues Additional information required 

1 4.5 53 & 54 Dust emissions from the crusher do not comply with the current permit 

conditions. 

Dust emissions from the crusher are covering pasture areas, making it 

unpalatable to their stud sheep until reasonable rainfalls occur. 

Contravenes the ‘right to farm’ Act (Primary Industry Activities Protection Act 1995 

and Protection of Agricultural Lands Policy). 

The dust also prohibits the successful growing of cereal and specialised seed 

crops. 

A suitable solution to dust emissions needs to be addressed before expansion 

is approved. 

Section 4.5 of the DPEMP does not adequately 

consider the potential impact of dust emissions on 

agricultural land. 

The DPEMP must consider the potential impacts 

of dust emissions from the activity on nearby 

agricultural land and detail any additional 

mitigation measures proposed to minimise any 

nuisance dust emissions from the activity. 

2 4.4, 4.5, 

4.6 

NA The proposed use and development of land within the Launceston Airport’s 

(the Airport) prescribed airspace is a significant safety issue to aviation 

operations. Object to the proposal until the below is appropriately addressed 

and approved. 

• Refer to the Airports Act 1996 (the Act) and Airports (Protection of Airspace) 

Regulations 1996 (the Regulations) in relation to intrusions into prescribed 

airspace around the Airport. 

• Refer to the National Airports Safeguarding Framework (NASF) which 

provides guidelines to ensure the safety of aviation operations. 

The following have been identified as potentially having an impact on the 

prescribed airspace: 

o Dust emissions; 

o Fly-rock emissions; 

o Air blast overpressure causing air turbulence; 

o Soil / overburden stockpiles causing air turbulence;  

o Light emissions; and 

o Creation of additional sediment ponds attracting wildlife. 

Reference to the Act and Regulations must be 

made along with a brief discussion on how the 

requirements will be met. 

Including a commitment regarding seeking 

appropriate approvals under the Act and 

Regulations would be beneficial. 

Further consideration of the potential impacts 

from dust emissions and blasting on the Airport 

must be included in the DPEMP.  The DPEMP 

should provide details on the proposed 

procedural processes for engaging with the 

Airport regarding aviation safety matters and any 

monitoring that will be undertaken. 
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• Dust management is not adequately addressed in relation to the risk to 

aviation activities. Dust generation is a ‘controlled activity’ under the Act 

and requires approval under the Act and Regulations. 

• Blast fly-rock may penetrate the prescribed airspace by a significant margin 

and is a ‘controlled activity’ under the Act. Approval must be sought under 

the Act and Regulations. 

• Air blast overpressure and soil / overburden stockpiles may result in air 

turbulence, which is a ‘controlled activity’ under the Act. Further 

information is required to assess the potential impact and may require 

approval under the Act and Regulations. 

• NASF Guidelines must be taken into account pursuant to the Standing 

Council on Transport and Infrastructure agreement of 18 May 2012, in 

particular Guidelines B, C and F are relevant to the proposal. 

• An Aviation Safety Impact Assessment and a Wildlife Hazard Management 

Assessment is required to be developed by a suitably qualified and 

experienced aviation consultant in relation to the proposal’s potential 

impact on the Launceston Airport’s prescribed airspace and aircraft safety. 

• The above assessments must demonstrate that there will be no impact on 

Launceston Airport’s prescribed airspace or the safety of aviation 

operations. 

• Recommended to engage with Airservices Australia, the Civil Aviation 

Safety Authority (CASA) and the Department of Infrastructure, Transport, 

Cities and Regional Development (DITCRD) regarding the proposal. 

Department of 

Infrastructure, 

Transport, Cities 

and Regional 

Development 

(DITCRD) 

4.4, 4.5, 

4.6 

NA In addition to sharing and reiterating the concerns raised by Representor 2, the 

Department also raised light distraction to aircraft as a potential risk from the 

proposal that should be considered in the DPEMP. 

The Department chairs the National Safeguarding Advisory Group (NASAG) 

which advises Governments on the protection of airports from inconsistent or 

inappropriate development. 

The Department is concerned about the expansion of the quarry closer to the 

airport boundary which may have significant long-term operational impacts for 

the Launceston Airport. 

The Department also states that the proposal may be contrary to the National 

Airports Safeguarding Framework (NASF) developed by the NASAG and agreed 

to by the State and Territory Ministers (including Tasmania) in May 2012. 

See comments above. 
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MRT NA NA MRT made the following comments on the DPEMP: 

• There is limited discussion around the impacts of the operation with respect 

to the Launceston Airport and potential impacts to air and ground 

operations at the airport. How will the two operations interact? MRT is of 

the view that greater discussion around this is required. 

• It would be useful to see a discussion around CASA’s feedback regarding 

the DPEMP. The DPEMP states CASA were consulted during the Notice of 

Intent period. However, there is no meaningful discussion of their position 

or concerns beyond this. 

• Section 2.3.2 Basalt Resource – the comments raise questions over the 

confidence associated with the amount of resource claimed to be available 

for extraction. The statement that there is approximately 9 million tonnes 

of basalt available for extraction appears to be speculative. Further 

modelling, drilling and knowledge of factors such as basement geometry, 

architecture, geological structures, and alteration facies within the deposit 

would also need to be further investigated to improve the resource 

confidence level. The applicant has previously encountered issues with 

resource dilution due to contamination by weathering. 

• The SRADs appear to have been measured from the centre of the mining 

lease. SRADs must be measured from the boundary of the mining lease to 

ensure future sensitive receptors do not fetter access to resources.  This 

significantly changes the potential for interaction with current sensitive 

receptors and requires further assessment. 

• Page 22 part 2.8 Operating hours it states “There are no residences in 

close proximity to the quarry or transport route”. The suggested recommended 

attenuation distances prescribed for such an activity is 1000m where regular 

blasting takes place. An SRAD distance of 750 metres is recommended 

where crushing occurs, 500m SRAD where vibrating and trommel screens 

alone are used, and where no blasting, crushing or screening occurs an 

SRAD distance of 300 metres applies. There are several sensitive receptors 

within the suggested recommended attenuation distances that have not 

been addressed in the DPEMP. 

• The DPEMP appears to be silent on stating to what distance final extraction 

will cease to progress beyond with respect to the western boundary of the 

mining lease. The DPEMP currently suggests the far western area will be 

used for soil/overburden stockpile storage purposes. It would be useful to 

Provide additional discussion on the basalt 

resource around the confidence in the resource. 

The distance to the nearest sensitive receptor 

must be measured from the Boundary of the 

Land. The DPEMP must be revised. Discussions 

on the potential impacts and proposed mitigation 

measures need to be revised, including relevant 

maps, to reflect the additional sensitive premises 

that may potentially be impacted within 1,000m 

from the boundary of the Land. 

Similarly, justification for the operating hours 

must be revised to consider the additional 

sensitive premises within 1,000m of the boundary 

of the Land. 

Please confirm the distance from the south 

western boundary that extraction will cease. 
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have a distance written into the document to ensure clarity around this 

issue. 

TasWater   TasWater have stated that pursuant to the Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008 

(TAS) Section 56P(1) TasWater imposes the following conditions on the permit 

for this application: 

Protection of TasWater infrastructure 

1. Prior to submitting the Development Proposal and Environmental 

Management Plan (DPEMP) to the regulating authority for approval, the 

developer must develop a site management / operation plan for inclusion in 

the DPEMP to TasWater satisfaction to protect TasWater assets and staff 

from damage, dilapidation, injury and harm as the case may be for the life of 

the quarry. 

Development assessment fees 

2. The applicant or landowner as the case may be, must pay a development 

assessment fee of $1,139.79 to TasWater, as approved by the Economic 

Regulator and the fee will be indexed, until the date it is paid to TasWater.  

The payment is required within 30 days of the issue of an invoice by 

TasWater. 

TasWater have advised their requirements to 

protect TasWater assets and staff from damage, 

dilapidation, injury and harm include but are not 

limited to: 

a. Establishment of on-going liaison protocols 

with TasWater; 

b. Management of impacts of dust, noise and 

vibration emissions on TasWater staff; 

c. Undertaking dilapidation survey(s) and agreed 

condition assessments; 

d. Movement of heavy vehicles over shared 

accesses; 

e. Monitoring and management of high ground 

velocities, ground movement and vibrations 

arising from blasting; 

f. Management of fly rock hazards; and 

g. Rectification of assets deemed to have been 

damaged by quarrying works as and when 

required. 

Provide additional information in the DPEMP to 

satisfy TasWater’s requirements in relation to the 

proposal. 

NB. An email dated 1 June 2020 from TasWater 

(included in the Supplement) indicates that the 

‘conditions’ were for advice and that they do not 

expect nor want to review anything prior to the 

planning permit being issued. 

EPA Table 

4.11 

56 The DPEMP indicates that two of the proposed additional sediment settlement 

ponds are larger than 1 ML and may require approval under the Water 

Management Act 1999. 

Advice should be sought from DPIPWE’s Water 

Management and Assessment Branch regarding 

any approvals required under the Water 

Management Act 1999. 
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PERMIT PART B
PERMIT CONDITIONS - ENVIRONMENTAL No. 9667

Issued under the Environmental Management and Pollution Control Act 1994

Activity: The operation ofa quarry and crusher (ACTIVITY TYPE: Crushing,
grinding, milling or separating into different sizes (rocks, ores or minerals))
WESTERN JUNCTION QUARRY, 81 EVANDALE ROAD
WESTERN JUNCTION TAS 7212

The above activity has been assessed as a level 2 activity under the Environmental Management
andPollution Control Act 1994.

Acting under Section 25(5)(a)(i) ofthe EMPCA, the Board ofthe Environment Protection
Authority has required that this Permit Part B be included in any Permit granted under the Land Use
Planning andApprovals Act 1993 with respect to the above activity.

Municipality:
Permit Application Reference:
EPA file reference:

NORTHERN MIDLANDS
PLN19-0071
252179

Date conditions approved:

Signed:

060CT2020

y/^A <Jo<o^e-S

CHA^I<PERSON, BOARD OF THE ENVIRONMENT
PROTECTION AUTHORITY

CHAIRPERSON, BOARD OF THE ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION AUTHORITi'
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DEFINITIONS

Unless the contrary appears, vvords and expressions used in this Permit Part B have the meaning
given to them in Schedule 1 ofthis Permit and in the EMPCA. Ifthere is any inconsistency
betvveen a definition in the EMPCA and a definition in this Permit Part B, the EMPCA prevails to
the extent ofthe inconsistency.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

The person responsible for the activity must comply with the conditions contained in Schedule 2 of
this Permit Part B.

INFORMATION

Attention is drawn to Schedule 3, which contains important additional information.

CHAIRPERSON, BOARD OF THE ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION AUTHORITY

060CT2020
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Schedule 1: Definitions

InthisPermitPartB:-

312,500 cubic metres per year is considered to be equivalent to 500,000 tonnes per year.

Aboriginal Relic has the meaning described in section 2(3) ofthe Aboriginal Heritage Act 1975.

Activity means any environmentally relevant activity (as defined in Section 3 ofEMPCA) to which
this document relates, and includes more than one such activity.

Best Practice Environmental Management or 'BPEM' has the meaning described in Section 4 of

Control Location (Noise) means a location chosen to represent the general ambient sound without
contribution from noise sources at the activity.

Director means the Director, Environment Protection Authority holding office under Section 18 of
EMPCA and includes a delegate or person authorised in writing by the Director to exercise a power
or function on the Director's behalf.

DRP means Decommissioning and Rehabilitation Plan.

EMPCA means the Environmental Management and Pollution ControlAct 1994.

Environmental Harm and Material Environmental Harm and Serious Environmental Harm
each have the meanings ascribed to them in Section 5 ofEMPCA.

Environmental Nuisance and Pollutant each have the meanings ascribed to them in Section 3 of
EMPCA.

Environmentally Hazardous Material means any substance or mixture ofsubstances ofa nature
or held in quantities which present a reasonably foreseeable risk ofcausing serious or material
environmental harm ifreleased to the environment and includes fuels, oils, waste and chemicals but
excludes sewage.

Noise Sensitive Premises means residences and residential zones (whether occupied or not),
schools, hospitals, caravan parks and similar land uses involving the presence of individual people
for extended periods, except in the course oftheir employment or for recreation.

Person Responsible is any person who is or was responsible for the environmentally relevant
activity to which this document relates and includes the officers, employees, contractorsjoint
venture partners and agents ofthat person, and includes a body corporate.

PFAS means per- and poly-fluoroalkyl substances.

Pollutant has the meaning ascribed to it in Section 3 ofEMPCA.

Quarry Code of Practice means the document ofthis title published by the Environment
Protection Authority in May 2017, and includes any subsequent versions ofthis document.

Reporting Period means the 12 months ending on 30 December ofeach year.

Stormwater means water traversing the surface ofThe Land as a result ofrainfall.
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Tasmanian Noise Measurement Procedures Manual means the document titled Noise
Measiirement Procediires Mamial, by the Department of Environment, Parks, Heritage and the
Arts, dated July 2008, and any amendment to or substitution ofthis document.

The Land means the land on which the activity to which this document relates may be carried out,
and includes: buildings and other structures permanently fixed to the land, any part ofthe land
covered with water, and any water covering the land. The Land falls within the area defined by:

1 Mining Leases 975P/M and 2045P/M; and

2 as further delineated at Attachment 1.

Wastewater means spent or used vvater (whether from industrial or domestic sources) containing a

pollutant and includes stormwater which becomes mixed with wastewater.

Weed means a declared weed as defined in the Weed Management Act 1999.

Weed And Disease Guidelines means the document titled iVeed and Disease Planning and
Hygiene Gtddelines - Preventing the spread ofweeds and diseases in Tasmania, by the Department
ofPrimary Industries, Parks, Water and Environment, dated March 2015, and any amendment to or
substitution ofthis document.
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Schedule 2: Conditions

Maximum Ouantities

Ql Regulatory limits

1 The activity must not exceed the following limits :

1.1 312,500 cubic metres per year ofrocks, ores or minerals processed.
1.2 312,500 cubic metres per year ofrocks, ores or minerals extracted

General

Gl Access to and awareness of conditions and associated documents
A copy ofthese conditions and any associated documents referred to in these conditions must
be held in a location that is known to and accessible to the person responsible for the activity.
The person responsible for the activity must ensure that all persons who are responsible for
undertaking work on The Land, including contractors and sub-contractors, are familiar with
these conditions to the extent relevant to their work.

G2 Incident response
Ifan incident causing or threatening environmental nuisance, serious environmental harm or
material environmental harm from pollution occurs in the course ofthe activity, then the

person responsible for the activity must immediately take all reasonable and practicable action
to minimise any adverse environmental effects from the incident.

G3 No changes without approval

1 The following changes, ifthey may cause or increase the emission ofa pollutant which
may cause material or serious environmental harm or environmental nuisance, must
only take place in relation to the activity if such changes have been approved in writing
by the EPA Board following its assessment of an application for a permit under the
Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993, or approved in writing by the Director:

1.1 a change to a process used in the course ofcarrying out the activity; or

1.2 the construction, installation, alteration or removal ofany structure or equipment
used in the course ofcarrying out the activity; or

1.3 a change in the quantity or characteristics ofmaterials used in the course of
carrying out the activity.

G4 Change of responsibility
Ifthe person responsible for the activity intends to cease to be responsible for the activity, that

person must notify the Director in writing ofthe full particulars ofany person succeeding him
or her as the person responsible for the activity, before such cessation.

G5 Change ofownership
Ifthe owner ofThe Land upon which the activity is carried out changes or is to change, then,
as soon as reasonably practicable but no later than 30 days after becoming aware ofthe
change or intended change in the ownership ofThe Land, the person responsible must notify
the Director in writing ofthe change or intended change ofownership.
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G6 Complaints register

1 A public complaints register must be maintained. The public complaints register must,
as a minimum, record the following detail in relation to each complaint received in
which it is alleged that environmental harm (including an environmental nuisance) has
been caused by the activity:

1.1 the date and time at which the complaint was received;

1.2 contact details for the complainant (where provided);
1.3 the subject matter ofthe complaint;

1.4 any investigations undertaken with regard to the complaint; and

1.5 the manner in which the complaint was resolved, including any mitigation
measures implemented.

2 Complaint records must be maintained for a period ofat least 3 years.

G7 Annual Environmental Review

1 Unless othenvise specified in writing by the Director, a publicly available Annual
Environmental Review for the activity must be submitted to the Director each year
within three months ofthe end ofthe reporting period. Without limitation, each Annual
Environmental Review must include the following information:

1.1 a statement by the General Manager, ChiefExecutive Officer or equivalent for the
activity acknowledging the contents ofthe Annual Environmental Review;

1.2 subject to the Personal Information Protection Act 2004, a list ofall complaints
received from the public during the reporting period concerning actual or potential
environmental harm or environmental nuisance caused by the activity and a
description ofany actions taken as a result ofthose complaints;

1.3 details ofenvironment-related procedural or process changes that have been
implemented during the reporting period;

1.4 a summary ofthe amounts (tonnes or litres) ofboth solid and liquid wastes
produced and treatment methods implemented during the reporting period.
Initiatives or programs planned to avoid, minimise, re-use, or recycle such wastes
over the next reporting period should be detailed;

1.5 details ofall non-trivial environmental incidents and/or incidents ofnon
compliance with these conditions that occurred during the reporting period, and
any mitigative or preventative actions that have resulted from such incidents;

1.6 a summary ofthe monitoring data and record keeping required by these
conditions. This information should be presented in graphical form where

possible, including comparison with the results ofat least the preceding reporting

period. Special causes and system changes that have impacted on the parameters
monitored must be noted. Explanation of significant deviations between actual
results and any predictions made in previous reports must be provided;

1.7 identification ofbreaches of limits specified in these conditions and significant
variations from predicted results contained in any relevant DPEMP or EMP, an
explanation ofvvhy each identified breach ofspecified limits or variation from

predictions occurred and details ofthe actions taken in response to each identified
breach oflimits or variance from predictions;

1.8 a list ofany issues, not discussed elsewhere in the report, that inust be addressed
to improve compliance vvith these conditions, and the actions that are proposed to
address any such issues;
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1.9 a summary offulfilment ofenvironmental commitments made for the reporting

period. This summary must include indication ofresults ofthe actions
implemented and explanation ofany failures to achieve such commitments; and

1.10 a summary ofany community consultation and communication undertaken during
the reporting period.

G8 Environmental Management Plan and review thereof

1 Unless otherwise specified in writing by the Director, an Environmental Management
Plan - Operations ('EMP Operations') for the activity must be submitted to the Director
for approval by whichever ofthe following dates occurs first and at five yearly intervals
thereafter:

1.1 In the case ofthe Director having approved a previous Environmental
Management Plan, the fifth anniversary ofthe date ofthat approval;

1.2 The fifth anniversary ofthe date on which these conditions take effect; or

1.3 A date specified in writing by the Director.

2 The EMP Operations must include a statement by the General Manager, Chief
Executive Officer or equivalent for the activity acknowledging the contents of the EMP
Operations.

3 The EMP Operations must detail the potential environmental impacts arising from the
ongoing operation ofthe activity over the next 5 years, including a strategic
consideration ofpotential changes to the activity during that period and consideration of
opportunities to implement continuous improvement.

4 The EMP Operations must separately identify specific commitments, with actions and
timeframes, to mitigate or prevent the identified potential environmental impacts. In

preparing the EMP Operations the person responsible must take into account the
contents of any previous annual environmental reviews including complaints, incidents
and monitoring data.

5 Ifthe Director issues guidelines for preparation ofthe EMP Operations, the EMP
Operations must address the matters listed in those guidelines.

6 Unless otherwise specified in writing by the Director, the activity must be carried out in
accordance with the approved EMP Operations, as may be amended or replaced from
time to time with written approval ofthe Director.

G9 Quarry Code of Practice
Unless othervvise required by these conditions or required in writing by the Director, the
activity (or activities) undertaken on The Land must comply vvith the Acceptable Standards

provisions ofthe Qtiarry Code ofPractice.

Atmospheric

Al Covering ofvehicles
Vehicles carrying loads containing material vvhich may blovv or spill must be equipped with
effective control measures to prevent the escape ofthe materials from the vehicles when they
leave The Land or travel on public roads. Effective control measures may include tarpaulins
or load dampening.

A2 Dust emissions from traffic areas
Dust emissions from areas ofThe Land used by vehicles inust be limited or controlled by
dampening or by other effective measures.
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A3 Control ofdust emissions
Dust emissions from The Land must be controlled to the extent necessary to prevent
environmental nuisance beyond the boundary ofThe Land.

A4 Control ofdust emissions from plant
1 Dust produced by the operation ofall crushing and screening plant must be controlled

by the use ofone or more ofthe following methods to the extent necessary to prevent
environmental nuisance:

1.1 the installation offixed water sprays at all crushers and at all points where crushed
material changes direction due to belt transfer;

1.2 the installation ofdust extraction equipment at all crushers and at all points where
crushed material changes direction due to belt transfer, and the incorporation of
such equipment with all vibrating screens;

1.3 the enclosure ofthe crushing and screening plant and the treatment of atmospheric
emissions by dust extraction equipment; and

1.4 any other method that has been approved in writing by the Director.

Blastine

Bl Blasting times
Blasting on The Land must take place only between the hours of 1100 hours and 1600 hours
Monday to Friday. Blasting must not take place outside ofthese hours or on Saturdays,
Sundays or public holidays unless prior written approval ofthe Director has been obtained.

B2 Blasting - noise and vibration limits

1 Blasting on The Land must be carried out in accordance with blasting best practice
environmental management (BPEM) principles, and must be carried out such that, when
measured at the curtilage ofany residence (or other noise sensitive premises) in other
occupation or ownership, airblast overpressure and ground vibration comply with the
following:

1.1 for 95% ofblasts, airblast overpressure must not exceed 1 15dB (Lin Peak);

1.2 airblast overpressure must not exceed 120dB (Lin Peak);

1.3 for 95% ofblasts ground vibration must not exceed 5mm/sec peak particle
velocity; and

1.4 ground vibration must not exceed lOmm/sec peak particle velocity.

2 All measurements of airblast overpressure and peak particle velocity must be carried out
in accordance with the methods set down in Technical basisfor giiidelines to minimise
annoyance diie to blasting overpressiire and groimd vibration, Australian and New
Zealand Environment Council, September 1990.

B3 Notification of blasting

1 All residents within a 1 km radius ofthe activity must be notified on each occasion prior
to blasting on The Land. This notification must be given at least 24 hours before such
blasting is due to occur. In the event that the blast(s) cannot take place at the time
specified, the responsible person must advise all those residents within 1 kin ofthe
activity ofthe revised time at vvhich blasting will take place.

2 The Launceston Airport Air Traffic Control Line Manager must be contacted at least 24
hours prior to any blasting operations, including drilling activities, being undertaken on
The Land.
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B4 BIast monitoring

1 Unless otherwise approved in writing by the Director, blast monitoring must be
undertaken for each blast that occurs on The Land.

2 Blast monitoring must be carried out at location(s) agreed in writing by the Director.

3 In the event that ground vibration and/or air blast overpressure caused by a blast
exceeds a limit imposed by these conditions, the Director must be notified within 24
hours ofthe blast.

4 The first five (5) blasts undertaken within Mining Lease 2045P/M must include
monitoring the vertical and horizontal distance fly-rock travels.

5 Unless otherwise approved in writing by the Director, after each blast the Launceston
Airport must be contacted to detennine whether any impacts, such as dust plumes, were
noted by the airport.

6 In the event that the Launceston Airport raises any concerns, the Director must be
notified within 24 hours.

7 Blast monitoring records must be maintained for a period of at least two years.

B5 BIast Management Plan

1 Unless otherwise approved in writing by the Director and before blasting on The Land a
Blast Management Plan to the satisfaction ofthe Director must be submitted to the
Director for approval. The Blast Management Plan must include, without limitation, the
following:

1.1 Development ofa blast design method for ensuring compliance with air blast
overpressure and ground vibration limits at noise sensitive premises. This includes
the implementation of recommendations in the report prepared by Terrock Pty Ltd
in Appendix E ofthe DPEMP entitled 'Western Jimction Quarry - Quarry
Extension - Effects ofBlasting', dated 14 May 2018;

1.2 A monitoring program, including the monitoring parameters to be measured;

1.3 A blast monitoring location map, which includes, but is not limited to, locations
designed to enable monitoring ofpotential impacts including to the Launceston
Airport; and

1.4 A list of all properties including Launceston Airport to be notified of blasting
times.

2 The person responsible must ensure that the approved plan, as amended from time to
time with the approval ofthe Director, is implemented.

B6 Fly-rock

1 In the event that fly-rock penetrates the prescribed airspace, as described in the
document entitled 'Safety Review Reportfor Proposed Quarry Extension - Latinceston
Airport' dated 2 March 2020 and prepared by Mott MacDonald, the Director EPA,
Launceston Airport and the Civil Aviation Safety Authority must be notified within 24
hours.

2 A report must be provided to the Director within 7 days ofthe blast and must include,
without limitation, the following:

2.1 The details ofthe blast, including meteorological conditions at the time ofthe
blast;

2.2 An assessment ofvvhy the fly-rock travel distance was greater than expected; and

2.3 Recommendations to ensure that future blasts do not cause fly-rock to penetrate
prescribed airspace, including an updated Blast Management Plan for approval of
the Director.
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Decommissionins And Rehabilitation

DC1 Notification of cessation
Within 30 days ofbecoming aware ofany event or decision which is likely to give rise to the

permanent cessation ofthe activity, the person responsible for the activity must notify the
Director in writing ofthat event or decision. The notice must specify the date upon which the
activity is expected to cease or has ceased.

DC2 Temporary suspension of activity

1 Within 30 days ofbecoming aware ofany event or decision which is likely to give rise
to the temporary suspension ofthe activity, the person responsible for the activity must
notify the Director in writing ofthat event or decision. The notice must specify the date
upon which the activity is expected to suspend or has suspended.

2 During temporary suspension ofthe activity:

2.1 The Land must be managed and monitored by the person responsible for the
activity to ensure that emissions from The Land do not cause serious
environmental harm, material environmental harm or environmental nuisance; and

2.2 Ifrequired by the Director a Care and Maintenance Plan for the activity must be
submitted, by a date specified in writing by the Director, for approval. The person
responsible must implement the approved Care and Maintenance Plan, as may be
amended from time to time with written approval ofthe Director.

3 Unless otherwise approved in writing by the Director, ifthe activity on The Land has
substantially ceased for 2 years or more, rehabilitation ofThe Land must be carried out
in accordance with the requirements ofthese conditions as ifthe activity has

permanently ceased.

DC3 Stockpiling of surface soil
Prior to commencement ofextractive activities on any portion ofThe Land, surface soils must
be removed in that portion ofThe Land to be disturbed by the conduct ofthe activity and
stockpiled for later use in rehabilitation ofThe Land. Topsoil must be kept separate from
other overburden and protected from erosion or other disturbance.

DC4 Progressive rehabilitation
Worked out or disused sections ofThe Land must be rehabilitated concurrently vvith
extractive activities on other sections ofThe Land. Progressive rehabilitation must be carried
out in accordance vvith the relevant provisions ofthe Quarry Code ofPractice, unless
othervvise approved in writing by the Director.

DC5 Decommissioning and Rehabilitation Plan

1 A draft Decommissioning and Rehabilitation Plan (DRP) must be submitted for
approval to the Director within 12 months ofthe date on vvhich these conditions take
effect.

2 Unless otherwise approved in writing by the Director, a revised DRP must be submitted
to the Director for approval:

2.1 vvhen changes to the conduct ofthe activity are to occur that will result in
significant changes to decommissioning and rehabilitation obligations; and

2.2 vvithin 30 days ofthe Director being notified ofthe likely cessation ofoperations;
and

2.3 where required by notice in writing, by a date specified in writing by the Director.

-i
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3 The DRP must be prepared in accordance with guidelines issued by the Director. Ifno

guidelines have been issued by the Director the measures described in this plan must
include, but should not necessarily be limited to, the following:

3.1 completion ofa site history, site contamination assessment and contamination
remediation plan (including consideration ofgroundwater);

3.2 removal of all equipment, structures and waste materials unless they are
considered by the Director to be beneficial to a future use ofThe Land;

3.3 grading and levelling/recontouring and revegetating (or other approved method of
soil stabilisation) ofthe surface ofthe disturbed area;

3.4 management of drainage on The Land so as to reduce erosion and prevent release
ofa pollutant from The Land;

3.5 maintenance ofthe rehabilitated area for a period ofnot less than three years from
the date ofcessation ofoperations;

3.6 an itemised estimate ofthe costs ofcarrying out the works listed in the DRP and a
statement ofhow these costs will be provided for; and

3.7 any other detail requested in writing by the Director.

DC6 Implementation of the DRP
Following permanent cessation ofthe activity, the decommissioning ofthe activity and the
rehabilitation ofThe Land must be carried out in accordance with the most recent
Decommissioning and Rehabilitation Plan (DRP) approved by the Director, as may be
amended from time to time with written approval ofthe Director.

Effluent Disposal

El Perimeter drains or bunds

1 Perimeter cut-off drains, or bunds, must be constructed at strategic locations on The
Land to prevent surface mn-off from entering the area used or disturbed in carrying out
the activity. All reasonable measures must be implemented to ensure that sediment
transported along these drains, or bunds, remains on The Land. Such measures may
include provision of strategically located sediment fences, appropriately sized and
maintained sediment settling ponds, vegetated swales, detention basins and other
measures designed and operated in accordance with the principles of Water Sensitive
Urban Design.

2 Drains, or bunds, must have sufficient capacity to contain run-off that could reasonably
be expected to arise during a 1 in 20 year rainfall event. Maintenance activities must be
undertaken regularly to ensure that this capacity does not diminish.

E2 Design and maintenance ofsettling ponds
1 Sediment settling ponds must be designed and maintained in accordance vvith the

following requirements:

1.1 ponds must be designed to successfully mitigate reasonably foreseeable sediment
loss which would result from a 1 in 20 year storm event;

1.2 discharge from ponds must occur via a stable spillvvay that is not subject to
erosion;

1.3 all pond walls must be stable and treated vvith topsoil and vegetated or othervvise
treated in such a manner as to prevent erosion; and

1.4 sediment settling ponds must be periodically cleaned out to ensure that the pond
design capacity is maintained. Sediment removed during this cleaning must be
securely deposited such that sediment will not be transported offThe Land by
surface run-off.
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E3 Stormwater

1 Polluted stormwater that will be discharged from The Land must be collected and
treated prior to discharge to the extent necessary to prevent serious or material
environmental hann, or environmental nuisance.

2 Notwithstanding the above, all stormwater that is discharged from The Land must not
carry pollutants such as sediment, oil and grease in quantities or concentrations that are
likely to degrade the visual quality ofany receiving waters outside The Land.

3 All reasonable measures must be implemented to ensure that solids entrained in
stormwater are retained on The Land. Such measures may include appropriately sized
and maintained sediment settling ponds or detention basins.

E4 Surface Water Management Plan for Mining Lease 2045P/M

1 At least 3 months prior to the commencement ofextractive activities commencing
within Mining Lease 2045P/M, or by a date otherwise specified in writing by the
Director, a Surface Water Management Plan must be submitted to the Director for
approval. This requirement will be deemed to be satisfied only when the Director
indicates in vvriting that the submitted document adequately addresses the requirements
ofthis condition to his or her satisfaction.

2 The plan must be prepared in accordance vvith any reasonable guidelines provided by
the Director.

3 Without limitation, the plan must include details ofthe following:

3.1 how surface water will be managed within Mining Lease 2045P/M, including the
need for sediment retention ponds;

3.2 the measures proposed to reduce the likelihood of surface water ponding within
Mining Lease 2045P/M;

3.3 the measures proposed to ensure that surface water is managed appropriately and
does not cause environmental harm or nuisance;

3.4 any other measures to be put in place to reduce the risk of wildlife being attracted
to Mining Lease 2045P/M;

3.5 a table containing all ofthe major commitments made in the plan;
3.6 an implementation timetable for key aspects ofthe plan; and

3.7 a reporting program to regularly advise the Director ofthe results ofthe plan.
4 Written comment from the Launceston Airport must be provided to ensure that they are

comfortable with the proposed Surface Water Management Plan for Mining Lease
2045P/M;

5 The person responsible must implement and act in accordance with the approved plan.
6 In the event that the Director, by notice in writing to the person responsible, either

approves a minor variation to the approved plan or approves a new plan in substitution
for the plan originally approved, the person responsible must implement and act in
accordance with the varied plan or the new plan, as the case may be.

Flora And Fauna

FF1 Machinery washdown
Prior to entering The Land, machinery must be washed in accordance with the Weed and
Disease Guidelines, or any subsequent revisions ofthat document.
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Groundwater

GW1 Sampling ofgroundwater in Mining Lease 2045P/M

1 Unless otherwise approved in writing by the Director, any groundwater ingress into the

quarry pit must be sampled and analysed for per- and poly-fluoroalkyl substances
(PFAS).

2 Results ofsampling must be reported to the Director within 14 days ofbeing received.

3 Unless otherwise approved in writing by the Director, any groundwater encountered
within the quarry pit must not be discharged offthe Mining Lease until proven not to be
contaminated with PFAS.

4 In the event that PFAS is encountered in groundwater within the quarry pit, the
groundwater must be detained within the quarry pit and either treated or disposed of to
the written satisfaction ofthe Director.

Hazardous Substances

Hl Storage and handling ofhazardous materials

1 Unless otherwise approved in vvriting by the Director, all environmentally hazardous
materials, including chemicals, fuels, and oils, stored on The Land in volumes
exceeding 250 litres must be stored and handled in accordance with the following:

1.1 Any storage facility must be contained within a spill collection bund with a net
capacity ofwhichever is the greater ofthe following:

1.1.1 at least 110% ofthe combined volume ofany interconnected vessels within
that bund;or

at least 110% ofthe volume ofthe largest storage vessel; or

at least 25% ofthe total volume ofall vessels stored in that spill collection
bund;or

the capacity ofthe largest tank plus the output ofany firewater system over
a twenty minute period.

All activities that involve a significant risk ofspillages, including the loading and
unloading ofbulk materials, must take place in a bunded containment area or on a
transport vehicle loading apron.

Bunded containment areas and transport vehicle loading aprons must:

be made ofmaterials that are impervious to any environmentally hazardous
material stored within the bund;

be graded or drained to a sump to allow recovery of liquids;

be chemically resistant to the chemicals stored or transferred;

be designed and managed such that any leakage or spillage is contained
within the bunded area (including where such leakage emanates vertically
higher than the bund wall);

be designed and managed such that the transfer ofmaterials is adequately
controlled by valves, pumps and meters and other equipment wherever

practical. The equipment must be adequately protected (for example, vvith
bollards) and contained in an area designed to permit recovery ofany
released chemicals;

be designed such that chemicals which may react dangerously ifthey come
into contact have measures in place to prevent mixing; and

be managed such that the capacity ofthe bund is maintained at all times (for
example, by regular inspections and removal ofobstructions).

1.1.2

1.1.3

1.1.4

1.2

1.3

1.3.1

1.3.2

1.3.3

1.3.4

1.3.5

1.3.6

1.3.7
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H2 Hazardous materials (< 250 litres)

1 Unless otherwise approved in writing by the Director, each environmentally hazardous
material, including chemicals, fuels and oils, stored on The Land in discrete volumes
not exceeding 250 litres, but not including discrete volumes of25 litres or less, must be
stored within bunded containment areas or spill trays which are designed and
maintained to contain at least 110% ofthe volume ofthe largest container.

2 Bunded containment areas and spill trays must be made ofmaterials that are impervious
to any environmentally hazardous materials stored within the bund or spill tray.

H3 Spill kits
Spill kits appropriate for the types and volumes ofmaterials handled on The Land must be
kept in appropriate locations and maintained in a functional condition to assist with the
containment ofspilt environmentally hazardous materials.

H4 Handling of hazardous materials - mobile

1 Where mobile containment ofenvironmentally hazardous materials is utilised for the
fuelling or servicing ofmobile or fixed plant on The Land, all reasonable measures must
be implemented to prevent unauthorised discharge, emission or deposition ofpollutants:

1.1 to soils within the boundary ofThe Land in a manner that is likely to cause
serious or material environmental harm;

1.2 to groundwater;
1.3 to waterways; or

1.4 beyond the boundary ofTheLand.

2 Reasonable measures may include spill kits, spill trays/bunds or absorbent pads, and
automatic cut-offs on any pumping equipment.

Monitorins

Ml Samples and measurements for monitoring purposes
1 Any sample or measurement required under these conditions must be taken and

processed in accordance with the following:

1.1 sampling and measuring must be undertaken by a person with training,
experience, and knowledge ofthe appropriate procedure;

1.2 the integrity ofsamples must be maintained prior to delivery to a testing facility;

1.3 sample analysis must be conducted by a testing facility accredited by the National
Association ofTesting Authorities (NATA), or a testing facility approved in
writing by the Director, for the specified test;

1.4 details ofmethods employed in taking samples and measurements and results of
sample analysis, and measurements must be retained for at least three (3) years
after the date ofcollection; and

1.5 sampling and measurement equipment must be maintained and operated in
accordance vvith manufacturer's specifications and records ofmaintenance must
be retained for at least three (3) years.

Noise Control

N1 Noise emission limits

1 Noise emissions from the activity when measured at any noise sensitive premises in
other ownership and expressed as the equivalent continuous A-vveighted sound pressure
level must not exceed:

(^
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1.1 50 dB(A) between 0700 hours and 1800 hours (Day time); and

1.2 40 dB(A) between 1 800 hours and 2200 hours (Evening time); and

1.3 35 dB(A) between 2200 hours and 0700 hours (Night time).

2 Where the combined level ofnoise from the activity and the normal ambient noise
exceeds the noise levels stated above, this condition will not be considered to be
breached unless the noise emissions from the activity are audible and exceed the
ambient noise levels by at least 5 dB(A).

3 The time interval over which noise levels are averaged must be 10 minutes or an
alternative time interval specified in writing by the Director.

4 Measured noise levels must be adjusted for tonality, impulsiveness, modulation and low
frequency in accordance with the Tasmanian Noise Measurement Procedures Manual.

5 All methods ofmeasurement must be in accordance with the Tasmanian Noise
Measurement Procedures Manual.

N2 Noise survey requirements

1 Unless otherwise approved by the Director, a noise survey must be carried out:

1.1 within six (6) months from the commencement ofoperations within Mining Lease
2045P/M; and

1.2 within six (6) months ofany change to the activity which is likely to substantially
alter the character or increase the volume ofnoise emitted from The Land; and

1.3 at such other times as may reasonably be required by the Director by notice in
wntmg.

N3 Noise Survey Method and Reporting

1 Prior to undertaking a noise survey as required by these conditions, a proposed noise
survey method must be submitted to the Director for approval.

2 Without limitation, the survey method must address the following:

2.1 measurements must be carried out at day, evening and night times (where
applicable) at each location; and

2.2 measurement locations, and the number thereof, must be specified, with one
location established as a control location (noise).

3 Measurements and data recorded during the survey must include:

3.1 operational status ofnoise producing equipment and throughput ofthe activity;

3.2 subjective descriptions ofthe sound at each location;

3.3 details ofmeteorological conditions relevant to the propagation ofnoise; and

3.4 the equivalent continuous (L ) and L , L , L , L and L A-vveighted sound

pressure levels measured over a period of 10 mmutes or an alternative time
interval specified by the Director.

4 A noise survey report must be forwarded to the Director within 30 days from the date
on which the noise survey is completed

5 The noise survey report must include the following:

5.1 the results and intei'pretation ofthe measurements required by these conditions;

5.2 a map ofthe area surrounding the activity with the boundary ofThe Land,
measurement locations, and noise sensitive premises clearly marked on the map;

5.3 any other information that will assist with interpreting the results and whether the
activity is in compliance vvith these conditions and EMPCA; and

5.4 recommendations ofappropriate mitigation ineasures to manage any noise

problems identified by the noise survey.
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N4 Operating hours

1 Unless othervvise approved by the Director, activities associated with the extraction of
rock, gravel, sand, clay or minerals, and loading ofproduct, and screening/crushing
must not be undertaken outside the hours of 0600 hours to 1730 hours on weekdays and
0700 hours to 1500 hours on Saturdays.

2 Notwithstanding the above paragraph, activities must not be carried out on public
holidays that are observed Statewide (Easter Tuesday excepted).

N5 Noise complaints
In the event that a noise complaint is received in relation to the activity, the complaint must be
reported to the Director within 24 hours.

Operations

OP1 Weed & Disease Management Plan

1 Within 6 months ofthe date on which these conditions take effect, or by a date
otherwise specified in writing by the Director, a Weed & Disease Management Plan
must be submitted to the Director for approval. This requirement will be deemed to be
satisfied only when the Director indicates in writing that the submitted document
adequately addresses the requirements ofthis condition to his or her satisfaction.

2 The plan must be consistent with the Weed and Disease Guidelines, or any subsequent
revisions of that document.

3 The person responsible must implement and act in accordance with the approved plan.
4 In the event that the Director, by notice in writing to the person responsible, either

approves a minor variation to the approved plan or approves a new plan in substitution
for the plan originally approved, the person responsible must implement and act in
accordance with the varied plan or the new plan, as the case may be.

OP2 Proximity to Launceston Airport runway
Unless otherwise approved in writing by the Director, extraction must not occur closer than
344m from the Launceston Airport runway.

Water Oualitv

WQ1 Water quality
1 Total suspended solids in any run-off discharged from The Land must not exceed a

concentration of30 mg/L.

2 During a storm event, any plume leaving The Land must not be visibly more turbid than
the receiving waters.

3 Waters leaving The Land must be visibly free of any hydrocarbon sheen.

CHAIRPERSON, BOARD OF THE ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION AUTHORITY
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Schedule3: Information

Lesal Obli2ations

L01 EMPCA
The activity must be conducted in accordance with the requirements ofthe Environmental
Management and Pollution Control Act 1994 and Regulations thereunder. The conditions of
this document must not be construed as an exemption from any ofthose requirements.

L02 Storage and handling ofdangerous goods, explosives and dangerous substances

1 The storage, handling and transport of dangerous goods, explosives and dangerous
substances must comply with the requirements of relevant State Acts and any
regulations thereunder, including:

1.1 Work Health and Safety Act 2012 and subordinate regulations;

1.2 Explosives Act 2012 and subordinate regulations; and

1.3 Dangerous Goods (Road and Rail Transport) Act 2010 and subordinate
regulations.

L03 Aboriginal relics requirements

1 Aboriginal relics, objects, sites, places and human remains regardless ofwhether they
are located on public or private land, are protected under the Aboriginal Heritage Act
7975.

2 Unanticipated discoveries ofAboriginal heritage must be reported to Aboriginal
Heritage Tasmania on 1300 487 045 as soon as possible.

Other Information

011 Waste management hierarchy

1 Wastes should be managed in accordance with the following hierarchy ofwaste
management:

1.1 vvaste should be minimised, that is, the generation of waste must be reduced to the
maximum extent that is reasonable and practicable, having regard to best practice
environmental management;

1.2 waste should be re-used or recycled to the maximum extent that is practicable;
and

1.3 waste that cannot be re-used or recycled must be disposed of at a waste depot site
or treatment facility that has been approved in writing by the relevant planning
authority or the Director to receive such waste, or otherwise in a manner approved
in writing by the Director.

012 Notification of incidents under section 32 of EMPCA
Where a person is required by section 32 ofEMPCA to notify the Director ofthe release ofa

pollutant, the Director can be notified by telephoning 1800 005 171 (a 24-hour emergency
telephone number).
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john miedecke and partners pty ltd   September 2021  

Launceston Airport 

Air Services Australia and CASA have indicated that they require the following 
additional information to complete their assessment of this proposal:  
• _Coordinates for the site boundaries of the proposed quarry;
Attached the lease plan with coordinates 

• _Maximum height in Above Ground Height and Australian Height Datum of any
equipment, stockpile and building used for the proposed quarry;  
The highest item will be a Caterpillar 374 excavator. Assuming that the excavator is 
on or near the lease boundary, which has a maximum RL 0f 163m , assuming the 
boom is extends as far as it can go, the maximum RL will be approximately  173m.  

• _Analysis of the rock-blast emission from the new quarry.
Terrock were commissioned to conduct a new study taking into account the altered 
quarry boundaries and this report is attached in Appendix F 

Flyrock from the quarry has been raised as an issue in the past. Figure A (attached)  
shows the project height of the worst case flyrock trajectory. Possible flyrock does not 
intrude into the Airport flight space.  
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Cover photo 
View south over the active Centre Pit at the Western Junction Quarry.  The crushing  and screening 
plant is in the background, and the proposed southern extension of operations is on the higher ground 
behind. 
Photo: Bill Cromer, 31 May 2021 
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or material contained in it. 
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SUMMARY 
 
Conceptual hydrogeological cross sections have been compiled in the vicinity of the Western Junction 
Quarry and environs (including its proposed southern expansion area). 

Flow directions have been inferred for local-, intermediate- and regional scale groundwater systems. 
Local flows are in all directions to minor creeks (eg Briarly and Kellys Creeks); intermediate flow is 
towards Rose Rivulet, and regional flow is to the North Esk River. 

Groundwater travel times may range from decades for local flows, to millennia for regional flows. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background 
Bis Industries proposes a southerly expansion to current quarrying operations at its Western Junction 
Quarry (WJQ; Maps 1 and 2 in Attachment 1). 

In April 2021, the Tasmanian Environment Protection Authority (EPA) provided guidelines1 for an 
Environmental Effects Report (EER) for the proposal.  Section 2 of the Guidelines requires a 
description of “the potential impacts to the receiving environment (surface water, groundwater, drinking 
water, stock water, and irrigation as relevant).” 

1.2 Purpose of this summary report 

To assist others in addressing potential impacts on groundwater, the current summary report aims to 
provide a conceptual hydrogeological framework for the WJQ and environs, including the directions of 
groundwater flow and travel times for local, intermediate and regional scales. 

It is expected that the current summary report will form an Appendix to the EER. 

2 HYDROGEOLOGY

2.1 Groundwater fundamentals 
The published geology of the district (Map 3 in Attachment 1) comprises Tertiary-age basaltic rocks on 
higher ground, overlying weakly to moderately consolidated Tertiary sediments (sand, clay, gravel, 
lignite, etc). 

The basalt is a fractured hard-rock aquifer, where groundwater moves in secondary openings 2(mostly 
joints) between otherwise dry rock.  The sediments constitute an intergranular aquifer, in which 
groundwater moves in primary openings (voids between individual mineral grains). 

Based on general hydrogeological principles, published geology and records of drilled bores3, at all 
scales the sediments and basalts in the general vicinity of the WJQ are regarded as a single, 
unconfined aquifer4. 

In such an environment, Figure 1 illustrates different components of the land-based part of the 
hydrological cycle5 at the scale of a single catchment or smaller. Effective rain (precipitation less 
evapotranspiration) flows overland to surface streams, or infiltrates (at a rate determined by soil and 
rock permeability) through the unsaturated zone to the water table.  

An important aspect of Figure 1 is the interconnectivity between surface water and groundwater. 

1 EPA (2021).  Guidelines for an Extractive Industry Environmental Effects Report for Western Junction Quarry – 
Southern Expansion, Western Junction. Prepared for lease holder D. N. Hughes, April 2021. 
2 Secondary openings were formed later than the rock.  Primary openings formed at the same time as the rock.  
Basalt often has primary openings (vesicles) which are sometimes interconnected. 
3 Bore records include those in the DPIPWE Groundwater Information Access Portal, and the Mineral Resources 
Tasmania drillhole database. See the Maps in Attachment 1. 
4Localised confined conditions may exist in the Tertiary sediments where low permeability beds or horizons exist.  
5 The hydrological cycle is the circulation of water in various phases through the atmosphere, over and under the 
earth, to the oceans, and back to the atmosphere. The cycle is solar-powered. Because water is a solvent it 
dissolves elements, and geochemistry is a fundamental part of the cycle, which is a flux for water, energy, and 
chemicals. Water enters the land-based cycle as precipitation; it leaves as surface streamflow (runoff) or 
evapotranspiration. The route which groundwater takes from a recharge point to a discharge point is a flow path.  
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The fundamentals of groundwater movement in an unconfined, gravity-driven groundwater flow 
system (GFS)6 similar to that in the vicinity of the WJQ are depicted schematically in Figure 2. 
Important points are: 

• the hydraulic heads in recharge areas are relatively high and decrease with depth.  In 
discharge areas, the energy and flow conditions are reversed; heads are low and increase 
with depth. In between, the throughflow is almost horizontal as shown by the steeply dipping 
equipotential lines.  

• the concept of a groundwater flow system (GFS7) is fundamental to understanding 
groundwater conditions. Given the moderate relief of the area, it can be expected that the 
near-surface dominant groundwater flows to depths of a few tens of metres or so will be as 
local systems, with recharge on most elevated areas discharging to minor streams like Kellys 
and Briarly Creeks. Some of the recharge will penetrate to depths of perhaps 50 – 100m or 
more, and will travel towards larger streams like Rose Rivulet. This scale of groundwater 
movement is regarded as intermediate.   

• Still deeper groundwater infiltration results in regional systems discharging to major rivers (in 
this instance, the North Esk River) .  

 

 

 
6 GFSs are identified in the field based on geology and geomorphology. Examples are local-scale GFSs in moderate-
high relief fractured rock (such as at the proposed composting facility), local- to intermediate-scale GFSs in low 
relief dolerite areas, local-scale GFSs in high relief dolerite, etc.  
7 Sophocleous (2004) cited in Figure 2 defines a GFS as “a set of groundwater flow paths with common recharge 
and discharge areas. Flow systems are dependent on the hydrogeologic properties of the soil/rock material, and 
landscape position. Areas of steep or undulating relief tend to have dominant local flow systems (discharging to 
nearby topographic lows such as ponds and streams). Areas of gently sloping or nearly flat relief tend to have 
dominant regional flow systems (discharging at much greater distances than local systems in major topographic 
lows or oceans).”  A three-dimensional closed groundwater flow system that contains all the flow paths is called 
the groundwater basin.   

Figure 1.  Aspects of the land-based hydrological cycle 
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2.2 Local, intermediate, and regional groundwater flow systems in the 
vicinity of WJQ 

Hocking et al (20058) have studied groundwater and salinity issues in the Tasmania southern Midlands, 
and have recognised many local- and intermediate-scale GFSs. Their generalised scale of GFSs is 
shown in Figure 3, together with adopted response times for groundwater flow through each system.   

The scale of GFSs depends on topography and geology, with local, intermediate and regional systems 
defined by the sizes of sub-subcatchments, subcatchments and catchments respectively of surface 
drainage systems9.  

Accordingly, in the vicinity of the WJQ, the scale of local systems is reduced to nominally less than a 
kilometre or so, intermediate systems to 1 – 5km, and regional systems to >5km.  The response times 

8 Hocking, M., Bastick, C., Hardie M., Dyson P. and Lynch, S. (2005). Understanding Groundwater Flow Systems and 
processes causing salinity in the Southern Midlands and parts of the Clarence Municipalities. NRM South and North 
and National Action Plan for Salinity and Water Quality, Tasmania. Report published by Southern Midlands 
Council. 
9 Sub-subcatchments (“CFEV River Section Catchments”), subcatchments and catchments are shown as overlays 
on www.thelist.tas.gov.au.   
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are similarly reduced in proportion, but these are only conceptual since they depend on bulk rock 
permeability and transmissivity which may change over orders of magnitude at all scales. 

Map 1 in Attachment 2 depicts many sub-subcatchments (all un-named) within the Rose 
Subcatchment (84km2) which contains the WJQ.  Their sizes range from a few hectares up to about 
300ha, and each defines a local GFS. At this scale, shallow groundwater flow is towards the 
watercourse within each sub-subcatchment. Local groundwater flows are therefore in all directions.  
Intermediate groundwater flows roughly northeast beneath these minor watercourses to Rose Rivulet.  
Still deeper regional groundwater flows NNE beneath Rose Rivulet to the North Esk River. 

Some of these flow directions are depicted in the conceptual hydrogeological models (cross sections 
A – B and C – D) in Attachment 2. 

The existing WJQ  straddles several sub-subcatchments in which local flow is mainly towards Briarly 
Creek.   

The proposed southern expansion will also straddle several sub-subcatchments ,and most local flow 
will report to Kelly’s Creek. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.3 Estimated groundwater travel times 
Table 1 characterises regional, intermediate and local groundwater flow systems with respect to rock 
and material types in the vicinity of the WJQ, assigns permeabilities10, effective porosities, lengths of 

 
10 Fractured rock types (basalt) in Table 1 are assigned a permeability of 0.01m/day. There is limited data available 
for permeabilities generally in Tasmania. However, values of 0.01m/day have been obtained from testing in 
fractured rocks in western Tasmania (W. C. Cromer unpublished data). For intergranular materials, permeabilities 
possibly range from <0.0001m/day to >0.1m/day for clay to silty fine sand respectively. Some clay layers may act 

Figure 3. Figure 15 and Table 1 from Hocking et al (2005).  The scale are based on mainland 
Australian conditions, and are not regarded as appropriate for the geological complexity and 
moderate relief in the vicinity of the WJQ. Suggested modified scales are superimposed on the 
Figure and Table. Response times are conceptual only, depending on aquifer permeability and 
transmissivity at all scales. 
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flow paths, and estimates rates of groundwater flow and the travel time within each groundwater 
system. 

Estimated travel times for flow in local-scale, intermediate-scale and regional-scale systems are 
broadly in agreement with Figure 3.  Depending mainly on the length of flow path and hydraulic 
gradient, travel times: 

• for regional flow systems probably range from centuries to millennia,

• for intermediate flow systems probably range from decades to centuries, and

• for local systems probably range from years to decades.

2.4 Southerly quarry expansion and groundwater occurrence 

2.4.1 Effects of quarrying on water table 

Based on the modelling in this report, it is likely that quarrying operations in the proposed southern 
expansion will encounter groundwater11 at  a relatively early stage.  

The initial effect will be to lower the water table in the immediate vicinity of the working face(s). 
Continued quarrying in a southerly direction will further lower the water table –causing groundwater 
flow directions (generally south to Kellys Creek) to reverse and gradually lowering the water table 
below creek level. 

2.4.2 Future groundwater management during the southerly expansion 

Groundwater quality and variations in water table elevation could be tracked in monitoring bores 
ahead of quarrying. 

Depending on monitoring results, it may be appropriate to manage the depth to the water table ahead 
of quarrying.  This could be done in a series of injection wells or trenches (“horizontal bores”)  with the 
aim of maintaining the water table above the level of Kellys Creek. The volume of water required to do 
this would be determined by pump testing the monitoring bores. 

3 RECOMMENDATION

At least two groundwater monitoring/sampling bores should be installed before the southern 
expansion commences. Nominal bore locations are shown on the inset figure on Map 1 in Attachment 
1. It is suggested that the bores be equipped with digital water level recorders.

as confining layers. An “average” or “bulk” permeability of 0.005m/day seems reasonable.  In any case, the flow 
rates and travel times in Table 1 are intended to be indicative only, and should not be relied upon to reflect actual 
conditions at any site.  
11 Depending on permeability of the basalt, the groundwater may issue freely to the quarry floor (relatively high 
permeability) or may not be apparent (being evaporated from exposed joints at the same or higher rate than it 
enters the excavation). 
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Table 1. Regional, intermediate and local groundwater flow systems with respect to rock and material types in the vicinity of the WJQ, and estimated groundwater 
flow rates and travel times. The latter are indicative only. 
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Attachment 1 
(5 pages including this page) 

Maps from www.thelist.tas.gov.au 

Map 1 Topography and cadastre 
Map 2 Aerial imagery 

Map 3 Published geology 
Map 4 Hillshading 

Some of the maps have the following overlays 
• Existing Bis mining lease 975P/M and lease application 2045P/M

• Proposed altered boundary to lease application 2045P/M
• Locations of water bores (Groundwater information access portal)

• Location of sections lines for conceptual hydrogeological models (cross sections) in Attachment 3

http://www.thelist.tas.gov.au/
https://wrt.tas.gov.au/groundwater-info/
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Attachment 2 
(3 pages including this page) 

Inferred local- , Intermediate- , and regional groundwater flow directions 
in the vicinity of the WJQ 

and 
Conceptual hydrogeological models (cross sections A – B and C – D)  

 

 

 

Notes for Map 1. 
Local, intermediate, and regional groundwater flow directions are inferred from site observations, groundwater 
levels in bores, and groundwater fundamentals. Local flow (arrowed thin blue dotted lines) is in small sub-
subcatchments (“CFEV River section subcatchments” on www.thelist.tas.gov.au ) in all directions, intermediate 
flow (arrowed thicker dashed blue lines) is interpreted as ENE within the Rose Subcatchment (84km2), and 
regional flow (thick open blue arrows) is mostly NNE in the North Esk Catchment (1063km2) towards the North 
Esk River.  

http://www.thelist.tas.gov.au/
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John Miedecke & Partners Pty Ltd	 11 August 2021 
41 Tasma Street 
North Hobart TAS 7000	 Ref: 1201-2 Noise Assessment Addendum 
Attention: John Miedecke


WESTERN JUNCTION QUARRY — SOUTHERN EXPANSION 
NOISE IMPACT ASSESSMENT ADDENDUM 

BIS Industries currently operates within mining lease 975 P/M, and is expanding their operations into 
mining lease 2045 P/M. As part of the DPEMP process, a noise impact assessment for this expansion 
was conducted by NVC between October 2017 and April 2018, NVC document 5624_01 . Planning 1

approval for this expansion was subsequently granted on the 20th November 2020. 
Since that assessment was conducted, the quarry operator has acquired a parcel of land adjacent to 
the southern boundary of lease 2045 P/M, and is proposing to expand operations into this area. As 
such, NVC has updated the original noise assessment to include the new proposed area, the results 
of which are contained in this letter. 

1. BACKGROUND
The site and surrounding area is shown in Figure 1, with the proposed expansion outlined in red. 

FIGURE 1: SITE AND SURROUNDING AREA 

 BIS Western Junction Quarry Extension - Noise Impact Assessment, NVC, 5264_01, 14 May 2018.1

	
NVC Pty Ltd	              ABN 18 650 760 348      0437 659 123	  jack@nvc.com.au
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WESTERN JUNCTION QUARRY 

1.1. Surrounding Area 
The original noise impact assessment1 contains a detailed description of the topography of the 
surrounding area, and thus this section only details relevant changes from that description. 
The nearest residence is 1280 m from the crusher and shown in Figure 1 as location B. Further 
residences typical of the surrounding area (locations A and C), are located 1310 and 1420 m 
respectively from the crusher location. Location A looks up the hill to its ridge line and has no clear 
view of the existing crushing plant, while location B has distant view of the crushing plant. Location C 
is the owner of the quarry land and has no clear view of the plant. The proposed southern expansion 
takes the working face further to the south, thereby taking it further from all three residences.  
Screening for all three residences to this new development area is either maintained or increased 
compared to the current working area location. 
Launceston Airport is also included in the modelling at location D, as requested in the EPA EER 
guidelines . Note this is not deemed a sensitive receiver. The proposed expansion takes the operating 2

face of the quarry closer to the airport, however due to the location of the bunds and the aspect of 
the progressing quarry face, the airport is well screened from the equipment, aside from the drill rig 
whilst operating at existing ground level. 
Particular details of the locations are given in Table 1. It is noted that the distances for the proposed 
expansion approximate the worst-case scenario, i.e. the nearest extents of the land area to each 
residence. 

TABLE 1: NEAREST SENSITIVE RECEIVERS 

1.2. Quarry Expansion 
Quarry operations within the proposed extension area are to consist of an initial bench to the west of 
the current operation, to establish a working area. Topsoil / overburden are to be pushed to the north, 
to establish a bund on the northern side of the operating area. Once this area has been established, 
operations are to progress to the south-east. 
The operation comprises, in general the following procedure: 

• Overburden is removed via tracked dozer.

• Drilling and blasting is conducted to establish each bench.

• A tracked excavator loads blasted rock onto a haul truck for transport to the crushing plant.

• Crushed product is loaded (via wheel loader) onto trucks for transport off site.
The quarry is first to establish a bench at RL142, pushing south-west and south-east towards the site 
boundaries. A second bench is to follow behind this, at RL130. Overburden is initially to be stockpiled 
to the north of the progressing quarry. Once this area is full, the remaining overburden will be pushed 
towards the south-western and finally south-eastern boundaries. 
The crushing plant is to be located in it’s existing location for the duration of the quarry’s life. 

Location Distance to 
Crusher (m)

Distance to Working Face (m)

Current 2045 P/M Proposed

A 578 Relbia Road 1310 740 1500 1400

B 55 Raeburn Road 1280 1500 960 1200

C 81 Evandale Road 1420 1810 980 1200

D Launceston Airport 1700 2000 900 800

 Extractive Industry Environmental Effects Report - Guidelines for D.N Hughes, Western Junction Quarry - Southern 2

Expansion, Western Junction, April 2021, EPA Tasmania.
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WESTERN JUNCTION QUARRY 

The various stages of the quarry’s expansion are shown in figures 2 to 5. 
Operating hours for the quarry are listed below and are to remain the same. 
	 Crushing 	 0700 to 1700 hours Monday to Friday	, 0700 to 1530 hours Saturday 
	 Sales 	 	 0600 to 1700 hours Monday to Friday  

FIGURE 2: QUARRY EXPANSION STAGE 1 - YEARS 0 TO 2 

 
FIGURE 3: QUARRY EXPANSION STAGE 2 - YEARS 3 TO 5 
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FIGURE 4: QUARRY EXPANSION STAGE 3 - YEARS 5 TO 10 

FIGURE 5: QUARRY EXPANSION FINAL STAGE - YEARS 15+ 
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WESTERN JUNCTION QUARRY 

1.3. Quarry Noise Sources 
From measurements conducted around the various pieces of plant (see original noise assessment1), 
their sound power has been calculated, as listed in Table 2. The original assessment contains further 
details of the equipment, and thus they are not reproduced in full here. It is noted that neither the 
original assessment nor this document contains any assessment of blasting. Such as assessment 
was conducted separately by Terrock. 

TABLE 2: SOURCE SOUND POWER LEVELS 

2. CRITERIA
The quarry operates within mining leases 975P/M and 2045P/M under permit 9667, which specifies 
the following noise criteria under section N1 - Noise emission limits: 

1. Noise emissions from the activity when measured at any noise sensitive premises in other
ownership and expressed as the equivalent continuous A-weighted sound pressure level
must not exceed;
1.1. 50 dBA between 0700 to 1800 hours (day time); and
1.2. 40 dBA from 1800 to 2200 hours (evening time); and
1.3. 35 dBA from 2200 to 0700 hours (night time).

2. Where the combined level of noise from the activity and the normal ambient noise exceeds
the noise levels stated above, this condition will no be considered to be breached unless the
noise emissions fro the activity are audible and exceed the ambient noise levels by at least 5
dBA…”

This criteria is therefore deemed likely to be applicable to the southern expansion of the quarry. For 
comparison, the Quarry Code of Practice (QCoP), is also referred to, which states the following 
pertaining to noise emissions from quarrying activities: 

“Noise from quarrying and associated activities, including equipment maintenance, when 
measured at any neighbouring sensitive use must not exceed the greater of; 

- the A-weighted 10 minute L90, excluding noise from the quarry, plus 5 dBA, or, 
- the following levels; 

- 45 dBA from 0700 to 1900 hours (day time), 
- 40 dBA from 1900 to 2200 hours (evening), 
- 35 dBA from 2200 to 0700 hours (night time).” 

The quarrying operations occur within the day time only, and thus the tightest relevant criterion is 45 
dBA, at the nearest residential receiver, under the QCoP. Should the criteria from permit 9667 apply, 
the criterion would be 50 dBA. It is noted that location D (Launceston Airport) is not deemed to be a 
sensitive use. 

Source Sound Power Level, dBA

Crushing Plant 120

Drill Rig 119

Tracked Excavator 112

Wheeled Loader 106

Haul Truck 105

Delivery Truck 103

1201-2 Noise Assessment Addendum Page  of 5 10
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WESTERN JUNCTION QUARRY 

3. NOISE PREDICTIONS 
Predictions of the quarry noise in the community were made using iNoise software to implement the 
ISO9613 algorithms. The model includes attenuation due to geometric divergence, atmospheric 
absorption, ground absorption, and screening due to barriers / bunds and topography. 
The current operations were initially modelled and validated against noise measurements, as detailed 
in the original noise assessment1. Details are not reproduced here, however it is noted that the 
validation showed predicted noise levels were generally approximately 2dB higher than the measured 
levels. The model is therefore considered valid. It is slightly overestimating the noise levels (as it is 
predicting worst-case), and is thus considered to be conservative. 
For this assessment, the model was re-configured to implement the proposed quarry plan for each 
stage. The following notes regarding the modelling are relevant: 

• 1m topographic contours were taken from LIDAR data, and combined with detailed 0.2m 
contours obtained from BIS for the new lease area. 

• All sources are assumed operating simultaneously and continuously, for the entire period, 
(excluding the drill rig, which is modelled separately). 

• The haul truck is modelled as operating continuously, as a moving source operating between 
the crusher and the quarry pit. 

• The dozer operates at existing ground level when stripping topsoil / overburden, and the drill rig 
also operates at existing ground level in establishing the first bench. 

• Since the exact extents of the overburden bund are unknown, this bund is excluded from the 
model. This is extremely conservative, as the bund is likely to provide significant screening to 
locations B and C - i.e. the nearest residences to the proposed expansion. 

• The crushing plant is modelled as a single source. Located between the jaw crusher and 
second stage crusher. 

• The ground at the quarry is taken as hard (reflective - ground factor of 1), and at the receiver 
and intervening land medium (typical of pasture land with limited shrubs or bush - ground factor 
of 0.5). 

• Delivery trucks were modelled in the original assessment, and as delivery truck operations are 
not to change, the modelling is not reproduced here. The levels shown in this section re taken 
directly from the original assessment. 

• The ISO9613 algorithms are based on the receiver being downwind of the source in a light wind 
or with a mild temperature inversion in place – this is a worst-case scenario. 

• Blasting is not included in the model. 
The stages of the quarry expansion are thus modelled as follows: 
Overburden and top soil removal


• A dozer is operating on the existing ground level to the west of the existing operation, to push 
material to the relevant edge of the quarry. 

• Wheeled loaders, delivery and crushing operations all as currently. 
Stage 1/2/3 A


• The drill rig operates at existing ground level to establish the first bench, just to the west of the 
operating area. 

• The excavator and haul truck operate at the base of this bench, at RL142. 
• Wheeled loaders, delivery and crushing operations all as currently. 
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Stage 1/2/3 B

• As per Stage 1/2/3 A above, except the drill rig operates at RL142, and the excavator and haul

trucks operate at RL130. 
• Operation at the lower bench provides additional screening to the residences, and is thus

modelled to demonstrate the reduction in noise emissions caused by this.
A sample of the model inputs (here for Stage 1/2/3 B) are shown in Figure 6. 

FIGURE 6: ACOUSTIC MODEL INPUT - STAGE 1/2/3 B - LOOKING SOUTH 

For the duration of each stage, noise emissions to sensitive receivers will be strongest when the 
equipment is at the northern edge of the stage (i.e. closest to residences, and with the least 
screening) and this is the situation that has been modelled. The modelled cases are then the worst 
cases over the life of the quarry. 
In each stage the following aspects of operations are separately modelled: 

Normal operations - the haul trucks, excavator, loaders and crusher all operate continuously. 
Drilling - the drill rig operates continuously in the most exposed location for that stage. 
Delivery trucks - delivery trucks operate from the crusher to the weigh bridge (site boundary). 

The predicted community noise levels are then as listed in Table 3 with noise contour maps for the 
various stages shown in figures 7 to 9. 
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TABLE 3: PREDICTED COMMUNITY NOISE LEVELS 

From the predicted noise levels, the following is noted: 
• The crushing plant is the dominant noise source from the normal production operations at all

receivers, for all quarry stages.
• As its operation and location is to remain the same as currently, its noise emissions will not

change.
• It is noted that noise levels from normal operations at location A are predicted to decrease

slightly for the new operating area, due to the excavator and haul truck operating significantly
further from this location. The crusher remains the dominant noise source here.

• The worst case for the drill rig is establishing the northern end of the initial bench.
• As the drill rig moves south, it is further from the sensitive receivers, and thus the predicted

noise levels are reduced.
• As the drill rig progresses to establish the second bench (i.e. operates atop the first bench,

at RL142) it is significantly more screened from the receivers, and thus the predicted noise
levels are reduced. It is noted that the location used for the predictions is chosen as it
exhibits the least screening within that stage, i.e. is worst-case. Predicted noise levels are
thus likely to be lower than this for the majority of the drill rig’s operation.

• The worst-case noise emissions under the original noise assessment1 were 39, 49 and 43 dBA
at locations A, B and C respectively. The revised proposed expansion plan results in moving the
equipment further away from the receivers, with equivalent or improved screening, and as such
results in reduced noise levels compared to that proposal.

4. ASSESSMENT
Quarry production is only to occur within the daytime hours stated in the Quarry Code of Practice, 
and hence only daytime noise levels are assessed. The current and predicted worst-case noise levels 
at the residences and the relevant criteria are summarised in Table 4. 
The assessment shows that the quarry noise emissions, both for normal operations only, and for 
normal operations and drilling simultaneously, meet the QCoP and current permit criterion during all 
stages of the expansion. This is further demonstrated in the noise contour plots (figures 7 to 9), where 
all sensitive receivers in the area are seen to be well outside the 50dBA contour. 
It is noted that the predicted noise emissions are strongest at the beginning of the expansion, when 
the drill rig is operating on existing ground level at the northern end of the proposed expansion. It is 
further noted that these predictions assume no overburden bund between the drill rig and the 

Operation Quarry Stage
Sound Pressure Level, dBA

Location A Location B Location C Location D

Normal 
Operations

Current 39 42 36 35

Overburden 
Removal 39 42 36 35

Stage 1/2/3 A 37 42 36 36

Stage 1/2/3 B 37 42 36 36

Drilling
Stage 1/2/3 A 36 40 39 39

Stage 1/2/3 B 36 39 36 37

Delivery Trucks All Stages < 20 33 35 28
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residences at location B, C and D. The implementation of this bund, which is already part of the 
quarry plan, will further reduce the predicted noise levels at these locations. 

TABLE 4: ASSESSMENT OF PREDICTED COMMUNITY NOISE LEVELS 

The predicted noise emissions from the quarry, both from normal operation and from drilling, are 
below the relevant noise criterion at the nearest sensitive receivers, and are thus deemed acceptable. 
Should you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact me directly. 
Kind regards, 

Jack Pitt 

FIGURE 7: OVERBURDEN REMOVAL & PROCESSING PLANT - NOISE CONTOURS 

Operation Quarry Stage
Sound Pressure Level, dBA

Location A Location B Location C Location D

Normal 
Operations

Current 39 42 36 35

Stage 1/2/3 A/B 39 42 36 36

Normal 
Operations  
+ Drilling

Stage 1/2/3 A 39 44 41 40

Stage 1/2/3 B 39 43 39 39

Criteria All Stages 45 45 45 –
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FIGURE 8: STAGE 1/2/3 A - PROCESSING PLANT & DRILL RIG - NOISE CONTOURS 

FIGURE 9: STAGE 1/2/3 B - PROCESSING PLANT & DRILL RIG - NOISE CONTOURS
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WESTERN JUNCTION QUARRY 

QUARRY EXTENSION – EFFECTS OF BLASTING 

1 INTRODUCTION 

This report gives an assessment of the effects of blasting in the Western Junction Quarry 
Extension located near Launceston Airport, South of Launceston. The relative locations of the 
existing quarry and surrounds and the proposed extraction area are shown in Figure 1. It is 
proposed the extraction within the quarry will be carried out in six stages over the next 18 years. 
The stages are labelled A-D in Appendix 2. 

Figure 1 – Western Junction Quarry site plan 

The quarry is operated by Bis Industries and is a medium-scale operation currently permitted for 
500,000 tonnes of crushed rock products per year. There is no increase to the production 
quantity with this new extension.  The Western Junction Quarry has been utilising blasting for a 
period of approximately 40 years in order to remove overburden and break up the basalt for 
processing. The broken rock is loaded into trucks and carted to a stockpile area or dumped 
directly into a fixed crusher. Secondary breaking of oversize will be conducted by hydraulic 
impactor. The depth of the rock to be broken by blasting will be a maximum of 14 metres on each 
bench. 

mailto:terrock@terrock.com.au
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This report gives details of estimated blast vibration levels in the surrounding area from the main 
extraction stages. The report also recommends applicable control procedures to limit vibration 
and airblast from blasting in the proposed extension area to within the regulatory limits. This will 
be carried out for the life of the quarry at the nearby sensitive sites, as quarrying activities 
progress throughout the proposed extension. It is noted that the proposed extension area to the 
south, which will replace the approved extension area to the west, will result in decreased 
blasting impacts on existing sensitive uses 

2 BLAST VIBRATION LIMITS 

2.1 Ground Vibration 

Ground vibration from blasting is barely noticed below 0.5 mm/s. The environmental ground 
vibration limits applied at the quarry are based on the Australian and New Zealand Environment 
Consultative Council (ANZECC) guidelines to minimise annoyance due to ground vibration from 
blasting and are set as a planning permit condition. 

The environmental ground vibration limit is a peak vector particle velocity (PPV) of 5 mm/s at 
residences not owned or occupied by quarry personnel or at other sites with sensitive use. This 
limit may be exceeded on 5% of blasts in a 12 month period up to an absolute limit of 10 mm/s. 
For the industrial area and airport runway to the south west of the proposed extension, the limits 
can be higher as commercial structures are capable of withstanding higher forces. It is 
recommended that blast vibrations be kept under 10 mm/s for occupied commercial structures 
for all blasting by the quarry. 

The prevention of damage to structures by blast vibration is a separate issue. 'Safe' levels for 
ground vibration limits to control damage to structures are recommended in Table J4.5(B) of 
Australian Standard 2187.2-2006, reproduced as Table 1. 

Table 1 - Australian Standard 2187.2-2006 - Table J4.5(B) – Recommended Ground Vibration Limits for Control of 
Damage to Structures (see Note) 

2.1.1.1.1 Category Type of blasting 
operations 

Peak component particle velocity 
(mm/s) 

Other structures or architectural 
elements that include masonry, plaster 
and plasterboard in their construction 

All blasting Frequency-dependent damage limit criteria 
Tables J4.4.2.1 and J4.4.4.1 

Unoccupied structures of reinforced 
concrete or steel construction 

All blasting 100 mm/s maximum unless agreement is 
reached with the owner that a higher limit may 
apply 

Service structures, such as pipelines, 
powerlines and cables 

All blasting Limit to be determined by structural design 
methodology 

NOTE: Tables J4.5(A) and J4.5(B) do not cover high-rise buildings, buildings with long-span floors, specialist 
structures such as reservoirs, dams and hospitals, or buildings housing scientific equipment sensitive to 
vibration. These require special considerations, which may necessitate taking additional measurements on the 
structure itself, to detect any magnification of ground vibrations that might occur within the structure. Particular 
attention should be given to the response of suspended floors. 

The proposed blasting practice will ensure that ground vibration levels do not exceed 5mm/s at 
any residential property and occupied industrial and airport buildings.  
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2.2 Air Vibration 

Air vibration from blasting is barely noticed below 100 dBL. Air vibration limits applied at the 
quarry are based on guideline levels of the ANZECC guidelines to minimise annoyance due to 
blasting overpressure and are set as a planning permit condition. The air vibration limit at a 
residence or sensitive use site is a maximum of 115 dBL (peak), which may be exceeded on up to 
5% of the total number of blasts over a twelve-month period, but should not exceed 120 dBL at 
any time. 
 
This airblast limit is a human response limit intended to minimise the effect of airblast on people 
at sensitive sites, such as residences or schools and is not a limit to prevent possible damage. 
Australian Standard 2187.2-2006 states: 

'From Australian and overseas research, damage (even of a cosmetic nature) has not been 
found to occur at airblast levels below 133 dBL….. A limit of 133 dBL is recommended as a safe 
level that will prevent structural/architectural damage from airblast.' 

The proposed blasting practice will ensure that airblast overpressure levels do not exceed 115dBL 
at any residential property and occupied industrial and airport buildings. 

3 DETERMINATION OF GROUND VIBRATION LEVELS 

3.1 Basis for blast vibration level evaluations 

The vibration from a blast in the quarry is continuously monitored by Maxam, with the results 
being used in this assessment. Recently blasting that will conform with the typical blasting of the 
extension have been used for these predictions. 
 
The blasting specifications used in the blast vibration analysis are shown in Table 2. Currently and 
for future blasting, the explosives used will be the Maxam watergel RIOFLEX explosives, as its 
characteristics are better suited to the rock encountered.  
 
As the quarry progresses through the proposed extension and working its way towards the 
airport in the later years of development, a reduced scale of blasting may be needed into order 
to keep levels under control but these changes will need to be reviewed and monitored as the 
quarry approaches the south western edge of the pit extension. 
 

Table 2 – Blast specifications used in analysis 

 Typical Blast Specifications 

Bench height (m): 14 

Hole depth (m): 15 

Hole angle (o): 10 

Blasthole diameter (mm): 89 

Blasthole spacing (m) 2.8 

Blasthole burden (m): 2.5 

Front Row Burden (m) 3.6 

Stemming height (m): 3 

Explosive RIOFLEX 

Charge mass per m (kg) 8.1 

Charge mass per delay (kg): 97 

Powder factor (mg/m3): 1.012 
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3.2 Evaluation of maximum ground vibration levels 

Ground vibration varies with distance from the blast, charge mass per delay, type of explosive, 
geological conditions, and blasting specifications. For similar geological conditions and blasting 
specifications, ground vibration varies with distance and charge mass per delay, according to the 
Site Law formula: 

V = b

g

W

D
k 








[1] 

where: V = ground vibration as peak particle velocity (PPV) (mm/s) 
D = distance from blast (m) 
W = charge mass per delay (kg) 
b = site exponent or drop off (attenuation) rate 
kg = site constant 

The regression analysis of the previous ground vibration measurements taken in the Breadalbane 

area showed that conservative (worst case) site parameters are as follows: 

Site exponent: -1.6 

Site constant: 2400 

Hence, the formula used for ground vibration prediction at the site is: 

V = 6.1

2400












W

D
[2] 

Ground vibration contours for a blast based on the above Site Law and a maximum charge mass 
per delay of 97 kg are shown in Figure 2. When the ground vibrations contours are superimposed 
on the site photo as an overlay and moved around the proposed extraction area for each stage, 
the effect of a blast anywhere in the planned extraction area can be readily seen. Appendix 3 
shows the predicted ground vibrations that would occur along the south western edge, closest 
to the identified sensitive sites.  

Figure 2 - Worst-case ground vibration contours – charge mass 97kg 
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Assuming worse-case vibration transmission, the milestone vibration levels occur at the 
predicted distances from a blast, as shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 – Estimated ground vibration levels 

PPV 
(mm/s) 

Distance(m) 

10 303 

5 467 

2 828 

1 1277 

The maximum extent of the 10, 5, and 2 mm/s contours for blasting using 97 kg of explosives is 
shown in Appendix 3. These represent the highest ground vibration levels in the area surrounding 
the quarry for any blast over the life of the quarry.  

The closest residential property to the quarry is located 800m to the north west of the extension 
and at this distance the predicted ground vibrations level that would be generated by standard 
blasting practise would be 2.1 mm/s. This is below the limit of 5 mm/s and as this is the closest 
residential property, all residential properties beyond can be reasonably expected to be below 
this level. Therefore, the peak ground vibration at any residence will be less that 5mm/s. 

Due to the proposed extraction limit of the new pit, blasting will potentially come within 
approximately 150m of the railway on the eastern side of the quarry. At a distance of 150m and 
using the planned blast design specifications, a maximum PPV level predicted for the railway line 
at its closest is 31mm/s. From the 2008 ACARP study “Effect of Blasting on Infrastructure” carried 
out by Terrock it was determined that conservative safe blasting limits for railway infrastructure 
was 100mm/s. Higher safe levels may be justified with further investigation, however, for the 
current plans at the Western Junction Quarry, blasting is not predicted to exceed these levels. 

4. DETERMINATION OF AIRBLAST OVERPRESSURE LEVELS

4.1    Prediction of maximum air blast levels 

The magnitude of airblast levels arriving at a point remote from the blast is a function of many 
parameters, including charge mass, confinement, burden, attenuation rate, shielding direction 
relative to the blast and meteorological conditions at the time of the blast. The attenuation rate 
for low frequency blast vibration has been found from experience to be a 9 dBL reduction with 
doubling of distance. 

Analysis of blasting data from this and other quarries has permitted the relationship between 
maximum 120 dBL distance (the distance in front of the blast that the 120 dBL contours occurs), 
charge mass per delay and burden to be established. 
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The predictive model is: 
 
 D120 = 

3

5.2

m
B

dka








 
 [3] 

 D120 = Distance to the 120 dBL air blast level (m)  
where: d = hole diameter (mm) 
 B = burden (mm) 
 m = charge mass (kg) 
 ka = site constant  
    

 
For the empirical constant in quarries the following site constants are used: 
In front of the face: ka = 250 
Behind the face: ka = 160 
 
For blasting in the proposed extension, from the analytical method, the 120 dBL distance for a 
97 kg charge mass and a burden of 3 metres is a maximum of 688 metres in front of the blast. 
This equates to 115 dBL at 1070m in front of the blast face. For the airblast levels behind the 
face, the 115dBL distance is 540m. 
 
Typical airblast levels radiate from a blast in an egg shape. This is due to the fact that the levels 
in front of a blast are 8-10 dBL higher than those behind a blast. The worst-case airblast contours 
from standard blasting practise are shown in Figure 2. 
 
 

 
Figure 3-  Worst-case airblast contours from a standard blast 
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4.1 Extent of airblast overpressure levels 

An assessment was made based on blast specifications for 89 mm diameter blastholes, a face 
height of 14 metres, and a charge mass of 97 kg for blasting in the pit extension with the face 
direction looking to be north east, as shown in Appendix 4.  
The distances to milestone airblast levels for future blasting practice and different orientations 
are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5 - Distances to milestone airblast levels for standard specification blasts 

Air Vibration 
Level 
(dBL) 

Pit Extension Blasting 

Distance in 
front (m) 

Distance at 
side/behind 

(m) 

120 688 347 

115 1070 540 

110 1529 732 

105 2294 1118 

The planned extraction sequence and resulting blast directions will enable air blast levels to be 
kept below the 115 dBL at any sensitive site for the remainder of the quarry’s operation. 

5 EFFECTIVE CONTROL OF BLASTS 

5.1 GENERAL 

Blasting in Tasmanian quarries is regulated by the EPA Division of the Department of Primary 
Industries, Water and Environment and Mineral Resources Tasmania through the Quarry 
Inspectorate. All quarries in Tasmania are required by law to record details of every blast in an 
official report book and these reports are available for official inspection. The report book 
includes a stocktaking section, which can be checked against official records which explosives 
suppliers are required to keep. Quarry Managers and shotfirers are also required to hold 
statutory certificates and permits and are liable to have these suspended or cancelled if they do 
not obey the regulations.  

5.2 FLYROCK 

Efficient blasting practice results in broken rock being left in a pile next to the blasting face, but 
the possibility of flyrock and its effective control must always be considered. 
Flyrock is controlled by having the explosive charge confined by sufficient stemming and burden. 
Care and attention to detail during all stages of face survey, blast design and loading will ensure 
that ant rock throw will be contained within the Work Authority boundaries, and will present no 
danger to the public. 

Flyrock distances for the proposed blast deign have been calculated using the Terrock Flyrock 
Model, that is widely used for flyrock control in Australian quarries. 
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The basic model for quarrying operations is: 

Lmax = 6.2
2

8.9 














B

mk
[4] 

where: Lmax = maximum flyrock throw (m) 
m = charge mass per metre (kg)  = 8.1 
B = burden or stemming height (m) 

K = site constant   

For the proposed blast design, 

Lmax = 6.22

8.9

27















B

m
[5] 

where: Lmax = maximum flyrock throw (m) 
m = charge mass per metre (kg)  = 8.1 
B = burden or stemming height (m)  = 3 

The maximum predicted rock throw in front of face for the proposed specifications is 65 metres. 
To this distance we recommend the application of two factors of safety for plant and equipment 
and personnel. For plant and equipment, a factor of safety of ‘2’ should be applied to the 
potential maximum throw of flyrock. A factor of ‘4’ should be applied for personnel and public. 
This clearance is applied in a 90o arc at 45o to the face of the blast.  
In directions parallel to the face and behind the face, the possible flyrock mechanisms are 
cratering and rifling of the stemming (or gun barrelling). Providing the stemming height is greater 
than 20 hole diameters (1.8 metres), cratering will not occur. Rifling produces high trajectory 
flyrock with little horizontal projection. 

For any direction behind the face or to the maximum flyrock throw will be 42 metres. The same 
recommended minimum clearance zones for plant & equipment and personnel & public are 
applied to each blast is shown in Figures 3. 

Table 6 shows the breakdown of the maximum throw and the applicable clearance zones for that 
throw. As mentioned above, the factors of safety are ‘2’ and ‘4’ both in front and behind the face 
for all blasting. 

Table 6 - Distances of Flyrock and Clearance Zones 

Distance in 
front (m) 

Distance at 
behind (m) 

Maximum 
Throw 

65 42 

Plant & 
Equipment 

130 84 

Personnel & 
Public 

260 168 
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Figure 4 – Flyrock exclusions zones 

The adoption of the minimum exclusion zones in Figure 4 will prove conservative for most 
blasting. However, the determination of the exclusion zone is the responsibility of the quarry 
manager and shotfirer for each blast.  

The maximum height that flyrock may reach with the standard blast design specifications 
proposed for the quarry’s extension area are as follows:  

Table 7 – Throw Distances of Flyrock 

Front of face Behind/Side of blast 

Max Horizontal Throw Distance 65m 42m 

Max Vertical Throw Distance 21m 28m 
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Maximum throw occurs from rock fragments launched at 45° degrees (front of face) and 20° 
behind the blast site (blast hole angle of 10° + a dispersal allowance of 10°). It should be noted 
that the flyrock model predictions are conservative and provide an allowance for potential 
weaknesses in the rock mass and minor errors that may occur during hole loading. 
 
A diagram of the predicted flyrock trajectory showing maximum horizontal and vertical throw 
distances is shown below in Figure 5. 
 
 

 
Figure 5 – Vertical flyrock throw 

 
 
 
 
 

5.3 BLAST VIBRATION MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 

Blasting must be carried out in accordance with the proposed blasting specifications and the 
applicable Explosives Use Regulations.  
 
Compliance with vibration limits will be checked by the continuation of the monitoring regime 
conducted around the current working pit, modified as required to adequately monitor levels in 
the industrial area and airport terminal. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

 Blasting can be carried out in the proposed quarry extension safely and in conformance 
with the Explosives Regulations 2012 of Tasmania and planning permit vibration limits, 
subject to compliance with the specifications and recommendations given in this report. 
 

 People within the range of perceptible ground vibration will experience both air and 
ground vibration from blasting for less than four seconds on about 12 occasions per year, 
depending on the blast size. Beyond the range of perceptible ground vibration, the air 
vibration may be perceptible for less than two seconds for each blast. 
 

 The peak ground vibration level will be less than 5 mm/s at residences in the surrounding 
area, as well as at industrial area and the airport terminal. 
 

 Blast vibration levels resulting at the Launceston Airport runway will be less than 10 mm/s 
and at the exclusion distance of 400m, the levels are predicted to be 6.40 mm/s when 
blasting is at its closest to the runway. 

 

 A maximum PPV level of 31mm/s is predicted as the worst case for the railway line on the 
eastern side of the quarry. This is below the recommended safe level of 100mm/s as 
found in the Terrock ACARP study. Blasting should only be undertaken when the line is 
confirmed to be free of trains.  

 

 Airblast overpressure levels at the surrounding sensitive sites will be less than 115 dBL, 
as shown in Appendix 4. 
 
 

 Blasting activities are carried out in accordance with the “Blast Management Plan” and 
are video recorded with blast monitors for air blast overpressure and ground vibration. 
The monitors are set up at key locations including the airport and Taswater infrastructure. 
Appendix 5 shows the monitor location for the western side of the quarry which includes 
the airport and the nearby industrial area.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Revised 
Dominic Hooton 
14th July, 2021 
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7 APPENDIX 1 SITE PLAN 
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8 APPENDIX 2 – PROPOSED PIT EXTENSION STAGES 

Appendix 2A - Year 0-2 Blasting Stage 
 

 
 

Appendix 2B - Year 3-5 Blasting Stage 
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Appendix 2C - Year 5-10 Blasting Stage 

Appendix 2D - Years 10+ Blasting Stage 
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9 APPENDIX 3 – GROUND VIBRATION CONTOUR OVERLAY 
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*NB: This overlay is for blasts along the most south western edge of the pit 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10 APPENDIX  4 – AIRBLAST OVERPRESSURE CONTOUR OVERLAY* 
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*NB: This overlay is for blasts along the most south western edge of the pit with faces in the north east direction

11 APPENDIX  5 – BLAST MONITORING LOCATION 
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General Information 

Forward 

This Blast Management Plan (BMP) has been prepared to ensure all blasting activities at the Western 
Junction site have adequate control measures in place to prevent harm to people, equipment and the 
environment, this plan also ensures relevant Regulatory Conditions (Quarry code of practice, Site Mining 
Leases and site EPA permit) and other specified conditions within Tasmanian and National Regulations are 
being complied with.  

This Blast Management plan must be used in conjunction with the Maxam DRILL AND BLAST 
MANAGEMENT PLAN D&B 001 2019 and the Tas Quarries Drill and Blast procedure bisDOCS #: 28116 

This Blast Management Plans have been developed in conjunction with other stakeholders utilising site risk 
assessment, previous blast experiences/incidents learnings and subject matter expertise from Maxam and 
Maxfield, the preferred suppliers to Bis of blasting and drilling work.  

The Site Risk profile bisDOCS # 30279 and Tas Quarries Impacts and Aspects Register bisDOCS # 32360 
contains the relevant identification, assessment and controls of the risks at the site in regards to the drilling 
and blasting activities conducted. 

The Western Junction Quarry has been utilising blasting in order to remove overburden and 
break up the basalt for processing. The broken rock is loaded into trucks and carted to a stockpile area or 
dumped directly into a fixed crusher. Secondary breaking of oversize will be conducted by hydraulic 
impactor. The depth of the rock to be broken by blasting will be a maximum of 14 metres on each bench. 

This BMP gives details of estimated blast vibration levels in the surrounding area from the main extraction 
stages. It also contains the applicable control procedures to limit vibration to the regulatory limits, during the 
life of the quarry at the nearby sensitive areas, as the extraction area moves within the quarry. 

The vibration from a blast in the quarry is continuously monitored by the sites blasting contractor Maxam, 
with the results being used to collect/record relevant data, prove the effectiveness of the plan and 
continuously improve the blasting process.  

Definitions 

Cultural site- A place where humans settled and used the land in a way that represents their culture can 
also be a cultural heritage site, especially if the area is affected by change that cannot be reversed. 

Heritage site- a historical site, a building, or an area of the unspoilt natural environment, considered to be 
important to a country or area's heritage 

Noise Sensitive Premises- means residences and residential zones (whether occupied or not), schools, 
hospitals, caravan parks and similar land uses involving the presence of individual people for extended 
periods, except in the course of their employment or for recreation 

The Land- Means the land on which the activity to which this document relates may be carried out, and 
includes: buildings and other structures permanently fixed to land, any part of the land covered with water, 
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and any water covering the land. The land falls within the area defined by the mining leases specific to the 
site 
 
Fly Rock- Flyrock, or wild fly rock, is rock that is ejected from the blast site in a controlled explosion in 
mining operations. The term refers in particular to rock that flies beyond the blast site, with the potential of 
causing injuries to people and damage to property. 
 
Area Manager- the person who has overall responsibility and control over handling, storage and 
use of explosives when MAXAM are on site. They are also responsible for the scheduling of blast 
days and all compliance related issues. 
 
BMP- Blast Management Plan 
 
Bench - A ledge constructed in a batter or natural slope 
 
OLS- the airspace surrounding an airport that must be protected from obstacles to ensure aircraft flying in 
good weather during the initial and final stages of flight, or in the vicinity of the airport, can do so safely. 
 
EPA- Environment Protection Authority 
 
Director- means the Director, Environment Protection Authority holding office under Section 18 of EMPCA 
and includes a delegate or person authorised in writing by the Director to exercise a power or function on 
the Director’s behalf 
 
Property Owner- Means David N Hughes mining lease holder and land owner of the site 
 
MRT- Mineral Resources Tasmania (MRT)- is a Division of the Department of State Growth. The purpose 
of MRT is to give effect to government policy in relation to minerals and petroleum resources, and the 
Division provides essential information for land management in Tasmania. 
 
Quarry Code of Practice- In this case, a practical guide issued by the Environment Protection Authority 
to the Quarry Industry to document acceptable and environmental guidelines 
for quarrying 
 
Technical Services Officer and Technical Services Advisory team- the group of MAXAM 
technical specialists responsible for all aspects of blasting operations for the site. They report to 
the Area Manager. 
 
Drill and Blast Supervisor- The Supervisor responsible for the day to day operations and 
management of loading and firing operations. Reports to the Area Manager. 
 
Blast Controller- the person given ultimate responsibility, control and authority for the safety and 
coordination of each blast when initiated. Will generally be the Site Manager or site appointed 
person. 
 
Blast hole- A hole that has been drilled or prepared for the purpose of being charged with explosives or 
has been charged with explosives. 
 
Shotfirer- the person in charge of the security, loading and firing of the shot on blast day. The 
Blast Controller and Shotfirer shall not be the same person. Reports to the Drill and Blast 
Supervisor. 
 
Blast Guard(s)- the individual(s) supporting the Blast Controller in ensuring clearance distances 
are observed and the clearance area is secure. Generally, will be a site familiar person who 
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reports to the Site. 
 
Drill Rig Operator- Responsible for carrying out the drilling of the designed blast pattern. Reports 
to Bis 
 
DGC- means the Australian Dangerous Goods Code. 
 
AEC- means Australian Explosives Code. 
 
Clearance Area- means the area to be evacuated of personnel and or plant not involved with the 
blasting activity, during blasting times. The area will change subject to the location of the blast 
and physical conditions. 
 
Exclusion Zone- means the area immediately adjacent and surrounding the charging operations. 
Only personnel involved with firing, charging and tie-up are permitted in this area. 
 
EMPCA- means the Environmental Management and Pollution Control Act 1994 
 
Bis- is an abbreviation for Bis Industries. - Bis Quarries 
 
JSA- means Job Safety Assessment which is used as a risk and hazard assessment and 
mitigation tool. 
 
Measure- means to perform an action with the appropriate measurement tools. All personnel 
involved in an activity which requires measurement will be issued with the appropriate 
measurement tools. 
 
PPV- means Peak Particle Velocity which is the maximum velocity of a particle at a point where 
vibration is being measured. 
 
dB (A) The sound pressure level measured with the ‘A-weighting’ frequency response. The A-weighting 
response is an approximation to the frequency response of the human ear at moderate sound pressure 
levels. 
 
Air blast- Air vibration or air blasts are the pressure or shock waves that radiate in air.  
 
Overpressure- from an exploding charge. When a pressure wave passes a given point, the pressure of the 
air rises rapidly before returning to atmospheric pressure after a period of oscillations. The maximum 
pressure is the 'Air Blast Overpressure' measured in decibels (dB) or dB(Linear). 
 
Record means to write an observation. All records/reports will be processed through the Area 
Manager, and will be kept on Bis, Maxfield or Maxam management system. All records will be clearly 
legible. 
 
SOP means Standard Operating Procedure. 
 
SSAN means Security Sensitive Ammonium Nitrate. 
 
SSO- Site Senior Officer- appointed mine manger after assessment and authorisation from WorkSafe 
Tasmania 
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Locality and Location Plan 
 

1. Mining Leases 975P/M and 2045P/M (The Land) 
 

 
 

 
Figure 1 Locality plan of Western Junction Quarry showing existing lease boundaries (orange and pink lines) and notification 
boundaries for neighbours as per Permit conditions source:  (Google Earth) 

 
The locality plan above shows Western Junction Quarry blasting notification area outlined in white. Western 
Junction is a semi-rural locality and town in the local government area of Northern Midlands in the Central 
region of Tasmania. The closest residential towns are Perth 5.9 Km to the south, Evandale 5.3 Km to the 
south-east and 5.1 Km to Relbia north-west.  
 
The nearest main highway is approximately 8.0 Km West of the Quarry running in a North/South direction.  
 
The residential and properties monitored during blasting activities to the site have been marked in figure 1 
with the respective land owners noted.  
 
The table below lists all the property owners that are notified before a blast is undertaken. 
 
Western Junction Quarry is contained on a land parcel owned by David N Hughes, Mr Hughes holds the   
mining lease for the quarry site and the boundaries of the lease, Bis mines the quarry under a royalty 
agreement in place with Mr Hughes that is reviewed and renewed as per the Mineral Resources Tasmania 
legislation. 
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List of neighbouring properties to be contacted within the 1km zone 

Map 
Reference 
ID 

Neighbour Name Lot Number or Address 

A Routley Property 567 Relbia Road 
B Chugg Property 578 Relbia Road 
C Headlam Property 644 Relbia Road 
D Watering Downs 694 Relbia Road 
E Neighbour 1 643 Relbia Road 
F Hazell Bros Quarry 835 Hobart Road Breadalbane 
G Launceston Airport 201 Evandale Road Western Junction 
H Neighbour 2 196 Evandale Road Western Junction 
I Neighbour 3 60 Evandale Road Western Junction 
J Neighbour 4 62 Evandale Road Western Junction 
K Neighbour 5 198 Evandale Road Western Junction 
L Neighbour 6 51 Raeburn Road 
M Neighbour 7 53 Raeburn Road 
N Neighbour 8 55 Raeburn Road 
O Launceston Christiadelfian 

Acclesia 
57 Raeburn Breadalbane 

P TasRail TasRail – Rail Control 

Sites Geological charecteristics 

The predominant geological feature of the area: 

High quality fresh basalt with thin yellow to brown skins along with the occasional thin weathered clayey 
seam 

Core drilling and sampling reports are conducted regularly and petrographic analysis of source rock is 
undertaken periodically 

Maximum Capacity of material to be processed yearly 

The site must not extract or process more than 312,500 cubic metres of rocks, ores or minerals per year 

Cultural or Historical History and sites to be preserved 

There are no identified cultural or historical sites to be preserved on the site or adjacent to the quarry  

Reference: Western Junction Quarry Extension Development Proposal and Environmental Management 
Plan March 2019 John Miedecke and Partners Pty Ltd 
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Drill and Blast Organisational 
 
Table of Authorised Personnel and Service Providers 
 
Drill and Blast 
Role 

 

Mine Manger/ 
SSO 

 
 All SSO’s shall have control and management of the work and worksite that 

necessitates the use of the explosive.  
 All SSO’s shall have the control and management of the place where the 

explosive is used.  
 All SSO’s who oversee blasting activities shall be familiar with and 

understand the key criteria included in the Maxam Best Practice Blasting 
Course 

 To maintain competency, SSO’s that are expected to oversee blasting 
activities, need to monitor a minimum of one blast per year  

 Where required, delegate a site supervisor to supervise a drill and blast 
operation in accordance with the BMP. 

 SSO shall ensure the contracted Drilling Supervisor, Drill workers, Blast 
Supervisor and Shot Firer have been deemed competent to determine and 
undertake the drill pattern and perform the shot- Using the Bis Supplier 
Evaluation processes to document and record this information in the Bis 
Server and JDE maintenance system 

 Before each blast the SSO in conjunction with the site supervisor and blast 
supervisor, must be satisfied the conditions for air blast pressure, ground 
vibration and flyrock safety zones meet the requirements outlined in this 
plan and the blast design supplied by Maxam 

 Ensure the site conducts a robust investigation when a near miss or 
Incident occurs, to identify root cause/s and corrective actions to prevent re-
occurrence  

 
 

Site Supervisor When delegated by the SSO the supervisor shall; 
 Have control and management of the work and worksite that necessitates 

the use of the explosive.  
 Have the control and management of the place where the explosive is used.  
 Oversee blasting activities in accordance to the BMP 
 To maintain competency, supervisors who are expected to oversee blasting 

activities need to conduct a minimum of one blast per year. As a minimum, 
this shall include being involved in auditing the blast design and loading and 
firing of the shot.  

 Refer to the Bis supplier evaluation system and ensure the contractor is 
authorised prior to engaging a drill or blast task on the site 

 Issue authority to work on the site 
 Review the safe system of work in conjunction with the Blast supervisor 
 Participate in investigations 
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Blast Design  Plan and prepare the blast according to specific site requirements derived 
from site inspection, previous blast information, geological assessments, 
airblast and ground vibration limitations and Flyrock tolerance  

 Provide a written blast management design plan to the blast supervisor 
 
 
 

Competent 
Persons to 
Handle 
Explosives 

 
 Persons required to handle explosives shall possess the relevant licence 

and/or qualifications in accordance with the legislation.  
 
 

Blast Guards  Blast Guards shall be appointed in writing by the Blast Supervisor on the 
day of the blast. 

 Blast Guards shall have adequate knowledge of the site to locate the 
designated guard location and effectively communicate with the Shot Firer 
and Blast Supervisor. 

 Blast Guards shall be competent in undertaking the role. 
Shot Firer  

 A Shot Firer shall hold the national competency, a state explosive licence 
and a relevant statutory permit (this will need to include endorsement for the 
type of blast that they are going to conduct).  

 Once licensed by the statutory authority, a Shot Firer is not permitted to act 
in their own capacity until they have performed 12 blasts under the 
supervision of an experienced Shot Firer.  

 On obtaining the status of experienced Shot Firer, a Shot Firer shall perform 
their full duties at least once every year.  

 If they have not performed a blast for more than 12 months, another 
experienced Shot Firer will need to supervise and confirm they are still 
competent.  

 Accountability of Explosives 
 Must be familiar with the designed blast parameters and the results of blast 

design auditing (bore tracking). A copy of bore tracking results must be 
reviewed by the Shotfirer prior to blast hole loading and be available on the 
blast at all times during blast preparation 

 Prepare the blast in accordance with the recommendations in the Terrock 
Report “WESTERN JUNCTION QUARRY QUARRY EXTENSION – 
EFFECTS OF BLASTING” and Maxam blast engineering design plan/s 

Driller  A Driller shall hold the national competency (MNQOPS312A: Conduct 
Surface Drilling Operations), as a minimum. 

Blast Supervisor   The Blast Supervisor shall be authorised by the SSO to perform the role. 
 The Blast Supervisor shall be appointed by the SSO in writing to perform 

the role for each blast. 
 The Blast Supervisor shall hold a Shot Firer’s Certificate of Competency 

issued by the statutory body (where they are required to do so). 
 The Blast Supervisor shall conduct a minimum of one blast per year (at any 

site). At a minimum, this shall include carrying out the blast design and 
supervising the loading and firing of the shot. 

 An experienced Shot Firer shall oversee this process and sign off before the 
Blast Supervisor is permitted to oversee any further drill and blast 
operations. 

 Provide “Rock on ground services” 
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Communications 
Officer 

 Raise the alarm in event of an incident 
 Make all communications to third parties and record this in the blast diary 
 Ensure the blast diary is completed in full and signed off by relevant parties 

 

Approved Operating Requirements 
 
Western Junction Quarry operates drilling and blasting activities in accordance with a Ministerial consent 
granted in 31/03/1999, issued for the Environmental Protection Licence 9667 and the Mining Leases 
975P/M and 2045P/M. The following table outlines the Regulatory Conditions which have been considered. 
 

Lease/Licence 
Reference 

Date of issue Regulatory Conditions 

975 P/M 
2045P/M 

 31/03/1999 
 06/10/2020 

Mineral Resource’s Development Act, 1995 
Quarries Code of Practice 2017 

 Blasting must not take place unless specifically 
authorised in the Permit issued by the planning 
authority, and carried out in accordance with any 
conditions imposed therein.  

 Secondary breaking with explosives should not take place 
unless specifically authorised in a Permit issued by the 
planning authority.  

 Blasting must take place during the specified blasting 
hours within the Permit.  

 Blasting must be carried out such that, when measured at 
the curtilage of the nearest residence (or sensitive use) 
in other occupation or ownership, air blast and ground 
vibration comply with the following: 

1. for 95% of blasts, air blast overpressure must not 
exceed 115 dB (Lin Peak);  

2. air blast overpressure must not exceed 120 dB (Lin 
Peak) at all;   

3. for 95% of blasts, ground vibration must not exceed 5 
mm/s peak particle velocity; and d) ground vibration 
must not exceed 10 mm/s peak particle velocity at all.  

4. All measurements of air blast overpressure and peak 
particle velocity must be carried out in accordance with 
the methods set down in Technical basis for guidelines 
to minimise annoyance due to blasting overpressure 
and ground vibration, Australian and New Zealand 
Environment Council, September 1990 and Australian 
Standard AS 2187.2 Explosives-Storage and use Part 
2: Use of explosives. 

 
EPA Licence 9667 06/10/2020 All Blasting on the premises shall be carried out in accordance 

with the regulations pursuant to the Mineral Resource’s 
Development Act, 1995 
Environmental Management and Pollution Control Act 1994 
Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 
 
Blasting operations at the site may only take place: 
a) between 11:00 am and 16:00 pm Monday to Friday 
Inclusive; 
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b) are limited to one blast per day
c) at such other times as may be approved by EPA

Site Operating hours 

Western Junction Quarry is a 5 day per week operation 06:00- 17:00  

On an as needs basis the quarry will operate on Saturdays 06:00- 17:00 

There is no requirement to notify the EPA for Saturdays- the site will not blast Saturdays 

Blasting will only occur between 11:00 am and 16:00 pm Weekdays 

The overview of the Blast Process Parameters 

 No explosives will be stored at the site

 Development of a blast design by Maxam uses methods for ensuring compliance with air blast
overpressure and ground vibration limits at noise sensitive premises The basis of the blast design is
formulated by Maxam utilising their in-house engineering design and compliments the conditions
recommended for blast control in the report by Terrock JMP-1801_04032019_Final conducted on
the Western Junction quarry site.

 Dust generation from the blasts will be monitored to understand the impact on the visibility in the
approach path after the blast. Any adverse observations recorded, a review of mitigations will be
undertaken and corrective action implemented where identified.

 Blast Procedures will be updated to ensure that they limit the maximum throw of fly rocks in the
horizontal and vertical direction so that the likelihood of any penetration of the OLS is minimised. It
must be noted that the level identified in the Terrock documentation does not result in penetration to
OLS. The blasting contractor will monitor each blast and include this information in each blast report.
All blasts will be filmed and video footage reviewed to determine/confirm any potential exceedances

 The blasts will be conducted in the off-peak hours at the airport in order to minimise any potential for
impact.

 The site will use the latest publicly accessible technology to identify the current status of flight
movements at the airport and conduct blasts when there are no inbound or outbound movements at
the time of the blast. As per current agreement the site will liaise with Air Services to notify and
update current or proposed flight times and data prior to proposed blast and drill activities

 Blast monitoring and modelling will continue to provide guidance for future blasting plans and
potential airblast and ground vibration contours have been generated and are used by the contractor
and the site in the development and design of all blasting activities.

 Compliance with vibration limits will be checked by the continuation of the monitoring regime
conducted around the current working pit, modified as required to adequately monitor levels in the
industrial area and airport terminal.
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 Using the assessment of impact by Terrock the site has concluded that blasting can be carried out 

in the quarry safely and in conformance with the Explosives Regulations 2012 of Tasmania and 
Environmental planning permit vibration limits, subject to compliance with the specifications and 
recommendations given in the Terrock report.  

 
 People within the range of perceptible ground vibration will experience both air and ground vibration 

from blasting for less than four seconds on about 12 occasions per year, depending on the blast 
size. Beyond the range of perceptible ground vibration, the air vibration may be perceptible for less 
than two seconds for each blast. The peak ground vibration level will be less than 5 mm/s at 
residences in the surrounding area, as well as at the industrial areas and the airport terminal.  

 
 Blast vibration levels resulting at the Launceston Airport runway will be less than 10 mm/s and at the 

exclusion distance of 400m, the levels are predicted to be 6.40 mm/s when blasting is at its closest 
to the runway.  

 
 Airblast overpressure levels at the surrounding sensitive sites will be less than 115 dBL, as shown in 

Appendix 4 (Terrock Report).  
 
Any blasting plans developed for the site by the contractor (Maxam) will ensure that ground vibration 
levels do not exceed 5mm/s at any residential property and occupied industrial and airport buildings. 

 

 Typical Blast Specifications 

Bench Height (m) 14 

Hole depth (m): 15 

Hole angle (o):  
 10 

Blast hole diameter (mm):  
 89 

Blast hole spacing (m)  
 2.8 

Blast hole burden (m):  
 2.5 

Front Row Burden (m)  
 3.6 

Stemming height (m):  
 3 

Explosive  
 RIOFLEX 

Charge mass per m (kg)  
 8.1 

Charge mass per delay (kg):  
 97 

Powder factor (mg/m3):  1.012 
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Blast Exclusion Zone 
 
The site conforms to the requirements outlined in the Terrock report (JMP-1801_04032019_Final) 
recommendations and Maxam blast design plans for each separate blasting activity to prepare and mark 
out blast exclusion zones 
 

Engineered Exclusion Zones 
 
An externally accredited blasting consultant (Terrock) has modified the default Exclusion Zone through a 
formal process which allows Maxam to; 
 

 Considers geological information,  
 Reviews drilling and blasting parameters to identify a “Maximum Loading Scenario” which takes into 

account Maximum Charge, Minimum Burden, Minimum Stemming and Hole Angle.  
 Uses a scientific method to model and predict maximum throw and trajectory of flyrock.  
 Calculates an exclusion Zone Based on the following Factors of Safety  
 Protection of Buildings Plant and Equipment – Safety Factor 2.0  
 Protection of People – Safety Factor 4.0  
 Public or Critical Infrastructure – Safety Factor 4.0 

 
The Blast Consultant has also identified the triggers that would force a review of the Engineered Exclusion 
Zone.  
 
That is, any change to the sites Standard Blasting Parameters that extend the Maximum Loading Scenario 
as defined by Flyrock Modelling.  
 
If there are technical concerns or if a hazard is discovered whilst loading the shot, and this hazard cannot 
be controlled with the placement of an artificial burden, a risk analysis is to be carried out to determine if the 
minimum safe distances need to be increased for the shot.  
 
The Shot Firer shall ensure that the minimum distances are determined and communicated prior to the 
placement of blast guards. 
 

 Distance in 
Front (m) 

Distance at 
Behind (m) 

Maximum Throw 65 42 

Plant and 
Equipment 130 84 

Personnel and 
Public 260 168 

 
Table shows the breakdown of the maximum throw and the applicable clearance zones for that 
throw. As mentioned above, the factors of safety are ‘2’ and ‘4’ both in front and behind the face 
for all blasting. 
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Default Exclusion Zone Requirements 
 
In the unlikely scenario of a formal risk analysis, undertaken by an externally accredited blasting consultant, 
the following minimum Exclusion Zone distances shall apply: 
  

 For non-blast personnel 800m in front of the shot and 400m to the side and rear of the shot.  
 Blast personnel must be positioned greater than 400 metres from the shot and not positioned in the 

direct line of fire and within retreat distance of a protective structure (i.e. fixed plant.)  
 
 No mobile plant is to be within 300 metres of the initiation point without signed site manager’s 

approval.  
 Where a blast is to occur within 100 metres of fixed plant an appropriate blasting specialist shall be 

engaged to design and control the loading and firing process.  
 

Blast Notification Protocols 
 
Through ongoing consultation, a blast notification protocol has been developed.  
 
The protocol will continue to be reviewed and amended were required.  
 
Any amendments to this blast management plan are to be approved by the Mine Manager SSO. 
 
The notification protocol is as follows: 
 

1. In accordance with operational approvals, notifications are to be given to all persons/operations 
whom may be alarmed/effected by the blasting process.  

2. A blast Sign is erected at the entrance to the Western Junction Quarry site. This sign details the 
next planned blast; ie “The Next Blast will occur on”, “the date in full” and the Approximate “Time of 
Blast”. 

3. Trained blast guards will be directed to all the entrance points of the blast site to restrict access by 
unauthorized persons. Each blast guard will have an operating radio tuned to the required 
channel. 

4. The blast guard is to notify the blast controller immediately if his position has been breached. 
5. Blast guards have the authority and responsibility to stop any person from entering the area 

unless otherwise directed by the Blast controller. 
6. Once guards are in position at their designated locations: 

o Prior to the blast the blast controller is to notify all site personnel via the designated channel 
for the Site, of the intention to commence the blast initiation sequence. 

o Roadway into the quarry is blocked using front end loaders 
o All people near the blast area are to be made aware of the planned blast and understand the 

meaning of the blast sirens and warning devices. 
o The blast controller to activate the blasting notification sequence 
o All blast guards are to confirm their position with the shotfirer and that their area is secure. 
o The shotfirer will inform the blast controller that the shot is ready for firing. 
o Once the blast guards are in position the blast controller shall ensure the area is free of 

personnel inside the clearance area. 
o The blast controller then informs the shotfirer that the area is clear and may run out the lead 

in line. 
o The shotfirer then confirms to the blast controller that the shot is ready to fire. The blast 

controller contacts the airport to confirm that the blast can be fired-authorization is given by 
the airport controllers to fire the blast. 
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o The blast controller then hands over control of the blast to the shotfirer. 
o The shotfirer acknowledges then continues on with an agreed firing sequence. 

Internal Notifications 
 
Prior to the morning of the blast and also on the morning of the blast quarry Workers and relevant 
contractors Workers onsite are notified of the planned blast through the use of toolbox talks and 
discussions. 
 
The communications officer conducts all communications with the site supervisor and the blast supervisor  
 
Using the blast diary communication/ notification list sign off that all relevant parties have been 
communicated with about the upcoming blast 
 
Once the blast has been declared successful the communications officer will advise the airport the blast is 
completed and complete the paper work required. 
 

Neighbours 
 
24 hours before the blast, the communications officer notifies the members of the Blast Diary Notification 
List. 
  
The preferred method of contact either text message, email or phone call is used to notify the residence the 
approximate time of the impending blast. If required or requested further follow up calls are made before the 
blast. 
 
External Blast Notification details are listed and coordinated for each blast using a Blast Diary Notification 
List. See Attachment C for details. This diary is amended as required, following updated contacts and as 
residents request notification. 
 

Blast and Drilling Monitoring Program 
 
All blast activities at Western Junction Quarry are visually recorded and monitored for air blast overpressure 
and ground vibration impacts at key locations around the quarry.  
 
Results are used for continuous improvements for blasting and for investigation any un-expected 
exceedances. The placement of the detection device is to be in-accordance with the manufacturer’s details 
(i.e. concrete plinth etc).  
 
The Mine SSO (or their delegate) will retain all blast reports (for a minimum of four years) and prepare a 
monthly summary of all blast activity conducted. An annual summary of the blast monitoring results will be 
compiled and submitted to the EPA within the Annual Return for the Licence 9667 
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Monitoring Locations 
 

 
 
Figure 2 Locality plan of Western Junction Quarry showing monitor positions. source: (Google Earth) 

Map Reference ID Monitor referance description  

M1 Routley / Chugg Property 
M2 Headlam Property 
M3 Airport / Taswater  

 
The table below details the parameters which are to be monitored 
 
Parameter Airblast Overpressure Peak Particle Velocity Allowable Exceedance 

Criteria 
115 dB(Lin Peak) 5 (mm/s) 

5% of the total number 
of blasts over a period 
of 12 months 

120 dB(Lin Peak)  10 (mm/s)  0%  

Frequency During Every Blast 
 
During Every Blast 
 

- 

Sampling Method AS2187.2-1993 
 
AS2187.2-1993 
 

- 
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Complaints, near miss and incident handling 
 
Incidents and Near misses will be controlled and investigated as per the Bis Safety and Sustainability 
Standard - Event Reporting and Investigation Document number 58305 
 
The site will be quarantined in any event until released by SSO or in the cases of reportable events a 
WorkSafe Tasmania Inspector or other regulatory body involved. 
 
All events are recorded in the Bis Risk Management System.  
 
Any general complaint received relating to any blast will be managed in accordance with the following.  
 Details of the complainant and complaint will be recorded within Biscom Risk Management System.  
 Bis and Maxam representatives will liaise with the complainant to identify the nature and source of the 

issue and obtain supplementary information.  
 Internal Investigation will be initiated to verify or otherwise the basis of the complaint.  
 As required results of any investigation will be provided to the complainant and the Environmental 

Protection Authority, together with advice as to any changed blast management practices to be 
implemented as a consequence of the investigation.  

 A sign shall be posted at the entrance of the quarry with contact details for complaints handling.  
 Complaints will be reflected in the complaints register and a copy can be made available to 

stakeholders after review by the sites SSO and Bis Management team 
 A summary of all blasts complaints will also be included in the Annual Management Review  
 

Fly Rock Incident 
 

1. In the event that fly rock penetrates the prescribed airspace, as described in the document entitled 
“Safety review report for proposed quarry extension – Launceston Airport “dated 2 March 2020 and 
prepared by Mott MacDonald, the Director EPA, Launceston Airport and the Civil Aviation Safety 
Authority must be notified within 24 hours 

2. A Report must be provided to the Director within 7 days of the blast and must include, without 
limitation, the following: 

o The details of the blast, including meteorological conditions at the time of the Blast; 
o An assessment of why the fly rock travel distance was greater than expected; and  
o Recommendations to ensure that future blasts do not cause fly rock to penetrate prescribed 

airspace, including an updated Blast Management Plan for approval of the Director.  
 

 

Miss fire Incident 
 
Maxam the blasting contractor has provided the following instructions  
 
Dealing with misfires 
 
Only a Shotfirer may deal with and handle a misfire or a person under their direct supervision. 
A misfire report must be completed for all misfires or suspected misfires. 
The Shotfirer shall ensure all relevant misfires are reported to the site management and also to 
the relevant authority. 
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Misfire at time of firing 
 
Where a misfire is found at the time of firing the shot no person may approach the shot for at least 5 
minutes. 
All Blast Guard s are to remain in their position and be notified of the misfire. 
Shotfirer to assess the misfire and where practical, refire, following the standard firing procedures. 
Where the misfire involves a surface connector, evidence shall be gathered and an investigation should be 
activated. 
If the misfire cannot be refired, the location of the misfire shall be surveyed and demarcated then marked 
up on the digging plan. 
 

Misfire discovered at time of digging 
 
Where a misfire is found, work within 10 metres of the misfire will cease, the area shall be demarcated and 
the Shotfirer and site manager shall be notified. 
 
Site will follow the coordinated directions of the Maxam blast supervisor until area declared safe. 
 
Maxam supervisor will follow the requirements outlined in the  
 

Dealing with a misfired charge 
 
Where possible and safe to do so, a sample of the misfired product should be taken for further analysis. 
The shock tube of the down hole delay shall be checked by the Shotfirer to determine whether it has fired. 
Where possible wash product out with water and attempt to retrieve any detonators or boosters. 
Do not place undue force on live lead lines. Secure lead line during flushing for easy retrieval. 
If the down line is live, consider refiring, taking in consideration the lack of confinement on the misfired 
charge. 
In all cases risk assessment should be carried out before re-firing a misfire. 
 
 
 
 

Review and Continuous Improvement of the blast management plans 
 
Bis will liaise with Maxam and Maxfield periodically but no less than annually, to review drilling and blasting 
operations to ensure a continuous improvement process is in place to improve onsite drilling and blasting 
practices 
 
The Bis internal document management system will automatically remind SSO of review date pending. 
 
The BMP will also be reviewed as required on a case by case basis if an incident, near miss or opportunity 
for improvement is identified.  
 

Reference considered within the BMP 
 
In addition to the above Regulatory Conditions, this DABMP aims to meet the requirements set out in: 
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 AS 2187.2:2006 Explosives – Storage and Use – Use of Explosives 
 AS 2187.1 - 1998: Explosives – Storage, Transport and Use, Part 1 – Storage 
 AS 2187.0 –1983: Storage transport and use – Terminology 
 Australian Explosives Code – Third Edition – April, 2009 
 Australian Code for the Transport of Explosives by Road or Rail (AEC). 
 Code of Practice – Elevated Temperature and Reactive Ground, Australian Explosive Industry and 

Safety Group (AEISG), 2007 
 Quarry Code of Practice 2017 
 Western Junction Site Risk profile bisDOCS # 30279 
 Explosives Act 2012- Tasmania 
 Explosive Regulations 2012- Tasmania 
 Code of Practice for Precursors for Explosives- Tasmania 
 Maxam Drill and Blast Procedure OPS 007 
 Guidance Note – Blast Management Plans- Edition 2 – May 2020 WorkSafe Victoria 
 Permit Conditions/ Environmental licence number 9667 
 Conditions in mining leases 2045P/M and 975P/M 
 Development Proposal and Environmental Management Plan (DPEMP) Western junction quarry 

extension 
 Environmental Management and Pollution Control Act 1994 
 Mineral Resource’s Development Act, 1995 
 Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 
 Terrock blasting assessment JMP-1801_04032019 
 Western Junction quarry extension development proposal and environmental management plan 

DPEMP 
 Australian and New Zealand Environment Consultative Council (ANZECC) guidelines 
 Australian Standard 2187.2-2006 - Table J4.5(B) – Recommended Ground Vibration Limits for 

Control of Damage to Structures  
 Maxam - Title: Blast Management Plan- Bis Industries TAP 1/05/2014 Version No: A 
 Maxam DRILL AND BLAST MANAGEMENT PLAN D&B 001 2019 
 Maxam FIELD REQUIREMENTS TS 001 2019 
 Maxam D&B 018 – Transport and Handling of Explosives 2019 
 Maxam MANAGING MISFIRES AND MAINTAINING CHAIN OF CUSTODY OF UN-DETONATED 

EXPLOSIVES D&B 006 2019 
 Australian Dangerous Goods Code. 
 Impacts and Aspects Register Tas Quarries bisDOCS #:  32360 
 Tas Quarries Drill and Blast Procedure bisDOCS #:  28116 
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1. Introduction 
 

Bis understands it is essential to control weeds and diseases at the Western Junction site, as they have the 
potential to impact other properties in the wider area. The existing and proposed extensions to the quarry 
will increase the potential for weeds to multiply due to the disturbance of the soil and land from the mining 
activities.  
 
A Weed and Disease Management Plan is required by legislation at the Western Junction Quarry site, it is a 
requirement under the conditions of the sites EPA Permit 9667 

 Condition OP1 of Permit Conditions Environmental No.9667 contained in Permit No. PLN19-
0071. 

 
Weeds and Disease can have a devastating effect on native vegetation and impact significantly on animal 
habitat, create unwanted costs for other landowners, private enterprises and government agencies. If left 
uncontrolled weeds have the ability to multiply rapidly and therefore strict and timely monitoring and control 
is critical in maintaining a healthy mine site environment  
 
It is most important that weed infestations be tackled quickly to prevent the build-up of a large seed bank, 
which may be very difficult to destroy and/or control 
 
This Weed and Disease Management Plan objectives focus on: 
 

 Minimising the weed establishment onsite to a reasonable and practical level 
 Ensure existing weeds are either eradicated or controlled  
 Existing weeds do not have the opportunity to contaminate raw materials and are subsequently 

transported off site and spread to other areas or taken offsite by natural conditions such as wind 
and water flowing through the site 

 Ensuring any unidentified or emerging new weeds or diseases are identified early and control 
measures are taken within an adequate timeframe to control 
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2. Definitions 
 
EPA- Environmental Protection Authority 
DPIPWE- Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and Environment 
PC- Phytophthora cinnamomi 
WDMP- Weed and Disease Management plan 
WJ- Western Junction 
Declared weed- A weed species that has been ‘declared’ under the Weed Management Act 1999. Once 
‘declared’, appropriate legal actions can then be taken against the person responsible for managing the 
plant species at a particular location. 
Non-declared weed- weed species not listed under the Weed Management Act 1999 
Code of Practice- In this case, a practical guide issued by the Environment Protection Authority to the 
Quarry Industry to document acceptable and environmental guidelines for quarrying. 
Sustainable Timber Tasmania- Sustainable Timber Tasmania is a Tasmanian Government Business 
Enterprise responsible under State legislation for: sustainably managing approximately 800,000 hectares of 
public production forest (Permanent Timber Production Zone land) undertaking forest operations for the 
production and sale of forest products  
The Weed Management Act 1999- an act of the Tasmanian parliament of primary legislation for the 
management of weeds  
Commercial Operator Licence- this licence applies to any business that uses agricultural chemical 
products to control pests and diseases for fee or reward. Examples where this licence would be needed 
include: broad acre agricultural spraying. forestry spray contracting. 
Waterbody- Includes natural watercourses (streams, creeks, rivers), natural wetlands, ponds, lagoons, 
constructed drainage channels, dams and ponds, reservoirs and lakes. 
Permanently inundated/perennial- These areas have water all year round.  
Occasionally inundated/ intermittent- These areas have water some time of the year.  
Rarely inundated/ephemeral- These are areas that rarely contain water (eg areas that flood on rare 
occasions).  
Toxicity- The inherent poisonous quality/qualities of a substance, 
SDS- Safety Data Sheet 
Riparian land- Any land that adjoins, directly influences, or is influenced by a body of water at any time of 
the year 
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3. Site Information 
 
The Western Junction Quarry is a semi-rural locality and town in the local government area of Northern 
Midlands in the Central region of Tasmania. The closest residential towns are Perth 5.9 Km to the south, 
Evandale 5.3 Km to the south-east and 5.1 Km to Relbia north-west.  
 
The nearest main highway is approximately 8.0 Km West of the Quarry running in a North/South direction.  
 
There are government Infrastructure, farming, small business holdings, medium Industrial sites and 
residential properties in close proximity to the site. 
 
Western Junction Quarry is contained on a land parcel owned by David N Hughes, Mr Hughes holds the   
mining leases (975 P/M and 2045P/M) for the quarry site and the boundaries of the lease, Bis mines the 
quarry under a royalty agreement in place with Mr Hughes that is reviewed and renewed as per the Mineral 
Resources Tasmania legislation. 
 

4. Identification and Evaluation of Weed and Disease 
Impacts 

 
4.1. Weeds 

 
Mr Mike Trethewie and his associates of Woodlands Corp Aust Pty Ltd have been inspecting the Western 
Junction site on an ongoing and long term basis and are very familiar with the current lease areas and 
proposed developments, they are considered very experienced and reliable in weed management in the 
local industry 
 
The Woodlands team have been executing the necessary requirements for weed management at the site 
for over a decade 
 
The scope of work Woodlands undertakes, is to focus on monitoring existing native vegetation, monitor site 
for signs of Weeds and Disease, advise on suitable control measures, plan and execute the works in a 
compliant manner to the relevant legislation, at the site. 
 

4.2. Declared and non-declared weeds 
 
The weed inspections have identified several declared weed species present namely;  

 Thistles  
 Blackberries 
 Gorse 
 Broom  
 Willows 

Non-declared weeds 
 Foxglove 
 Hawthorn 
 Various Broad leaf weeds 
 Cactii 
 Black thorn(Sloe) 
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4.3. Disease 
 
Sue Jennings Biology & Conservation Branch Forestry Tasmania inspected the Western Junction site in 
2010 The disease inspections focussed on Phytophthora Cinnamomi detection and likelihood of presence 
on the site, the Inspection lead to the confirmation that the site is free from Phytophthora Cinnamomi 
 
Extract from Forestry Tasmania 2010 report 
 
“Western Junction quarry is situated within an agricultural area and is surrounded by pasture. This 
vegetation contains no P. cinnamomi indicator or host species, and this is therefore, a very low risk quarry, 
both now and into the future.” 
 

4.4. Location of Weeds within the mining lease 
 

 
Figure 1- Location of weed around the site 
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5. Actions to Assess and Mitigate Weed Spread 
 
The site has developed a weed spraying program with a local contractor Woodlands, the program focusses 
on “Measures to control weeds and plant diseases” that are defined in the Quarry Code of Practice 3rd 
Edition 2017 and Weed and Disease Planning and Hygiene Guidelines 
Section 7 – Environmental Management, 7.8 Control of declared weeds, non-declared weeds and plant 
diseases 

 Maintaining good drainage to prevent mud building up in working areas  
 Careful washing of any machinery that may carry soil onto or off of the site 
 Provision of cut-off drains to prevent spores of Phytophthora cinnamomi washing into the pit 

from surrounding areas 
 Careful stockpiling of topsoil so that water from the stockpile drains away from working areas 
 Tracks provide corridors for the invasion of weeds. Weed management is applied along tracks 

and ensures that weed species are not introduced into new areas. 
 

5.1. Weed types and potential impact 
 
Table 1- describes weed types and potential impacts 

Weed type Declared Weed Potential Impact on the site 
 High Risk Medium Risk Low Risk Comments 

Thistles  X  Propagate and spread rapidly 
in disturbed soil 

Blackberries   X Minor footprint onsite and 
spreading potential low 

Gorse X   In control onsite potential to 
spread rapidly  

Willow   X Low potential to rapidly 
spread 

Broom X   In control onsite potential to 
spread rapidly 

 Non-Declared Weed Potential Impact on the site 
Foxglove  X  Propagate and spread rapidly 

in disturbed soil 
Various Broad 
leaf weeds 

 X  Propagate and spread rapidly 
in disturbed soil 

Hawthorn   X Low potential to rapidly 
spread 

Cactii   X Minor footprint onsite and 
spreading potential low 

Black 
thorn(Sloe) 

  X Low potential to rapidly 
spread 

 

6. Keeping weeds and disease from entering site 
 

6.1. External sources of weeds 
 
Weeds can be found in a large variety of sources that enter the site; 

 Hay Bales 
 Seeds for rehabilitation 
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 Topsoil 
 Materials from other sites 
 Mulch or garden supplies for ground cover and landscaping 

 
6.2. Inspect and assess materials  

 
It is very important therefore to risk assess all materials being bought onto the site for the possibility the 
products contain weeds, weed seeds or diseases 

 Always us native mulches and vegetation for landscaping and rehabilitation 
 Never use hay bales for drainage, native reeds are preferred 
 Topsoil and other products should never be bought onto site 
 Other quarry products must be risk assessed and tested before being brought onto site and when 

onsite must be in quarantine bins and segregated from other products at all times 

7. Native vegetation 
 

7.1. Existing native flora  
 
Maintain any native vegetation on the site and where practicable replace any native vegetation that has 
historically been removed 
 
Native vegetation provides habitat and feed for native animals and any areas cleared will quickly be 
invaded by invasive weeds 
 

8. Neighbours 
 
The Code of Practice for Ground Spraying states that you should notify those neighbours that are 
occupying properties and buildings within 100 metres of the area to be sprayed (clause 21). You don't have 
to do it, but it is highly recommended. 
 

8.1. Sensitive sites 
 
The site has identified one sensitive neighbour site, Josef Chromy Wines. 
 
The site communicates with the neighbour before weed application occurs within a 100 metres of the 
boundary. 
 
The site has assessed the risk of residual effects and applications have been controlled to ensure the risk is 
as low as reasonably practicable. 
 
Both parties have agreed on the controls in place and review when required. 
 
The review of sensitive sites will occur annually during the review of this WDMP 
 
REMEMBER 
It’s our responsibility to keep our chemical spray in the target area to avoid causing any “adverse 
effects” and to work cooperatively with our neighbours. 
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9. Weed and Chemical Control 
 

The control and management of weeds near sensitive sites and waterbodies is a challenge faced by many 
landholders across Tasmania. Waterbodies are particularly sensitive to herbicide contamination, so the 
decision to apply herbicides in the vicinity must be taken with great care. 
 

9.1. Timing of chemical applications 
 
The time of year when herbicides will be most effective on the weed is a major influence on the make-up of 
this plan. Herbicides are generally most effective during the growing season of the weed rather than when it 
is dormant or approaching dormancy. The staged removal of weeds over several seasons will be less 
disturbing to our aquatic environment and minimise any adverse impact on fauna 
 
 

9.2. Weed control near water bodies 
 
Weed control near waterbodies requires a long-term commitment to eradication, perhaps 5–10 years or 
more, as the seed banks of many ‘woody’ weed species (eg blackberries, gorse) may remain viable for 
decades. Weeds can also spread along watercourses, making their control difficult. A staged, planned 
approach to weed control, alongside a program to re-establish native riparian species, is necessary to 
ensure the safe restoration of riparian areas. Restoring native vegetation helps to reduce the presence of 
weed species, ensures the stability of banks, shades the waterway (which helps prevent future weed 
invasion), and provides habitat for local fauna. 
 

9.3. Chemical and Contractor control onsite 
 
The Western Junction site must use an approved weed control company that has been evaluated and 
authorised to perform the work onsite (chemicals should only be applied by a qualified person under the 
Work Health and Safety Act 2012.) 
 
The contractor and the site workers will inspect and monitor the weeds onsite and provide a schedule of 
chemical application that will minimise the chemicals used on the site and also provide control of all weeds 
through specific and targeted application of chemicals 

 
The contractor will ensure all chemicals are used in accordance with Australian Pesticide and Veterinary 
Medicines Authority (APVMA) guidelines and strict Codes of Practice regarding aerial and ground-based 
applications which protect natural values, neighbours and water quality. In addition, the CSIRO-developed 
program, Pesticide Impact Rating Index (PIRI), is used to guide chemical application, particularly near water 
catchments.  
 
The contractor will use the other subject matter experts (Agronomists) for guidance as required, the 
contractor will use and apply the principals contained in the Forest Practices code for all weed control on 
the site   
 
Contractors applying registered agricultural chemical products and must maintain a record of spraying 
operations.  
The records must include the;  

 date 
 location  
 name of site owner 
 Site Senior Officer 
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 types of chemicals used 
 rates of any chemical products applied 
 predominant weather on the day 
 neighbour notifications 
 other relevant information 

 
The contractor will ensure the Safety Data Sheet requirements are understood and followed by the workers 
engaged in the Use, Handling, Transport and Storage of weed management related chemicals 
 

9.4. Disposal  
 
No chemicals are to be disposed of or stored onsite. 
 
If the contractor does happen to have surplus spray mix or herbicide waste, the contractor shall label it with 
the herbicide name, including any risk and safety information displayed on the original label.  
 
Store it offsite safely until it can be disposed of appropriately.  
 
Contact a chemical collection organisation eg Chem Clear.  
 
The contractor must follow label directions for the disposal of wastes and herbicide containers.  
 
Only dispose of waste herbicides at authorised collection centres, such as licensed waste disposal centres.  
 
Do not dispose herbicide waste:  

 through sewerage systems, where it can interfere with the sewage treatment process 
 down the drain or gutter, where it can pass through the stormwater system and into waterways 
 to landfill via dumping or domestic waste, as it can contaminate soil and leach into groundwater and 

stormwater 
 

9.5. Training and Qualifications 
 
As a minimum the site requires all contractors to provide certificate of competency (Chem Cert) proof of  
 

 Category 3 – Chemical User 
 Commercial Applicators Licence 

 
The contractor will ensure chemicals are controlled on the site and only applied in minimum quantities. 
 
Site workers will have awareness training in weed and disease identification and reporting as a minimum 
 
Site management team will have an awareness of the various codes or practice relating to weed and 
disease management 
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9.6. Herbicide classification  
 
 

 Pre-emergent (residual)  
 
These herbicides are designed to inhibit the germination of pest plants. They are therefore applied 
before the pest plant germinates and are often residual in the soil for long periods. They are 
generally not considered to be safe for use near waterbodies and are not recommended for use due 
to their persistence in the environment.  
 

 Knockdown non-selective  
 
These herbicides are designed to be applied directly to the target pest plant, either through being 
sprayed onto foliage or applied directly to the cambium layer using any of the direct application 
methods described in Table 3. They may vary in mode of action and some may persist as residues 
in the environment.  
 

 Selective  
 
Selective herbicides are designed to act on only one type of pest plant. Generally, selective 
herbicides will control either broadleaf (eg capeweed), grasses (eg phalaris) or woody weeds (eg 
broom). These herbicides are useful when the focus may be on controlling a particular weed species 
(eg phalaris amongst native shrubs). These herbicides may persist as residues in the environment. 
 

9.7. Strategies for managing weeds and disease spread 
 

Table 2- Strategies for managing weeds and disease spread 

Weed type Treatment Plan/ 
Strategy 

Control 
method 
and/or 
Herbicide 
used 

Type / 
Method of 
application 

Application 
frequency and 
what time of 
year 

By Who 

Thistles Control and minimise 
 
No Hormonal products 
used onsite due to 
vineyard 
 
Seasonal and come 
from offsite readily 
 
 

Conqueror 
Triclopyr/ 
Picloram 

Hand 
application 
spray 

September – Oct 
and April 
 
Specific wait till 
leaf drop in 
vineyard 

Contractor  

Thistles on 
roads and fixed 

plant 

Glyphosate Year round 

Blackberries Control and minimise 
 
Difficult to reach in 
creek area 
very close to sensitive 
water ways 
Easily introduced by 
birds into site 
Slow to spread easy to 
monitor  

Conqueror 
Triclopyr/ 
Picloram 

Hand 
application 
spray 

September – Oct 
and April 
 
Specific wait till 
leaf drop in 
vineyard 

Contractor  
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Gorse Control and minimise 
Difficult to reach in 
creek area 
very close to sensitive 
water ways 
Slow to spread easy to 
monitor 

Conqueror 
Triclopyr/ 
Picloram 

Hand 
application 
spray 

September – Oct 
and April 
 
Specific wait till 
leaf drop in 
vineyard 

Contractor  

Various 
Broad leaf 
weeds 

Control and minimise 
 
Spread rapidly easily 
introduced to site by 
animals and general 
traffic 

Conqueror 
Triclopyr/ 
Picloram 

Hand 
application 
spray 

September – Oct 
and April 
 
Specific wait till 
leaf drop in 
vineyard 

Contractor  

Hawthorn Control and minimise 
 
Pre-existing onsite and 
bank stabiliser 
 
Controlled in areas of 
spread as required 

Manual 
removal 
 
Conqueror 
Triclopyr/ 
Picloram 
 

Hand 
application 
spray 

September – Oct 
and April 
 
Specific wait till 
leaf drop in 
vineyard 

Contractor  

Foxglove Control and minimise 
 
Rare onsite treat as 
identified 

Conqueror 
Triclopyr/ 
Picloram 

Hand 
application 
spray 

All year Contractor  

Broom Eradicate Conqueror 
Triclopyr/ 
Picloram 

Hand 
application 
spray 

All year Contractor  

Cactii Monitor 
 
Extremely slow 
growing 
Very difficult to access 
land slip area 
Negligible spread rate 

Manual 
removal if 
required 

N/A N/A N/A 

Willow Control and minimise 
 
Pre-existing onsite and 
bank stabiliser 
 
Controlled in areas of 
spread as required 

Manual 
removal 
 
Conqueror 
Triclopyr/ 
Picloram 
 

Hand 
application 
spray 

September – Oct 
and April 
 
Specific wait till 
leaf drop in 
vineyard 

Contractor  

Black 
thorn(Sloe) 

Control and minimise 
 
Pre-existing onsite and 
bank stabiliser 
 
Controlled in areas of 
spread as required 

Manual 
removal 
 
Conqueror 
Triclopyr/ 
Picloram 
 

Hand 
application 
spray 

September – Oct 
and April 
 
Specific wait till 
leaf drop in 
vineyard 

Contractor  
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10. Monitoring and Evaluation Strategies 
 
The site in conjunction with the weed controlling contractor have developed a schedule for the monitoring of 
the site the following is considered in the monitoring schedule; 

 record weed sites on the leases 
 monitor the progress and success of the weed program 
 identify and record any new weeds or disease on the site 
 review and assess the control plan effectiveness and make alterations as data is analysed or new 

technology or products are introduced to the market place 
 maintain a look ahead philosophy in any proposed areas of mining and develop plans to identify 

future risks 
 maintain a photographic library to show weed control progress 

 

Table 3- Monitoring plan 

 Durations of inspections for all actual and potential weeds and disease 
onsite 

Type of monitoring Quarterly 6 Monthly 12 monthly (EOFY) 10 yearly 
Visual drive around by 
contractor to record 
results and monitor for 
new growth etc 

X    

Visual walk around by 
contractor to inspect 
and record sensitive 
areas 

 X   

Targeted whole site 
inspection with site 
supervisor and 
contractor, to 
determine any 
additional factor to 
consider in the WDMP 

  X  

Review WDMP   X  
Site review for P. 
cinnamomi 

   X 

 
 
The 12 monthly WDMP review will evaluate the success of the weed control program by considering the 
current extent of the weed problem and reviewing our control measures.  
 

 Is the weed control work going to plan, or do our goals need reviewing?  
 What is the appropriate weed control measure now?  
 Is there a need for external (expert) assistance?  
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The site will follow up and re-implement weed control actions following the results of our monitoring and 
evaluation.  
 
The site will continue to monitor the follow-up work, with a continuous improvement approach in the 
ongoing cycle of weed management. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

11. References 
 

 NRM- KEEPING IT CLEAN A Tasmanian field hygiene manual to prevent the spread of freshwater 
pests and pathogens March 2010 

 Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and Environment (2015). Weed and Disease 
Planning and Hygiene Guidelines - Preventing the spread of weeds and diseases in Tasmania. 
(Eds.) Karen Stewart and Michael Askey-Doran. Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water 
and Environment, Hobart, Tasmania. 

 Quarry Code of Practice 3rd Edition 2017- EPA 
 The Weed Management Act 1999 
 Work Health and Safety Act 2012 
 Australian Pesticide and Veterinary Medicines Authority (APVMA) guidelines 
 AGVET CHEMICALS CODE OF PRACTICE Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water & 

Environment BIOSECURITY TASMANIA Ground Spraying NOVEMBER 2014 
 The Environmental Management and Pollution Control Act 1994 and regulations under this Act. 
 The Dangerous Goods Act 1998 and regulations under this Act. 
 Tas Quarries Weed and seed inspection Checklist bisDOCS # 64342- Rev 1 
 AGVET CHEMICALS INFORMATION SHEET Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water & 

Environment BIOSECURITY TASMANIA Neighbours and Spray Drift SEPTEMBER 2014 
 Forest Practices Code 2020 
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1. Introduction 
 
This Decommissioning and Rehabilitation Plan (DRP) is a plan which is an ongoing rehabilitation 
commitment and is completed as sections of the land become redundant and as additional rehabilitation is 
identified or areas are decommissioned. 

 
The DRP covers the current and newly leased areas 975P/M and 2045P/M (The Land) 
 
This DRP will including but not limited to those plans for  

1. Rehabilitation  
2. Site fixed plant and infrastructure removal  
3. Weeds and disease 
4. Flora and Fauna 
5. Groundwater/ Surface water  
6. Aboriginal Heritage 
7. Historical Heritage 
8. Monitoring 
9. Reporting 
10. Key Milestones 

 
At quarry closure, the DRP will be the roadmap to final closure of the site from all mining activities, All 
stakeholders will be given regular updates of the plans timetable and key milestones achievements.  
 
The DRP is subject to changes from influences and needs to be reviewed periodically (yearly at 
management review) to ensure the up to date information, processes, guidelines and requirements of all 
relevant parties changing into the future of the site are captured and planned. 

  

2. Objectives of the Decommissioning and 

Rehabilitation Plan (DRP) 
 
Objectives of the DRP; 

 Ensure the area disturbed by the mining process is returned to a condition that is consistent with 
established end land use best practice principles. 

 Repurpose the land for commercial use that is complimentary to the surrounding industrial sites in 
the area. 

 Ensure legislative and public expectations are met. 

 

3. The Parties 
 

3.1. The Lease and Permit Holder 
The Mining Lease and Permit holder for the quarry is the landowner,  
Trading Name: Mr David Hughes.  
Registered Address: RSD 619 Evandale Road, Breadalbane TAS 7258 
Postal Address: As above 
ABN: 79421242311 
Contact Details: Tel-0438918134, Email- Daviejane@hotmail.com 
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Under an agreement, Bis is the operator. 

 
3.2. The Operator 
The operator is Bis Industries. Contact details are: 
Bis Industries Grantly Hamilton – Site Manager - Tasmania 
Western Junction Quarry, 1A Richard Street, Western Junction, TAS 7212 
T +61 3 6398 9004 M 0457 546935 
www.bisindustries.com 
Email: Grantly.Hamilton@bisindustries.com 
 
Bis Industries is a leading provider of specialised logistics and materials handling 
solutions to the world’s biggest mining and resources companies. In Tasmania, 
operating under the wholly owned Bis Quarries Pty Ltd, they operate a number of 
major quarries and sand pits supplying the construction industry, State and Local 
Government. 

 
3.3. Consultant engaged to assist to prepare Decommissioning and Rehabilitation Plan 
John Miedecke and Partners Pty Ltd 
Telephone number 0418130672 
Email : John@johnmiedecke.com 

 

4. Legislation  
 

4.1. Acts, Regulations and guidance material 
Acts, regulations and Codes that are relevant to the DRP 

  

Legislation relating to DRP Government Authority DRP Role 

Quarry Code of Practice 3rd 
Edition 2017- EPA 

Mineral Resource’s Tasmania 
(MRT) 

Layman guidance for site  

Mineral Resources Development 
Act 1995 (MRDA) 

Mineral Resource’s Tasmania 
(MRT) 

Assessment, approvals and 
lifecycle management of mining 
leases 
 
Assess and approvals of Mineral 
royalties 
 
Trust fund management  
 
Quarry mining area rehabilitation 
approvals  
 

Water Management Act 1999 DPIPWE Manage water issues in 
Tasmania 

The Weed Management Act 
1999 

DPIPWE Manage weed associated issues 
in Tasmania 

The Environmental Management 
and Pollution Control Act 1994 
and regulations under this Act 

Environmental Protection 
Authority (EPA) 

Manage the Environment in 
Tasmania 

The State Policy on Water 
Quality Management 1997 

Environmental Protection 
Authority (EPA) 

Manage water quality 

mailto:John@johnmiedecke.com
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Historic Cultural Heritage Act 
1995 

Department of Primary 
Industries, Parks, Water and the 
Environment (DPIPWE) 

Monitor and advise on heritage at 
the site 

Land Use Planning and 
Approvals Act 1993 

Northern Midlands Council Approval of land use 

Aboriginal Relics Act 1975 DPIPWE Monitor and advise on Aboriginal 
heritage at the site 

WHS Act 2012 WorkSafe Tasmania Workplace health and safety 
regulation and guidance for the 
site 

Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act 
1999 

Department of Sustainability, 
Environment, Water, Population 
and Communities 

Protection of native species 

Threatened Species Protection 
Act 1995 

DPIPWE Protection of Threatened species 

 

5. References 
 
The DRP has been prepared in accordance with the following documents:  

 Decommissioning and Rehabilitation Plan (DRP) – a guideline for the Tasmanian Mining 
Industry, version 3, May 2011. Preparation of 

 Rehabilitation Plans GUIDELINE FOR MINING & PROSPECTING PROJECTS February 
2020 | Version 1.0 Earth Resources Regulation 

 Guidelines for Preparing Mine Closure Plans May 2015 

 MINE CLOSURE Leading Practice Sustainable Development Program for the Mining Industry 
September 2016 INDUSTRY.GOV.AU | DFAT.GOV.AU 

 INTEGRATED MINE CLOSURE Good Practice Guide, 2nd Edition 

 Management of Acid and Metalliferous Drainage in Tasmania Good Practice Guidance 
2020-2025 

 

6. Background 
The existing Western Junction Quarry at near Breadalbane in Northern Tasmania 
produces a wide range of construction materials. (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1- MINING LEASES 975P/M and 2045 P/M LOCATION – Western Junction Tasmania 

 
 
The quarry has been in operation for almost 40 years and provides a wide selection of 
construction and building materials. It well located being situated in close proximity to a major road 
network, close to Launceston, in an isolated area of private land well screened from residences 
and local views. It is an important supplier to the civil construction industry in Northern Tasmania 
and has supplied to both the North-West and East Coasts. The area currently has three operating 
quarries. 
 
Mr D Hughes is a local landowner who has owned a quarry on his land since 1980. Since 1982 the 
quarry has been operated by Brambles (now Bis Quarries Pty Ltd) under an agreement between 
Brambles (now Bis) and Mr Hughes. 
 
In March 2019, as basalt rock reserves were being depleted in the existing mining lease, Mr 
Hughes applied for planning approvals and additional mining lease (MLA 2045P/M (Figure 2) and 
planning approval to allow the continuation of the quarry activities to the west of the existing 
operations. These were closer to the Launceston Airport on land owned by Mr Hughes. 
 
Planning approval (Planning Permit PLN-19-0071), including the EPA Permit Part B No. 9667 was 
granted on 20 November 2020. The planning approval is for 500,000 tonnes per annum. 
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During the application process the landowner to the south of the quarry, indicated that they were 
interested in selling part of the property to the immediate south of the quarry operations and Mr 
Hughes is purchasing the land. As this land has better rock reserves and also provides a greater 
separation distance from the Launceston Airport and residences to the North, Mr Hughes is now 
making a new planning application for the revised quarry location and revised Mining Lease 
Application (2045P/M). 

 
Figure 2- Current leases and proposed lease extension Source Google Earth 

 

7. Site Layout and Development 
The existing quarry is near Western Junction, NE of the Launceston Airport, the proposed 
extension to the south of the existing leases is also marked (Figures 1 and 2). 
 

8. Topography  
The topography is rolling hills, with an escarpment to the east and south 
Rainfall falling on disturbed areas will be directed to a series of retention ponds prior to 
discharge to the water supply pond in Briarly Creek. 
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Figure 3- Topography map 

 

9. Climate  
9.1. Annual rainfall  

is approximately 675 mm per year and winds from the North-West and West. 
 

10. Geology  
The quarry site is on a basalt flow overlying tertiary sediments Soils. The soils are mapped as Breadalbane 
Soil Association (Brown Clayey soils on Tertiary Basalt).  They have moderate erodibility and dispersibility, 
there is no potential to encounter acid sulphate soils and or contaminated soil as the site is elevated and 
been used for sheep grazing.  
 

11. Hydrology  
 
The existing quarry has one permanent water catchment dam constructed on Briarly Creek and two over 
flow ponds installed for major flooding event potential. On the proposed lease area there are no permanent 
waterbodies on the site and will be designed to drain to the existing dam approximately 500m away. 
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12. Natural Values  
The mining lease area is mapped as Agricultural Land by LIST and no endangered species were identified 
in the area. Therefore, no specific flora and fauna surveys were commissioned. Bis undertake regular weed 
surveys and these will be regularly treated till mine closure. 
 
Quarry plans have been designed using SURPAC resource modelling and mining planning software to 
allow for an expected 20 years of operation (based on reserves and annual production at the Permit limits 
of 312,500 m3/year).  Therefore, it is expected that the quarry will continue for well over 20 years.  

 
Figures 4 and 6 shows the final plan after all rock is quarried. These are all simplified plans based on the 
modelling but will vary depending on the rock characteristics and thickness. 
 
The plans have been designed for the maximum extraction of the basalt resource in accordance with the 
Mining Lease conditions, the Quarry Code of Practice and best practice environmental management. 
 
Quarrying will commence on the western face of the existing pit (processing plant location) with the 
relocation of existing topsoil and overburden stockpiles. These will be relocated to the northern side and 
also the proposed buffer /stockpile area between the quarry and the aerodrome. The pit will then be 
developed in nominal 14 m benches (halved to 7m in final stage as shown in Figure 5) and progress to the 
South in stages, with topsoil and overburden removed in advance of the quarry activities of drilling and 
blasting, blasted rock removal by excavators and transport by truck (Cat rigid mine truck) to the existing 
processing plant. 
 
Photograph 1 shows an example of existing quarry benches. 

 
Photograph 1: Typical quarry bench operation. Quarry advances to the left 
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Figure 4- shows existing quarry rehabilitation plan 
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Figure 5- type of rehabilitation to be used for the site benches and floor 
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Figure 6- showing end of mine rehabilitation of proposed area 

 
 

13. Decommissioning and Rehabilitation 
13.1. Existing quarry operations 
There has been little rehabilitation to date, as the past quarry activities were not designed for 
progressive rehabilitation and the existing pits are still active. The formal agreement between the 
operator and landowner has a requirement on timeframes for rehabilitation of the 975 P/M Far Pit on 
commencement of operating on 2045 P/M.  
 
Large volumes of topsoils and overburden materials from quarry operations have been stockpiled in 
areas surrounding the pits and these are available for rehabilitation and revegetation. These are in 
excess to requirements. 
 
The quarry plan is intended to progressively complete basalt extraction and rehabilitate the currently 
operating and operated quarries. These are the western pit and the current operating (Eastern Pit). The 
pit which is the site of the crushing plant and stockpile area is currently not planned for closure as it will 
remain in operation.  
 
The existing operations are conducted in accordance with the Environmental Management Plan – 
Operations 2010 (Miedecke, 2012). 
 
The approved closure and rehabilitation plan for the existing quarry is shown in Figure 4 The 
rehabilitation plan is as follows (in accordance with the Quarry Code Of Practice): 

• Salvage and recycling of redundant plant and equipment; 

• Profile and contour ripping; 
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• Coverage with previously stockpiled materials from the stockpiles, and 
• Planting of tree seedling, seed and fertilizer application. 

 
 

13.2. Quarry extension 

 
13.2.1. Land form and use 

 
Because of the quarry design is a pit, with all quarry activities including material transport confined 
within the pit perimeters, there is little potential for alternative land use activities to be practiced until 
the quarry pit is completed. Areas ahead of the quarry operations will remain as grazing land until 
disturbed. 
 
The pit walls will be progressively rehabilitated and after pit completion, the floor will be available for 
light industrial use. 
 
The quarry extension area is in the form of a pit, with a relatively level base. The Quarry Plans show 
an advancing face with final benches formed on both the north and south edges being established. 
These are approx 7m high by 4-5m wide to allow effective rehabilitation and these can be 
progressively revegetated, these can be a mix of pasture and/or native vegetation. 
 
Rehabilitation will not be possible on the pit floor until closure. It is planned that the quarry floor 
would be left as a level compacted surface suitable for industrial and/or commercial use. Figure 6 
shows a conceptual closure plan for the Pit. 
 
In the event of cessation of the quarry, the quarry would be rehabilitated as described above, with 
the floor developed for industrial and/or commercial use. 

 
13.3. Pasture revegetation 
Parts of the site (level or gently sloping) will be revegetated to pasture. Once the topsoil has been re-
spread it will need to be cultivated preferably with agricultural tines. Cultivation will occur in autumn, 
(two weeks following knock-down herbicide application) and immediately prior to sowing.  
 
Rocks will be present and seed application will be completed using an agricultural spinner (also used for 
fertilizer application). Basalt soils, particularly sub-soils are acidic and Ag-Lime application will be 
required at the rate of 10 tonne /ha. Ag-Lime is best applied by spreader trucks . Once the lime, seed 
and fertilizer have been applied, the surface will be harrowed and follow up weed control in the pasture 
will be required. 
 
The proposed pasture species to cope with freer draining basalt topsoil and subsoils mix is as follows: 

 Cover Crop of Cereal Rye (ryecorn) 40 kg/ha 

 Ryegrass var Victorian 12 kg/ha 

 Ryegrass var Tama 08 kg/ha 

 Cocksfoot var Porto 05 kg/ha 

 White Clover var Huia 03 kg/ha 

 Sub-Clover var Trikkala 02 kg/ha 
 

The recommended fertilizer is 14:16:11 at 500 kg/ha initially. The fertilizer should be applied by 
tractor and spinner. 
Follow-up maintenance lime and fertilizer requirements should be based on future soil analysis. 

 
13.4. Tree and Grass Species suitable for planting 
The following species are able to cope with the conditions created following quarry 
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development and final landform creation and will establish a self-sustaining stable 
community that will encourage a succession towards pre-disturbance vegetation. The 
method of establishment will be by direct planting of native seedlings. 
The recommended seedling species is from the list below: 

 Acacia dealbata Seedling 

 Acacia mearnsii Seedling 

 Allocasuarina verticillata Seedling 

 Bursaria spinosa Seedling 

 Dodonea viscosa Seedling 

 Eucalyptus amygdalina Seedling 

 Eucalyptus globulus Seedling 

 Eucalyptus viminalis Seedling 

 Lomanadra longifolia Plugs 

 Poa labillardierei Plugs 
 
All seedlings will be guarded, staked and fertilised when planted. If browsing by 
animals are a problem; tree guards will be utilised with all seedlings while animal disturbance is 
observed. 

 
13.5. Fencing 
Exclusion fencing can be utilised where it can be practically constructed. 

 
13.6. Fertiliser 
Fertiliser to be applied are a N:P:K fertiliser mix of 8:4:10 at 300 kg/ha. Based on annual monitoring 
inspections, maintenance fertilizer application may be required. 

 
All grass plugs will be accompanied with 5 grams of Osmocote and seedlings should be planted with a 
20 g Agriform fertiliser tablet or equivalent. Periodic inspection and maintenance will be required. 

 
13.7. Weeds and Diseases 
Weeds and diseases will continue to be monitored and treated utilising the existing sites weed and 
disease management plan up till and including mine closure. 
 
At mine closure a final inspection and report will be commissioned to ensure adequate management 
has taken place and identify any ongoing management if required. 
 
13.8. Flora  
Flora assessments have not identified any significant vegetation communities identified on the site and 
no specific plan is required for preservation or replacement of these communities  

 
13.9. Fauna  
No specifically critical fauna species has been identified on the site, and no specific protection, 
relocation or habitat plans are required for fauna at the sites decommissioning.   
 
13.10. Aboriginal Heritage  
No Aboriginal heritage items have been identified or discovered at the site and this will continue to be 
monitored during mining activities, however it is extremely unlikely any Aboriginal sites will be identified 
and need preservation. 

 
13.11. Historic Heritage  
No Historical sites have been identified or discovered at the site and this will continue to be monitored 
during mining activities, however it is extremely unlikely any Aboriginal sites will be identified and need 
preservation. 
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13.12. Acid Drainage  
There are no identified issues predicable for acid drainage.  

 
13.13. Environmental Management Plans (EMP) 
The site will continue to use the existing EMP’s to control the identified aspects and impacts, these 
plans will include guidance and controls that mange the decommissioning and rehabilitation factors 
described in this plan. 

 
13.14. Infrastructure Decommissioning  
The site will continue to decommission and rehabilitate the land and ensure all existing and new 
infrastructure once redundant is decommissioned correctly and materials disposed of in a correct 
manner to support best practice recycling and re-use strategies available at the time. 
 
The sites asbestos register has identified all asbestos containing materials and these will be removed 
and disposed of by a licenced contractor. 
 
13.15. Infrastructure Area Rehabilitation 
Infrastructure areas will be rehabilitated to become industrial hard stand and area that are raised from 
the floor level will be revegetated where practicable using the methods mentioned above in section 13.3 
pasture revegetation.  

14. Monitoring  
The site will continue to monitor the rehabilitation requirements through the schedule established in this 
plan and the existing Environmental Management Plans and the current monitoring and improvement 
initiatives in place currently at the site.  
 
Ongoing monitoring will be required on the land after mine closure and rehabilitation controls will need to be 
undertaken like weed management, water monitoring, dust and erosion monitoring.  

15. Reporting  
Bis will provide reports on the progress to the key milestones to the land owner and the relevant regulatory 
authority as per reporting guidelines. 

16. Milestones  
The table below shows the key milestones that areas of the land have been scheduled for decommissioning 
and rehabilitation. 
 
The timeframes are based on estimations of source rock availability and calculations of production rates 
and the current/predicted supply need of the civil construction industry over the next 20 years. 
 
As discussed earlier in the DRP timeframes will be subject to change based on operational requirements, 
un-planned events, business and market interruptions and emerging technologies eliminating current plant 
requirements. 
 

Land area for 
decommissioning 
and rehabilitation 

Predicted timing of decommissioning and rehabilitation works 

2022-2025 2025-2028 2028- 2032 2032- 2035 2035-2038 2038- end 
of life 

North East Pit  
975P/M  

X      

Centre Pit 975P/M  X     

Metal Bay 975P/M      X 
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Wash plant 
975P/M 

     X 

Pre coat 975P/M      X 

Pug mill 975P/M      X 

Workshop 975P/M      X 

Oil storage 
975P/M 

     X 

Fuel tanks and 
bunding 975P/M 

  X    

Amenities/ crib 
room area 975P/M 

     X 

Crushing and 
screening plant 
975P/M 

     X 

Stage 1 new 
development 2045 
P/M 

    X  

End of mine 
975P/M and 2045 
P/M 

     X 
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